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Abstract

With the emergence of the so-called “Web 2.0”, the age of participation has
begun to flourish on the Internet: Everybody is able to overtly express his
opinion in weblogs, which are best described as personal diaries open to the
public. And these weblogs are being read by millions of others. Moreover,
people collectively contribute to the creation of massive knowledge structures
like Wikipedia or ODP, the Open Directory Project. These represent collective
efforts that would not have been conceivable by individuals or groups. As
such, the Web 2.0 has levelled the ground for the advent of new large-scale
information sources and structures.

The principal objective of this thesis (“Habilitationsschrift”) is to take a closer
look at that mentioned fountain of new insight from a corporate perspec-
tive, raising the question of how to exploit its lush sprinkle in order to distill
knowledge of strategic value for any given corporation or product. “Strategic
knowledge” hereby refers to knowledge that can be utilized to obtain a better
competitive position, e.g., by being able to more accurately target campaigns,
or by receiving market feedback on new products more quickly so that product
issues can be eradicated faster.

To this end, research techniques from information retrieval, machine learning,
text mining, and natural language processing are harnessed, in order to cope
with information glut in mainly an automated fashion. The first chapters of
this work therefore briefly expose the domains of research that are made use
of in order to address the research questions stated before. Also, an overview
of current approaches and systems is provided, always maintaining a focus on
research.

Subsequent parts of this thesis then present our own published contributions,
arranged around three major topics. These topics may be understood as exem-
plary instances of deriving corporate strategic knowledge from the Web 2.0’s
information repositories. Within every topic, the broader context is laid out
first, followed by a brief summary of each paper’s ideas and inner mechanics.
Moreover, the mentioned scientific works are attached in their original form
of publication at the end of this work.
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

“Arguments are to be avoided – they are always vulgar and often con-
vincing.”

– Oscar Wilde (1854 – 1900)

Contents
1.1. Motivation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
1.2. Definition of Scope . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
1.3. Thesis Organization and Content . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

1.3.1. Chapter Outline . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
1.3.2. Publications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

1.1. Motivation

The World-Wide Web has entered the “participation age”: Everybody can utter his
personal opinion on the Web 2.0 and his voice will be heard. Even more, companies
are feeling an ever-increasing pressure and effectively must listen to the consumer’s
voice. Bad reputations on the Web spread at the sheer immense speed of word-of-
mouth and rumours – once spoken out – are unlikely to disappear as they are written
down and ever-present: in weblogs, newsgroups, and discussion boards.

However, the new participation age does not only pose threats to companies and
corporations, but also presents enormous opportunities: All the required information
to perform effective market research is already out there, stored in electronic form.
Knowing about things that customers do not like or would love to see changed has
never been easier. One only needs to reach out and grab this information.

This reaching out one’s hand, unfortunately, is not so easy: The Web abounds
of textual information and machines are not well-equipped to deal with written
text and semantics. Making sense of plain numbers is much easier for automated
systems, as several decades of research in data mining have made us believe. Thus,
in order to exploit the information out there, creating real value for companies and

1



Chapter 1. Introduction

corporations, new approaches have to be conceived that draw from research in text
mining, natural language processing, and information retrieval.

Here lies the primary motivation for this work – to think of systems and algorithms
that help make sense of consumer-generated media, to analyze and interpret in a
largely automated fashion, and to also exploit the availability of massive information
sources that have been shaped by the Web 2.0’s so-called collective intelligence.1

All research presented here does therefore not only suffice the notion of conducting
research for the sake of gaining new insight, but is also intended to serve practical
requirements. That latter aspect manifests by means of the systems’ actual usage
by marketing and corporate development analysts at Siemens.

1.2. Definition of Scope

The title of the thesis at hand, “Automated Capture of Strategic Knowledge on the
Web”, needs to be dissected accordingly into its single atoms so as to make the
scope of the underlying work clear and crisp. In particular three characteristics can
be distilled from it:

• Strategic knowledge. By means of “strategic”, we denote knowledge that is
able to give a company or corporation a competitive advantage over its com-
petitors. This competitive advantage can be generated by making the company
know about its perception in public, in particular with regard to the public’s
perception of product issues and critical topics (e.g., “obesity” would be one
such critical topic for fast food companies); see Sec. 4.2. Another competitive
advantage could also be generated by introspection, e.g., by optimizing the
own organization bottom-up: Here, an analysis of cross-department synergies
can provide leverage (see Sec. 4.11).
• Automated capture. All relevant information, so-called “consumer-generated

media” [Glance et al., 2005], is already out there on the Web. While humans
can process this largely textual information easily, it comes at the expense of
enormous temporal effort to be invested. The main contribution of this work
is thus to design algorithms and systems that do the processing and analysis
in a semi- to fully-automated fashion, thus reducing human effort drastically.
• Web as ecosystem. All analysis tasks for capturing strategic knowledge use

the Web as one and only ecosystem. This aspect manifests in the ways many
of our proposed algorithms are designed. For instance, the automated news ex-
tractor operates on the HTML information presentation layer, which is typical
for the Web (see Sec. 4.3).

1See, for example, Wikipedia, or the DMOZ Open Directory Project, which aims at categorizing
the Web into the world’s largest taxonomy.
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1.3. Thesis Organization and Content

All publications we present suffice these three criteria even though their ends may
vary, ranging from reputation analysis to identifying technology synergies.

1.3. Thesis Organization and Content

The thesis has been organized so as to give an introduction into the research area
itself (Ch. 1 to Ch. 3), along with an outline of the publications that constitute its
body of research (Ch. 4). The nine original publications themselves are contained in
Appendix A through C. Our suggested reading order is to first read all introductory
information about the research field and existing approaches and then to move on to
Ch. 4, which arranges our nine original publications along three major topics (Sec.
4.2 to 4.4). Each of these three sections can be read independently from each other.
We suggest to first read the outlining section, e.g., Sec. 4.2, and then to read the
corresponding original publications, e.g., Appendix A.

1.3.1. Chapter Outline

Fig. 1.1 gives an outline of the thesis’ organization, which can be seen as structured
into two halves, namely the introductory and framing part, see Ch. 1 to 5, and the
part containing the actual research body in its pure form, the appendix.

The chapters’ content can be summarized as follows:

• Chapter 2 provides an introduction into all those fields of research that are
particularly relevant in the context of strategic knowledge extraction, including
text mining, natural language processing, and information retrieval.
• Chapter 3 is more usage-focused and presents various systems that have been

crafted with the capture of strategic knowledge in mind. Here, we find systems
from well-known companies such as Microsoft and IBM, but also from lesser
known companies such as Intelliseek.
• Chapter 4 is the central chapter and the most voluminous at the same time:

Therein, all our nine original publications are arranged along three governing
research topics. The principal aim of this chapter is to give an overview of the
techniques, algorithms, and research contributions made. However, note that
these sections do not aspire to give in-depth details; consequently, formal rigor
and elaborateness is left to the original works in the appendix.
• Chapter 5 summarizes previous chapters and reflects on future directions the

still young research field might take.

1.3.2. Publications

Eight publications are comprised in this thesis, featured in their original version of
publication and layout in Appendix A – C. All these have been published in renowned
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Figure 1.1. Organization and reading suggestion for the thesis at hand

peer-reviewed conferences, such as ACM SIGIR ([Ziegler and Jung, 2009]), ACM
CIKM ([Ziegler et al., 2006]), IEEE/WIC/ACM Web Intelligence ([Ziegler and
Skubacz, 2006], [Ziegler and Skubacz, 2007], [Ziegler et al., 2008], and [Ziegler et al.,
2009]), IEEE EEE ([Viermetz et al., 2008]), and IEEE CASON ([Kammergruber
et al., 2009]).
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Chapter 2.

Research Foundations

“Knowledge and timber should not be much used till they are seasoned.”

– Oliver Wendell Holmes (1809 – 1894)

Contents
2.1. Introduction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
2.2. Information Retrieval and Search Technology . . . . . . 6

2.2.1. Vector Space Model Basics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
2.2.2. On Search Engine Anatomy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10

2.3. Data Mining . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
2.3.1. Supervised Learning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
2.3.2. Unsupervised Learning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
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2.5.3. Going Beyond Research . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32
2.5.4. Conclusion and Outlook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32

2.1. Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to lay out the major domains of research that are con-
cerned by the question of how to distill strategic knowledge from sources of largely
unstructured data, like the Web.

First and foremost, these concerned domains are information retrieval and search
technology, machine learning and data mining, and, finally, natural language pro-
cessing and text mining. None of these are disjoint and the borders are not always
visible but rather fluent. The chapter at hand will introduce basic notions and meth-
ods used in each of these fields, focusing mainly on those aspects that are of utter
relevance to the understanding of our own research. However, it is by no means
intended to give an exhaustive survey of each of them.

5



Chapter 2. Research Foundations

While the above mentioned domains are established areas that have been subject
to many decades of intense research, there is one field of interest that owes its birth
mainly to application scenarios like market intelligence and reputation monitoring
– that is, those fields that are right at the center of capturing knowledge of strate-
gic value for corporations. The novel field of research we are referring to is called
sentiment detection, or, alternatively, opinion mining.

While there is no shortage of comprehensive literature for those established fields
mentioned before, there is a shortage of literature for sentiment detection. We have
thus devoted more attention to this novel field than to the established others. An-
other reason for treating sentiment detection in more detail is to make this thesis self-
contained: The domain of sentiment detection has become an important fragment
of the mosaic patchwork we refer to as “automated capture of strategic knowledge”.

2.2. Information Retrieval and Search Technology

Information retrieval has been a subject of research for many years and is one of the
oldest disciplines in computer science. Its importance to the domain of extracting
knowledge of strategic relevance from massive amounts of data is more than obvious,
as the identification of relevant pieces of information with regard to the problem at
hand requires some form of “retrieval”. We are thus referring to a guided process1.

An excellent treatise of information retrieval methods can be found in [van Rijs-
bergen, 1975], which has endured the test of time for more than thirty years from
now. Another recommended reading is [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999]. A
more Web-focused textbook (and therefore even closer to our domain of interest)
is “Mining the Web” [Chakrabarti, 2002]: As the title already suggests, the book
also treats Web mining and text mining and thus gives another indication for these
mentioned smooth transitions between the various fields treated in this chapter.

While these textbooks give a comprehensive survey of information retrieval liter-
ature, we will only focus on two aspects: The vector space model that lies at the
heart of information retrieval, and search engine technology (from a bird’s eye per-
spective). Both topics are abundantly referenced in our research contributions (see
[Ziegler et al., 2006], [Ziegler and Skubacz, 2006], [Ziegler et al., 2008], and [Ziegler
et al., 2009]), thus necessitating their brief explanation.

2.2.1. Vector Space Model Basics

The vector space model lies at the heart of many retrieval models. It is an algebraic
model for representing text documents as vectors of identifiers, such as, for example,
index terms. Its first use was in the SMART information retrieval system [Salton
et al., 1975].

1As opposed to data mining, which is often understood as an unguided process.
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2.2. Information Retrieval and Search Technology

The task to be solved is to compare two given documents di, dj ∈ D with regard
to their content similarity. To this end, each document di is represented as a vector
~vi. Hereby, each vector’s dimensionality is given by the number of unique words in
D. For each unique word wk, an integer k ∈ {1, . . . , | ⋃ di, i ∈ {1, . . . , |D|} |} is
assigned, so as to identify the word at hand. Component k of document vector ~vi,
i.e., vi,k, thus corresponds to the presence or absence of word wk in document di.

In the original model of Salton et al., components vi,k are non-zero when wk exists
in di, and zero when wk does not. Non-zero values may represent occurrence counts
of wk in di or, alternatively, express binary states, i.e., wk = 1 in case wk occurs in
di at least once. Now, having a vector representation of both documents di, dj to be
compared, a metric is needed so as to quantify their similarity sim(di, dj). To this
end, Salton uses the cosine of angle θ of both vectors ~vi, ~vj:

sim(di, dj) = cos(θ) =
~vi • ~vj

‖ ~vi ‖ · ‖ ~vj ‖
(2.1)

While this approach works in theory, there are some severe drawbacks to be con-
sidered, in particular with regard to the weight of words: Words that bear no intrinsic
informative value are dramatically overrated, as they occur frequently and across all
documents. By contrast, those words that actually do characterize a document di

– because they commonly occur infrequently across all documents, but frequently
within di – are assigned unduely low weights.

This situation is alleviated by term frequency (TF) and inverse document fre-
quency (IDF): In the classic vector space model by Salton et al., the term-specific
weights in the document vectors were products of local and global parameters.
Hereby, the term frequency tfi,k of word wk in document di is the occurrence count
of wk in di and therefore a local parameter. The inverse document frequency idfk of
word wk, on the other hand, is a global parameter and provides a measure of term se-
lectivity – the lower the number of documents that wk occurs in, |{di ∈ D | vi,k 6= 0}|,
the higher its inverse document frequency idfk.

idfk = log
( |D|
|{di ∈ D | vi,k 6= 0}|

)
(2.2)

The logarithm is used in order to attenuate the impact of selectivity by infre-
quent term occurrence. The weight of term2 wk for document di, i.e., the vector’s
component vi,k, is calculated as the product of term frequency and inverse document
frequency:

ti,k = idfk · tfi,k (2.3)

These term weights are then used to constitute the components of the document

2“Word” and “term” are used synonymously.
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Chapter 2. Research Foundations

vectors ~vi, ~vj, to which the cosine similarity metric is applied thereafter.
Next to cosine similarity, other similarity measures have been tried, like Pearson’s

correlation coefficient known from statistics and computer science application do-
mains such as collaborative filtering [Konstan et al., 2006; Shardanand and Maes,
1995].3 However, cosine similarity is used most commonly.

2.2.1.1. Reducing Term Vector Dimensionality

While term weighting by means of TF-IDF scores helps to properly balance the
impact of each single term, another severe problem of the common vector space
model is the curse of dimensionality: Bear in mind that the term vector’s number of
components is determined by the number of unique terms in D. Now, when we have
a look at languages that are morpho-syntactically rich, e.g., German and Finnish,
the dimensionality of those term vectors will almost explode, while the term vectors’
components will be very sparsely populated, i.e., there will be few non-zero values.
But even for English the problem of dimensionality is significant. To this end, various
solutions have been proposed. Two very simple ones (and by far the most commonly
used) are stop-word removal and stemming:

• Stop-word removal. In every modern and ancient language, there is a limited
number of words that occur very often. E.g., in English, these are words like
“the”, “he”, “have”, or “while”. In German, examples for stop-words include
“sind”, “also”, “während”, and so forth. These stop-words (in general no more
than 1, 000 words per language, including various inflection forms for identical
base forms) tend to account for 30% to 70% of typical written text. On the
other hand, their removal does not imply discarding characteristic information,
as they occur in almost all documents: Consequently, their intrinsic informative
value is relatively low.
Stop-word removal is achieved by having stop-word lists for each language.
Before document-to-document (or document-to-query) matching takes place,
these stop-word lists are applied to each document, discarding every occurrence
of stop-words in these.
• Stemming. While stop-word removal helps to shrink document size consider-

ably, it does not necessarily help to dramatically reduce dimensionality. Here,
stemming comes into play. Stemming aims at discarding the diversity of in-
flection forms, only keeping the word’s single base form. That is, for instance,
occurrences of “helped”, “helping”, and “helps” would all be mapped to the
verb’s base form “help”. As such, stemming decreases dimensionality by ∼30%
[Fox, 2003].

3Pearson’s correlation coefficient is very similar to cosine similarity. Replacing vector components
in the cosine similarity model by their respective z-scores [Field, 2009] gives the correlation
coefficient of both vectors.
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2.2. Information Retrieval and Search Technology

Syntactically exact stemming (often referred to as “base-form reduction”) is
often tedious and requires the existence of machine-readable dictionaries and
grammars. Search technology therefore often makes use of more pragmatic
approaches. The most popular one among these is the well-known Porter
stemming algorithm [Porter, 1980]: Here, stems are generated not by in-depth
morphological analysis, but by simple rules that may generate inexact stems.
However, this does not significantly impact the quality of similarity matches
on documents subject to Porter stemming (and also similar affix stemmers, see
[Fox, 2003]). The following list shows some rules from the original Porter stem-
ming algorithm (for English; other language versions, e.g., German, likewise
exist). These rules apply to a word’s suffix:

sses → s
ies → i
s → ε

(2.4)

Symbol “ε” denotes the empty word. Applying the second rule, the word “li-
braries” would be mapped to “librari”, which is syntactically not correct but
sufficient for our purposes.
Lemmatization commonly goes further than pure stemming, by including map-
pings to semantic base forms. For instance, lemmatization would not only
map “cars” to “car”, but also “automobile” to “car” (see, e.g., [Manning and
Schütze, 1999]).

Stemming and stop-word removal are not exclusive but complementary, and typ-
ically used in concert. Next to these simple methods for reducing the dimension-
ality of term vectors, there are several more complex statistics-based approaches.
In particular Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Singular Value De-
composition (SVD). Both aim at reducing dimensionality by identifying strong
correlations between dimensions: PCA is a mathematical procedure that transforms
a number of possibly correlated variables into a smaller number of uncorrelated vari-
ables called “principal components” [Pearson, 1901]. The first principal component
accounts for as much of the variability in the data as possible, and each succeeding
component accounts for as much of the remaining variability as possible. A direct
link between PCA and SVD can be established when “PCA is calculated using the
covariance matrix” [Wall et al., 2003].

2.2.1.2. Textual Search Based on the Vector Space Model

So far, we have described Salton’s vector space model as an approach to match two
text documents di, dj for similarity. In order to tailor this approach to enable textual
search, few simple steps have to be followed:

Given a query q composed of terms, we simply regard this query as a document,

9



Chapter 2. Research Foundations

apply stemming and stop-wording, and match the query document q against all
documents di in our document set D. Now, in order to get the top-N results, we
simply need to sort all similarity scores sim(q, di) in descending order and select the
topmost N of that respective list.

The use of the vector space model is still wide-spread, with several modifications
having been applied to it. It still counts as paradigmatic information retrieval model
which we refer to rifely in our own publications, too. In particular those publications
that have been considered as scientific kernel for the thesis at hand (see, e.g., [Ziegler
et al., 2006; Ziegler and Skubacz, 2006; Ziegler and Jung, 2009], to name some).

2.2.2. On Search Engine Anatomy

The following paragraphs will only give a very brief survey of an exemplary search
engine architecture. A more detailed and profound description can be found, e.g.,
in [Chakrabarti, 2002] and [Brin and Page, 1998]. Moreover, this section addresses
Web search engines only.

In general, any Web search engine is made up of at least three major components,
namely Web crawler, indexer, and search interface.

• Web crawler. This application, also called spider, wanders the Web harvest-
ing all Web documents the crawler discovers. Starting points of its voyage are
given by so-called “seed lists” containing pages with an outdegree large enough
to allow the crawler to reach deep into the Web. Most crawlers operate in a
breadth-first search fashion [Najork and Wiener, 2001]. The downloaded Web
documents are forwarded to the indexer for creating and updating the search
engine’s index, which is the basis for all search operations.
• Indexer. The indexer represents the search engine’s core repository for retriev-

ing the right documents for each query. The indexer takes each downloaded
document, processes its content and updates the index accordingly. In general,
an index is organized as an inverted index.
• Search interface. The search interface is the least complex component of

those three mentioned here. It comprises of the graphical frontend that displays
the query results, as well as of the access mechanisms that take and process
the user’s query, forward the query to the index and arrange the results in an
ordered list.

The principal processes within a search engine are given by Fig. 2.1. The process
of crawling and indexing is indicated therein (steps 1 to 4), as well as a user’s search
inquiry (steps 5 to 8).

In this chapter, we will put our focus on the indexer only, as the other two men-
tioned components are of minor interest for our research presented. The next section
will thus focus on the design of an inverted index, which is the common type of index
used in search engines.
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Figure 2.1. Simplified search engine process sketch

2.2.2.1. Inverted Index Organization

Soon as a document di has been downloaded by the crawler and sent to the indexer
for indexation, several processing tasks are executed. These are basically similar
to those presented in Sec. 2.2.1.1. That is, stemming and stop-word removal are
applied. Moreover, TF weights are computed for all terms and IDF terms weights
are updated.4 However, as the number of documents is massive and the number of
unique terms likewise very large, an efficient means to retrieve documents di given
a term wk needs to be defined.

4Bear in mind that IDF weights are global parameters which are not document-specific, as opposed
to TF weights.
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To this end, an inverted index is put to use. The predicate “inverted” hints at the
dominating organizing principle: Imagine the search engine’s index as a consecutive
list of documents. The list may be sorted, e.g., in order of the first download of each
document. So, we have a stream of words that are first arranged by the document
they occur in, di, followed by the actual word token wk. The sorting is thus first for
di and then for term wk.

For retrieval tasks, this natural organization is inappropriate. Our search criterion
is given by tokens rather than documents. So, with the above index organization,
finding matches for query words implies high-cost scans, where an inspection of
every document for the searched word’s occurrence is necessary. Thus, instead of
organizing an index first for documents and then for tokens, a far better approach is
to organize the index for tokens and then for documents. Hence the name inverted
index. The following table depicts the inverted index organization principle:

inset → {d4, d592, d2990, d9300}
. . . → . . .
insist → {d8, d13, d1980}
. . . → . . .
institute → {d89}

(2.5)

This organization resembles that of linked lists also used for hashing in databases
[Knuth, 1998]. An efficient organization of the head list itself, i.e., the list of tokens, is
typically achieved by resorting to so-called “tries”, also called prefix trees [Fredkin,
1960]. These are more suitable than generic hash functions since tries allow for
keyword searches with wildcards, e.g., “IBM T*” for all occurrences of words starting
with “IBM T”. These can be easily implemented with no need to generate hypothesis
queries for wildcard use, as would be the case for generic hash functions.

From an implementation viewpoint the mentioning of Lucene appears notable
(http://lucene.apache.org), an open-source inverted index that has been used by nu-
merous projects from academia and industry likewise. Some of our publications pre-
sented in this thesis also make abundant use of Lucene (see [Ziegler and Skubacz,
2006, 2007; Ziegler et al., 2008, 2009].

2.2.2.2. Towards Semantic Search Engines

While generic Web search engines have become commodities, most search engine
technology and service providers attempt to distinguish themselves from their com-
petitors by means of “semantic gadgets” – small extensions of lexical search engines
that aim at better interpreting the user’s information needs. Here, we will limit our
discussion on two aspects, word sense disambiguation and named entity recognition.

12
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Word Sense Disambiguation

Most common among these semantic extensions in search engines is word sense
disambiguation [Manning and Schütze, 1999]. Word sense disambiguation is geared
towards resolution of polysemy, the identification of a word’s or n-gram’s different
meanings. Take, for instance, the search query “Police”. This term could represent
at least three different information needs: First, there is one of the most famous
pop bands of the 80’s. Next, there is a Polish city called “Police”. Third, the user
might also be searching for information regarding his local police station. Another
popular example from literature is “Java”, which can denote both the programming
language as well as the Indonesian island.

Technically, the resolution of polysemy is achieved by taking into account a term’s
closer context, i.e., by considering other relevant keywords that occur in close prox-
imity. As such, the disambiguation task is one that is subject to intense research in
the domain of natural language processing (NLP), which will be discussed later in
this chapter.

Early implementations of search engines using word sense disambiguation date
back to the mid-nineties, starting with the advent of Northern Light. This search
engine has clustered the user’s search results according to the search query’s different
semantic connotations. However, Northern Light has gone offline in 2002. More
recently, another effort towards semantic analysis and categorization of search re-
sults has been launched by Crystal Reference through their flagship product Sense
Engine. At the heart of their approach lies the manual crafting of a categorization
scheme with more than 2,000 topics, along with the categorization of each single
English word into all the categories it may fall into. Multiple associations of a given
word into different categories is not unusual thanks to polysemy.

Named Entity Recognition

Several commercial search engines, like FAST’s Enterprise Search Platform,
allow for drill-down operations on search result sets. These drill-downs can be per-
formed along different dimensions. Typically, language is one of them. That is, the
system displays all the different languages it has detected in the result set and al-
lows the user to refine his search result set by selecting one of them. Only result
documents in that very language are shown thereafter.

Other dimensions are, e.g., company names, person names, geographic locations,
etc. So, upon receiving the search result from the search engine, the user at hand
may select the menu item “person names”, which gives him the list of all the persons
whose names occur in the result set. Then, by clicking on one of these names, he
will get only those documents where that very person appears in.

Named entity recognition is therefore the proper identification of all these com-
pany names, brand names, geographical locations, person names, and so forth. The
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problem of named entity recognition can be approached from different directions,
the simplest one being gazeteering. Gazeteers are named entity taggers that use
positive lists of all text strings of entities that are acceptable as such, i.e., lists of
company names and so forth. Named entity recognition is defined in more detail in
Sec. 2.4.

2.3. Data Mining

Data mining lies at the intersection of machine learning and database technology.
An abundant survey and introduction of its techniques and methods is given in
[Han and Kamber, 2006] and [Witten and Frank, 2005]. The section at hand will
only highlight a small selection of these techniques.

For the capture of strategic knowledge from the Web, data mining is an essential
ingredient, in particular in concert with information retrieval: Data mining helps
to identify patterns in data and turns these recognized patterns into knowledge.
Commonly, two broader classes of pattern extraction methods are discerned, namely
supervised learning and unsupervised learning.

First, data mining identifies regularities and generalizes these findings in order to
build classification models. An example could be the learning of a model for assigning
ratings of creditworthiness in an automated fashion, based on certain characteristic
features of the prospective debitor:5

salary ≥ 50, 000 ∧ job ∈ {surgeon, . . . } ∧ . . .→ rating = AAA (2.6)

Another example taken from our research is the categorization of text blocks in
HTML documents into clutter and informative content, based on linguistic and
structural features that have been computed for these text blocks [Ziegler and
Skubacz, 2007; Ziegler et al., 2009].

These classification tasks, where the objective is to assign a nominal class label to
an object based on patterns extracted from labelled historical data, are commonly
known as supervised learning tasks and will be outlined in Sec. 2.3.1. Typical
techniques comprise of Näıve-Bayes classifiers, support vector machines, decision
trees, and numerous other classification methods. Supervised learning does not only
embrace tasks where the goal is to assign a discrete nominal label to a given entity,
e.g., the labels “clutter” or “informative content”, but also comprises of tasks aiming
at predicting a numeric value. For instance, one may think of predicting tomorrow’s
stock prices based on past performance of the respective stock and the market. Here,
multiple linear regression models and neural networks are put to use.

5The credit crunch crisis shows what happens when such classification models are not available.
Or – if they are available – what happens when these models are inaccurate and faulty.
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Next to classification, there are unsupervised learning algorithms in data min-
ing, more commonly known as clustering algorithms. These algorithms are called
un-supervised because they do not necessitate a learning phase: There are no clear di-
rectives from past evidence which tell us where to categorize these objects into. Data
is said to be “unlabelled”. Example scenarios for applications of clustering include
the segmentation of customers into similar groups according to their behavior, e.g.,
the behavior of mobile phone customers. Another example taken from our research
in this thesis is the clustering of textual feedback from users, according to content
similarity [Ziegler et al., 2008]. Typical clustering algorithms include k-means, ex-
pectation maximization, and Kohonen maps (better known as self-organizing maps
[Kohonen, 2000]).

The following sections will only focus on data mining algorithms, leaving out other
important aspects like data pre-processing, cross validation, boosting and bagging,
to name a few.

2.3.1. Supervised Learning

An important prerequisite for supervised learning to take place is the presence of
“labelled” data. The data’s label is hereby the later target variable that the clas-
sification model being learned will try to correctly predict when applied to unseen
data. Take for example the set of all the emails a given user received in the past.
Some of them may have been spam, most of them will not. The set of his emails,
each mail with a label “spam” or “non-spam” on it, thus counts as labelled data and
will allow a classification algorithm to learn a model that can classify new incoming
mails as “spam” or “non-spam”, based on the labelled mails that particular user
received in the past.

The learning of the classification model is enabled by means of a set of features
that characterize the object of interest (e.g., the content of the user’s mail for the
above spam classification problem, or socio-demographic features and income when
trying to predict creditworthiness for bank customers). These labelled objects are
mapped to vectors in n-dimensional feature space, where each component expresses
one feature. Mind that the label – that is, the target variable to be predicted – is
not comprised in these n features.

Commonly, the set of labelled objects is divided into two sets, namely the training
set and the test set. Typical splits are 66% training and 33% test set. Cross validation
(see, e.g., [Ziegler et al., 2004]) allows to dynamically split between training and test
set, which may help to avoid over-fitting of data. As its name already suggests,
the training set is used to train the model. That is, to make the classifier correctly
classify unseen data later on. The test set, on the other hand, is used to quantify
the classifier’s accuracy in classifying unseen data. Here, the learned classifier is
offered each observation from the test set, without disclosing the correct label. The
classifier then attempts to predict the label so that the resulting predicted value can
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Figure 2.2. Sample decision tree taken from [Ziegler et al., 2009]

be matched against the correct label. Herlocker et al. [2004] provide a comprehensive
survey of evaluation metrics, though with a focus on recommender systems.

The following paragraphs give an excerpt of the rich plethora of classifiers:

Decision Tree Induction

Decision trees consist of hierarchically arranged decision rules, where each leave node
gives the target variable’s predicted label. Decision trees, in particular the famous
ID3 learner [Russell and Norvig, 2003], have been primarily used to predict categor-
ical target variables. However, newer versions of decision tree induction algorithms,
like the popular C4.5 [Quinlan, 1996], are also able to predict numerical values, sim-
ilar to regression models known from statistics. An example for a learned decision
tree model is given in Fig. 2.2, taken from [Ziegler et al., 2009]. The decision tree’s
task was to classify text blocks in an HTML document into “informative content”
or “page clutter” and will be detailed in later chapters.
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Neural Networks

Neural networks are similar to linear regression models in that they produce a nu-
merical prediction. Typically, neural networks consist of three layers, namely the
input layer, output layer, and the hidden layer in between these two. Neurons are
never connected to other neurons within the same layer, but may be connected to
nodes of other layers. Each edge between neuron nodes is weighted, and the neu-
rons on the hidden and output layer both consist of activation functions (see, e.g.,
[Russell and Norvig, 2003]) whose output is defined by the respective node’s ingoing
edge weights and the input value transferred along the ingoing edge. The network’s
training is typically achieved by backpropagation. That is, the classification error at
the output node is propagated back into the network and edge weights are adapted
for error correction. A neural networks’s learning procedure is therefore commonly
described as gradient search in edge weight space.

Näıve-Bayes Classifiers

Näıve-Bayes classifiers are very simple but in most cases cannot compete with sup-
port vector machines or decision trees in terms of classification accuracy. Exceptions
are reported in literature, though. Näıve-Bayes classifiers function by exploiting the
Bayes theorem of conditional probability (see, e.g., [Martinez-Arroyo and Sucar,
2006]). They calculate the conditional probability value P (Ci |F1, F2, . . . , Fn) for all
target value categories C1, C2, . . . , Cn. The computed probability with the highest
value gives the category that the observation should be classified into. Hereby, val-
ues F1, . . . , Fn denote the current observation’s feature values. The calculation using
Bayes’ theorem looks as follows:

P (Ci |F1, F2, . . . , Fn) =
P (Ci) · P (F1, F2, . . . , Fn |Ci)

P (F1, F2, . . . , Fn)
(2.7)

Mind that probability P (F1, F2, . . . , Fn |Ci) can be derived easily from observa-
tions in the training set. In a similar vein, P (F1, F2, . . . , Fn) is simply the number of
all training set observations with exactly these feature values divided by the overall
number of training examples.

Support Vector Machines

Proposed in the 1970’s already, support vector machines (SVM) [Vapnik, 1995] have
started gaining momentum no more than ten years back from now. The reason lies
mainly in the lack of sufficient computational power 30 years ago. SVMs are among
the most complex classification algorithms and the underlying theory is not easily
understood. Their use extends to both classification and regression tasks. That is,
SVMs can be used both for predicting categorical and numerical values.
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SVMs partition sets of objects (recall that objects are displayed as feature vectors
in n-dimensional space) into classes so that there remains a maximal margin around
the classes. The margin may hereby not contain any data points. As the margin
needs to be a hyperplane, the different classes can only be divided properly when the
training data appears linearly separable. Obviously, this prerequisite cannot always
be satisfied. Here, the so-called “kernel trick” [Vapnik, 1995] comes into play: The
kernel trick enables the creation of a non-linear separating margin by mapping all
data points into higher-dimensional space. The mapping is achieved by resorting to
a kernel function, which lies at the heart of the SVM classification procedure.

2.3.2. Unsupervised Learning

Unsupervised learning, more prominently known as clustering, is similar to density
estimation in multivariate statistics. In contrast to supervised learning, there exists
no labelled data, so the principal task of clustering algorithms is to examine the or-
ganization of data, based on vector representations of observations in n-dimensional
space. An overview of clustering algorithms is given in [Han and Kamber, 2006].

The output of clustering procedures is given by the assignment of data points to
clusters. These can be hard assignments, so that each observation is assigned to just
one cluster, or soft assignments, so that any observation can be assigned to several
classes simultaneously. The assignment of such an observation oi to a given class cj
is then expressed as a probability value pi,j ∈ [0, 1].

Cluster algorithms differ from each other not only by their computational scheme
and inner algorithmic mechanics, but also by the number of clusters to be generated.
Some algorithms demand the number of output clusters as input parameter, e.g.,
k-means and expectation maximization (EM), while other clustering algorithms do
not need the number of clusters to be specified beforehand, like self-organizing maps
[Kohonen, 2000]. Moreover, some clustering algorithms are able to assign a label to
clusters. These label-assigning clustering algorithms can be found first and foremost
in text mining applications, where cluster analysis is applied to textual documents.
An example for such an approach can be found in [Ziegler et al., 2008], describing
the identification and explorative analysis of textual user feedback.

The next paragraphs will briefly outline several clustering algorithms in use today.
Some of these have been employed in our own publications comprised in this thesis,
namely density-based clustering in [Kammergruber et al., 2009], and expectation
maximization in [Viermetz et al., 2008]. Moreover, in [Ziegler et al., 2008], we have
introduced a new clustering approach for clustering small textual documents.

k-Means

Being one of the earliest clustering algorithms, k-means [MacQueen, 1967] is still in
common use today. At the heart of k-means lies a metric that measures the distance
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between two points in n-dimensional vector space. In general, the euclidean distance
is utilized here. Variations include the use of correlation coefficients, in particular
Pearson’s correlation coefficient.

The algorithmic steps behind k-means are very simple: Initially, k data points
are randomly selected as cluster centers. Next, each data point is assigned to one
of these k clusters, based on proximity. Upon assigning all data points to one of
these k clusters, the k centers are then computed anew. The center computation
is hereby achieved by computing the average vector of all the data points in each
cluster. The procedure of assigning data points to cluster centers is repeated until
no re-assignments occur.

There are several variations of k-means, for example k-medoids. In this case, the
redefinition of cluster centers is not done by computing the average of all the vectors
in the cluster at hand, but by forcing one of each cluster’s data points to become
the cluster center. Hence, the cluster’s centroid is replaced by its medoid.

Expectation Maximization

Expectation maximization (EM) is similar to k-means in that it requires the number
k of clusters to be fixed beforehand. It is used in statistics for finding maximum
likelihood estimates of parameters in probabilistic models, where the model depends
on unobserved latent variables. EM is an iterative method which alternates between
performing an expectation (“E”) step and a maximization (“M”) step. The “E” step
computes an expectation of the log-likelihood with respect to the current estimate of
the distribution for the latent variables. On the other hand, the “M” step computes
the parameters which maximize the expected log-likelihood found on the expectation
step. These parameters are then used to determine the distribution of the latent
variables in the next “E” step.

An excellent description of expectation maximization and the statistics behind
this clustering technique can be found in [Chakrabarti, 2002].

Self-organizing Maps

Self-organizing maps (SOM), also known as Kohonen maps [Kohonen, 2000], are
based on artificial neural networks and are therefore very different from both k-means
and expectation maximization. SOMs are used first and foremost as a technique
for visualizing multidimensional data in two-dimensional space. The computational
basis of self-organizing maps is given by an l×w two-dimensional grid made up of l×
w neurons. These neurons are vectors themselves and have the same dimensionality
as the data points. Now, all these n-dimensional observations that are to be organized
into a self-organizing map are applied to the neuron grid. This application is done
in random fashion:

Whenever an observation is picked randomly from among the set of observations,
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it is assigned to the neuron that is resembles most, according to some given distance
metric (mostly euclidean). The observation and the neuron then “mingle” with each
other, so that the matching of an observation to that neuron also has an effect on
the neuron’s neighbors: These neighbors are rendered similar to the observation by
means of linear combinations of both vectors. With increasing distance from the
matching neuron, this impact effect becomes weaker and weaker.

Consequently, self-organizing maps are first and foremost an instrument that is
geared towards humans: The visualization helps to understand the inherent struc-
ture and shape of the data in an intuitive fashion. Boundaries between these visual
clusters are fuzzy, though, as they are not as neatly separated from each other as it
is the case for k-means and expectation maximization.

Density-based Clustering

Density-based clustering methods like DBSCAN [Ester et al., 1996] have been in-
vestigated in order to deal with arbitrarily shaped clusters. For these algorithms,
clusters represent dense regions of observations in n-dimensional space. These clus-
ters are separated by each other through regions of low density.

DBSCAN’s algorithm grows regions with sufficiently high density into clusters. A
cluster is hereby defined as a maximal set of density-connected data points. Here,
an important aspect of cluster computation is given by the so-called ε-environment,
which denotes the set of observations that fall into the circular region of a given data
point. The circular region hereby has radius ε. These ε-environments constitute the
basis for growing clusters.

In addition to DBSCAN (“Density-based Spatial Clustering of Applications with
Noise”), which is the most prominent representative among the group of density-
based clustering schemes, there are also several others, like OPTICS or DENCLUE
(see, e.g., [Han and Kamber, 2006]).

2.4. Natural Language Processing and Text Mining

While data mining aims at finding patterns in structured numerical and categorical
data, text mining and natural language processing (NL) do so by focusing on human-
written text, thus unstructured data. The boundaries between NLP and text mining
are not always neatly defined. The following paragraphs attempt to differentiate
between these two as clearly as possible:

NLP has developed various techniques that are linguistically inspired: Text is
syntactically parsed using information from a formal grammar and lexicon, the re-
sulting information is then interpreted semantically and used to extract information
about what has been said. NLP comprises of deep as well as shallow parsing, and
uses statistical means to disambiguate word senses or multiple parses of the same
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sentence. Its focus is typically on one document or piece of text at a time. Stemming
and base-form reduction (see Sec. 2.2.1.2), part-of-speech tagging (POS), word-sense
disambiguation are all part of NLP’s universe.

Text mining, on the other hand, is more recent, and uses techniques primarily
developed in the fields presented before, namely information retrieval and data min-
ing. Its aim is typically not to understand all or even a large part of what a given
writer has said, but rather to extract patterns across a large number of documents.
Text mining consists of areas such as automatic text classification according to some
fixed set of categories, text clustering, automatic summarization, extraction of top-
ics from texts (see., e.g., [Ziegler et al., 2008] and [Ziegler and Skubacz, 2006]) and
the analysis of topic trends in text streams (e.g., [Viermetz et al., 2008]).

The following paragraphs will give an excerpt of techniques in both NLP and
text mining, focusing primarily on those methods that are relevant for the proper
understanding of our research. Note that this brief survey can neither provide an
exhaustive view on both fields nor cover all the techniques and methods used in
our research work. For instance, sentence splitting techniques and POS tagging (see
[Ziegler and Skubacz, 2007] and [Ziegler et al., 2008]) are not laid out in this survey.

Text-based Classification and Clustering

Basically, text-based supervised and unsupervised learning, i.e., classification and
clustering, amalgamates the methods we presented in Sec. 2.2.1.2, 2.3.2, and 2.3.2,
complemented by techniques presented in the section at hand. With regard to su-
pervised learning, all classifiers that work for categorical data (e.g., decision trees,
Näıve-Bayes, SVMs, log regression [Witten and Frank, 2005] etc.) also work for text.

In fact, applying categorization algorithms to written text only requires one ad-
ditional step before classification can take place. This step is the transformation of
documents to n-dimensional vectors. Here, the same algorithms can be used as those
presented in Sec. 2.2.1.2: Stop-word removal, stemming (or, alternatively, lemma-
tization or base-form reduction), and term weighting via TF and IDF. As some
classifiers require intense computational power, dimensionality reduction of feature
vectors becomes an even more important ingredient. Stemming does not suffice in
most cases. Typically, PCA and SVD (see Sec. 2.2.1.1) are put to use, as has been
shown in [Viermetz et al., 2008]. Another means of reducing dimensionality to a
given number n of dimensions consists of using NLP techniques for keyphrase ex-
traction (see, e.g., [Witten and Frank, 2005] and [Tomokiyo and Hurst, 2003]): Only
the top-n keywords are recorded in each document, so that its corresponding vector
describes the presence or absence of these [Kammergruber et al., 2009].

All that has been said for supervised learning and the necessary pre-processing of
text also applies to unsupervised learning in like fashion. We will therefore not go
into further detail regarding text-based unsupervised learning.
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Named Entity Recognition

The primary task of named entity recognition, abbreviated by the acronym “NER”,
is to assign labels to n-grams in the text. These labels have types, like person names,
company names, locations, and so forth. So, depending on the NER task at hand,
the definition of “entity” is coined accordingly: “Miriam Floericke” is an entity of
type “person”, whereas “Siemens AG” and “BCG” are entities of type “company
names”. The adjective “named” furthermore indicates that each entity needs to be
uniquely identifiable. So, even though my computer is an entity, it does not have a
name and therefore does not count as a named entity.

Approaches towards NER are manifold. The least sophisticated technique is known
as gazetteering and simply uses white lists in a database that contains all the named
entities. Next, there are methods from computational linguistics that rely on hand-
coded syntax-based rules:

(“Mr.” ∨ “Ms.” ∨ “Mrs.” ∨ “Dr.”) ∧ FN ∧ LN→ isPerson (2.8)

In this example, “FN” and “LN” denote a person’s first and last name, respec-
tively. These names are again contained in gazetteer white lists. Hand-coded rules
are mostly coupled with heuristics and probabilistic reasoning for attaining high
quality results.

Statistical approaches to NER learn to recognize and classify named entities via
supervised learning. Some of these systems use hidden HMMs (“Hidden Markov
Models”) to identify character sequences as named entities.

The NER tools used in [Ziegler and Skubacz, 2006] mostly rely on gazetteering
coupled with simple hand-coded syntactical rules.

Keyword Extraction

Keyword extraction aims at identifying exactly those words (or phrases) in the text
that are particularly representative for its content. The TF and IDF term weights
presented in Sec. 2.2.1.2 can also be used to identify keywords. However, there are
more sophisticated methods from NLP for keyword extraction: The most popular
one is the contrasting of a background corpus, e.g., the British National Corpus
for dealing with English texts, with a foreground corpus. The foreground corpus is in
most cases given by the document from which keywords have to be extracted. The
background corpus is supposed to represent the normal use of language and can be
tailored to specific applications, like medicine or information retrieval. The contrast-
ing of the two corpora is achieved by comparing their relative word distributions.
For instance, if a word or phrase occurs relatively frequently in the foreground and
infrequently in the background, then this is a sign that we have found a keyword.

Technically, the contrasting of both corpora with regard to a given word or phrase
is achieved by BLRT, the binomial log-likelihood ratio test (see [Ponte and Croft,
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1998] and [Dunning, 1993]). The BLRT for a given word wi is computed as follows:
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The basic idea of BLRT is thus to consider a word sequence as a repeated sequence

of binary trials comparing each word in a given corpus to a target word wi, and use
the likelihood ratio of two hypotheses that two events, observed kj out of nj total
tokens for j ∈ {1, 2}, are drawn from different distributions (see numerator) and
from the same distribution (see denominator).

The concept of contrasting two language models, the foreground and the back-
ground model, has been refined by [Tomokiyo and Hurst, 2003], by the concepts of
phraseness and informativeness, see Sec. 2.5.1.2.

Identification of Word Collocations

Word collocations are sequences of words, i.e., n-grams, that appear in this very
constellation significantly more often than chance would allow. Examples are “circuit
breaker”, “best practice”, or “data mining”.

The identification of word collocations is done by statistical tools, based on word
distribution frequencies. The simplest way of doing so is certainly by resorting to
the well-known t-test (see, e.g., [Field, 2009]). This hypothesis test indicates whether
the frequency of the examined two or more words in right this constellation is based
on mere random or significantly higher than pure chance. Next to Student’s t-test,
the use of χ2 testing, point-wise mutual information (PMI; see Sec. 2.5.2.1), and
log-likelihood ratios has been proposed (see [Manning and Schütze, 1999]).

2.5. Sentiment Detection

Sentiment detection, also named “polarity analysis”, “opinion mining”, or “senti-
ment mining”, denotes a new breed of text mining and NLP techniques that have
started coming of age. Given a document or text passage, the principal objective of
sentiment detection is to figure out the author’s attitude towards the subject the
given text or passage is about.

In the past, text mining research has first and foremost focused on topic detec-
tion; by the time of this writing, methods and techniques for topic detection are
well-understood and exhibit good performance and quality. Sentiment detection, on
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the other hand, is orthogonal to topic detection and resorts to different strategies
and approaches. However, in order to properly perform sentiment detection on nat-
ural language, topic detection becomes an indispensable and integral component of
suchlike analyses: Without understanding the topic and subtopics the author delves
into, extracting the polarity of the overall text becomes unreliable:

“The depicted scene shows a bleak future, where crime and evil prevails.
The dark and gloomy setting is amplified by superb acting [. . .]”

The above paragraph presents a (fictitious) fragment from a movie review. With-
out any knowledge of the short passage’s diverse subtopics, an interpretation with
respect to overall polarity will inevitably fail: Simply focusing on the various speech
parts’ polarity would give an overly pessimistic view: “bleak”, “dark”, and “gloomy”
have an inherently negative connotation. However, these terms only refer to the
movie’s setting and not the author’s state of mind. As one can see from this exam-
ple, sentiment detection is a complex matter that cannot be solved easily. Research
has therefore tried to approach the issue from different perspectives. Three major
breeds can be identified:

• Approaches in statistics and machine learning. The polarity extraction
issue is addressed by regarding documents as mere aggregates of words, with-
out preserving and analyzing sentence structure and grammar. In most cases,
all polarity-bearing terms are supposed to refer to the main topic. Subordinate
topics or “noise” are not dealt with. Hence, the applicability of such approaches
is largely limited to domains of discourse where the topic is clearly stated and
known beforehand, e.g., product reviews (see [Pang et al., 2002], [Dave et al.,
2003], [Turney, 2002], [Gamon and Aue, 2005]).
• Natural language processing (NLP) techniques. Addressing the defi-

ciencies of the aforementioned machine learning approaches, NLP serves as
a means to preserve the association of polarity and topic. Besides, sentence
structure analysis can help to detect subtle syntactic characteristics that may
have a huge impact on polarity and semantics, e.g., contextual valence shift-
ing [Kennedy and Inkpen, 2006; Shaikh et al., 2008] through negation and in-
tensification, or use of conditionals, concessive clauses, etc. Some NLP-based
approaches also do not need a priori knowledge of the topic of discourse, but
can derive them from context (e.g., [Yi et al., 2003]).
• Exploiting discourse network structure. The third breed of polarity ex-

traction approaches considers the network structure in discussion boards, e.g.,
Usenet newsgroups. Hence, the analyses are limited to domains where discus-
sions and exchange of opinion between several parties takes place. Product
reviews and news messages, being detached from direct online feedback, do
not qualify as potential candidates. To our best knowledge, only one network-
based approach has been investigated so far [Agrawal et al., 2003], owing to the
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depicted limitations and results of mixed quality. Therefore, our later survey
of existing approaches will not consider the type of network-based approaches.

The next section will give a brief outline of challenges and major problems that
polarity extraction is faced with, before giving a comprehensive literature survey in
Section 2.5.2.

2.5.1. Issues and Challenges

As stated initially, the problem of sentiment detection cannot be reasonably ad-
dressed without resorting to other analyses from text mining, most importantly the
identification of topics. In general, a broad range of techniques and heuristics needs
to be employed to deal with the peculiarities of natural language. Still, even the
most complex solutions proposed so far can only approximate the issue of polarity
extraction from text. The following paragraphs outline the most thrilling issues to
deal with:

2.5.1.1. Impact of Context on Polarity

Some relatively basic approaches, e.g., [Turney, 2002] or [Gamon and Aue, 2005],
and even more advanced and complex approaches, such as [Yi et al., 2003] or [Shaikh
et al., 2008], make use of implicitly or explicitly given sentiment dictionaries. How-
ever, the assignment of polarity to predicates, adjectives, or adverbs is a complex
issue itself: Polarity is context-dependent. For instance, we have to know beforehand
that for certain topics syntactically equivalent terms have opposed polarities. For
example, the common adjective “small” has different polar connotations in different
contexts: When talking about PDAs, devices qualified as “small” are seen in a pos-
itive way, whereas “small TV set” is commonly regarded as a negative qualification
(see [Ziegler, 2006b]).

So, in order to determine the polarity of words, one needs to know the topic of
discourse, i.e., the context, beforehand. Esuli and Sebastiani [2005] present various
techniques to determine the semantic orientation of words. However, none of these
techniques explicitly considers the impact of context on polarity.

2.5.1.2. Topic Identification

As stated in the previous section, polarity depends to a great extent on the subject
matter. Topic identification on a sentence level is therefore indispensable. Only then
the assignment of sentiments to objects becomes feasible in a sensible way: Some
approaches assume that the entire document deals with one given topic, with all
polar expressions referring to that very concept and none other. This assumption is
daunting and hardly bearable, for even a context as narrowly defined as the review
of a product commonly contains more than only one principal topic: Partonomic
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relationships with objects that contribute to the overall makeup (e.g., “car” and
“wheels”), comparisons with alternative products, and descriptions of content (e.g.,
as is the case for book and movie reviews), all imply the presence of a plethora of
other topics that sentiments can refer to.

The grand challenge thus consists in identifying all terms, concepts, and topics
that are of particular relevance for the current discourse. To this end, Morinaga
et al. [2002] make use of an approach known as stochastic complexity ; Tomokiyo
and Hurst [2003] compute two scalar features for each n-gram6, namely phraseness
and informativeness. These two features are combined in order to identify those
n-grams that are of particular interest to the current foreground corpus, i.e., the
current domain of interest. A similar approach is presented by Yi et al. [2003] who
describe documents by linear combination mixture models composed of foreground
and background corpora. Foreground corpora define the current focus, e.g., “PDAs”,
while background corpora are represented by general documents that adhere to arbi-
trary topics. In the mixture model, foreground information is regarded as signal and
considered for base noun phrase (BNP) extraction, while background information is
considered noise.

2.5.1.3. Language, Grammar, and Idiomatic Expressions

The language aspect is probably the most difficult as it supposes the machine to ac-
tually ”understand” what is written and implied. First, sentiment detection analysis
considering natural speech, along with grammatical structure and its components,
must necessarily remain language-dependent. Algorithms may vary greatly for di-
verse languages, even when considering Western languages only.

Moreover, verbal finesse such as sarcasm, irony and metaphoric speech are virtu-
ally impossible to capture for machines. For instance, the difficulties of analogies,
which are already somewhat easier than irony or sarcasm, are rife and manifold.
What does it mean for a cellular phone to be ”solid as a rock” (see [Ziegler, 2006a])?
First, the machine needs to derive that the analogy refers to the phone’s body. This
information is given implicitly only. As the phone is a portable device that can eas-
ily slip out of your pocket and fall to the ground, a very desirable characteristic
for one suchlike device would be to not easily break. Next, the machine needs to
know that a rock is something that does not break easily. So, as the cellphone is
equated with a rock, the inference can be made that the device does not break easily,
which is good. On the other hand, describing the cellphone as ”solid as cardboard”
(see [Ziegler, 2006a]) would imply a negative connotation. Another problem arises
from grammatical structures such as concessive or contrasting phrases. Consider the
following phrase taken from a product review:

6n-grams are ordered, consecutive word collocations. Unigrams consist of one word only, e.g.,
“car”, bigrams are made up of two words, e.g., “TV set” etc.
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“[. . .] Even though the IBM T43’s finish is quite good, it cannot compete
with its rival’s from Fujitsu-Siemens.”

Taking the first half of the sentence only, one might be easily tempted to judge the
notebook’s finish in a positive way. However, this first half only serves as a means
to prepare for the overall sentiment-bearing second half, which states that there is
still room for improvement. The second example, giving two phrases adapted from
[Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown, 1997], demonstrates how grammatical features such
as contrasting can reverse semantic orientation while still retaining a high degree of
syntactic similarity:

“The tax proposal was simple and well-received.”

As opposed to:

“The tax proposal was simple but well-received.”

While the first sentence has a positive connotation, implicitly saying that ”simple”
is a good characteristic, the second one is negative, implicitly arguing that a tax
proposal should not be simple.

2.5.2. Sentiment Detection Techniques

As has been mentioned before, two major trends towards approaching the senti-
ment detection problem can be identified, namely the breed of purely statistics- and
machine learning-based algorithms, and the class of NLP-enhanced techniques.

The two subsequent sections will present most prominent representatives for both
breeds of approaches, proceeding in a largely chronological fashion and outlining
fundamental ideas underlying each of them:

2.5.2.1. Machine Learning and Lexical Approaches

Machine learning-based and lexical approaches are characterized by the fact that
they treat documents (or sentences, depending on the level of granularity assumed)
as mere “bags of words”. The grammatical structure of sentences is thus discarded,
making analyses much more facile to implement; as is commonly the case, simplicity
is traded for classification accuracy, though. One of the typical aspects about this
class of techniques is that most research contributions have only focused on very
tightly set domains, where the topics of discourse are known beforehand. In most
cases, this has been the domain of product reviews, e.g., apparel, music, etc.
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Sentiment Polarity from Adjectives

First steps towards sentiment detection have been taken by Hatzivassiloglou and
McKeown [1997], who investigated the polarity of adjectives. Starting from a set
of seed terms, their principal hypothesis consisted in finding conjunctions of adjec-
tives (e.g., ”the young knight was brave and valiant”) and computing predictions
of semantic orientation for the conjoint adjectives, knowing the polarity of one of
them. While supposing that the conjunctions “and” and “or” imply equal polarity
for conjoint adjectives, as is the case for “fair and legitimate”, the conjunction “but”
is supposed to express opposed polarities, like “reliable but expensive”. Note that
Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown only deal with adjectives in isolation and do not
make estimates with respect to the polarities of entire phrases or documents.

Turney [2002] predicts the polarity of documents by first computing the polarity
for each single word in the document and then summing up all polarities to obtain an
overall sentiment score. The application domain is product reviews, comprising the
categories Automobile, Travel, and Movies. Results obtained amount to 74%
accuracy across categories, having a 60% baseline. Hereby, movies performed much
worse than automobile. Hence, the overall classification performance leaves plenty of
room for improvement. The interesting aspect about Turney’s approach is the way
he derives polarity for each single word: Knowing that for product reviews the two
words “poor” and “excellent” are of particular importance, these terms are taken as
representatives for the classes of negative and positive polarity, respectively. Next,
for each word occurring in the document at hand, Turney leverages the AltaVista
search engine in order to discover the number of all documents where the word in
question co-occurs near “excellent”. The same procedure is repeated for “poor”.
Each of he two scores is then used to compute the point-wise mutual information
(PMI) with both polar terms:

PMI(w1, w2) = log2

( P (w1 ∧ w2)

P (w1) · P (w2)

)
(2.10)

Hereby, the variables w1 and w2 are words, and P (w1 ∧ w2) gives the probability
that these two words w1 and w2 co-occur. The polarity of a given word w1 is then
expressed by the difference of two PMI scores s1 and s2, where s1 = PMI(w1, “poor”)
and s2 = PMI(w1, “excellent”). The greater the absolute value, the stronger the
sentiment associated with w1.

Gamon et al. build upon Turney’s approach, but perform sentiment analysis at
the sentence rather than the document level [Gamon et al., 2005; Gamon and Aue,
2005]. Moreover, they make ternary decisions, classifying into categories “positive”,
“negative”, and “neutral”. They also add the assumption that sentiment terms of
opposite orientation tend to not co-occur at the sentence level. Empirical analyses
are conducted for movie reviews, yielding an accuracy score that is much better
than Turney’s (91.4% as opposed to 64%). However, as different benchmark sets
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have been used, the comparability appears questionable.

Machine Learning Classifiers for Sentiment Detection

Machine learning approaches have been investigated in the first place by Pang and
Lee [2004]. Instead of determining the polarity for each single word, they have taken
a different approach, based on learning classes. Three classifiers, namely Näıve-Bayes
(NB), Support Vector Machines (SVM), and Maximum Entropy (ME), have been
trained on movie review documents, classifying them into “negative” and “positive”.
Obtaining these ratings is easy since online published product reviews (see, e.g.,
Amazon.com, Epinions.com, Ciao.com) commonly have 5-star ratings, which serve
as machine-readable rating statements.

In case of the Näıve-Bayes classifier, for instance, we get probabilities P (w |Neg)
and P (w |Pos) for each word or phrase w. These probability scores express the
orientation of w. Applying the popular Bayes theorem to the document feature
vector finally gives the probability for the negative and positive class, respectively.

Next to words, the authors have also experimented with including bigrams into
the feature vectors and have implemented “part of speech” tagging (POS) in order
to perform word sense disambiguation (e.g., “I love this movie” versus “This is a
love movie”). Moreover, besides using feature vectors with frequency counts of word
or bigram occurrence, Pang et al. have tried feature vectors with binary components
only, indicating either presence or absence of the respective word or bigram. Results
have shown that SVMs perform best, with unigrams only, no POS tagging, and
binary feature vectors, giving an accuracy of 82.9% with a 50% baseline. Dave et al.
[2003] have proposed approaches similar to those of Pang et al., trying techniques
borrowed from information retrieval, e.g., TF-IDF term weights, n-grams for n > 2,
and information entropy. Similar to Turney, Dave et al. calculate sentiment scores
for each word occurring in the document and sum these values up to obtain the
overall sentiment. Empirical analyses have been performed for diverse Amazon.com
review categories, amongst those MP3 players, PDAs, digital cameras, etc. Results
are promising, yielding accuracies across domains of around 85% for an approximate
50% baseline.

Assigning Sentiment Statements to Topics

Nigam and Hurst [2004, 2006] combine topic detection and sentiment classification.
Their basic hypothesis is that if a sentence contains sentiment-bearing textual frag-
ments and if the sentence relates to the topic at hand (e.g., a new camera of one
particular brand), the sentence’s sentiment is about that very topic and no other.
However, no NLP techniques are harnessed in order to extract and verify the asso-
ciation between topics and sentiments. For detection of polar language, Nigam and
Hurst manually build a sentiment lexicon for the domain at hand. Topic detection
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Figure 2.3. Sentiment Analyzer uses NLP techniques for sentiment extraction

on the sentence-level is achieved by training variants of the simple Winnow classifier.
Empirical evidence has shown that their assumption of sentiment to topic associ-
ation appears reasonable: sentiment-bearing sentences almost always relate to the
topic of discourse (91% positive vs. 80% negative). Again, the findings they report
only refer to the realm of product reviews.

2.5.2.2. Enhancing Sentiment Detection through NLP Approaches

Machine learning approaches have proven to work fairly well when applied to do-
mains as specific and narrow as product reviews. However, in a more generic envi-
ronment, where more than one topic is discussed and sentiments cannot easily be
assigned to the primary topic of discourse, these solutions have been shown to fail
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dramatically [Yi et al., 2003].

NLP-enhanced approaches are able to extract polar expressions along with the
topics they refer to. The basic idea is to use POS tagging and then apply linguistic
patterns to the tagged sentences. Hence, the grammatical structure is preserved,
which is not the case for bag-of-words approaches. Riloff and Wiebe [2003] present
an approach to learn linguistically rich extraction patterns for subjective expressions
bearing opinions. However, the extracted patterns are of rather simple make and
structure. Shaikh et al. [2008] perform semantic dependency analysis on the semantic
verb frames of each sentence, and then apply a set of rules to each dependency
relation to calculate the contextual valence of the whole sentence.

IBM’s Sentiment Analyzer [Yi et al., 2003], also part of the well-known Web-
Fountain project, appears to be the most sophisticated approach to sentiment
detection. According to benchmarks, its applicability is not only constrained to do-
mains as narrow as product reviews of known make and model, but extends to
general Web documents as well. In contrast to most machine learning-based tech-
niques, Sentiment Analyzer can identify multiple topics as well as part-whole,
i.e., meronymic, relationships between topics and subtopics, e.g., “car” and “wheel”.

In order to determine the keywords that are pertinent for the current area of
discourse, Sentiment Analyzer creates a list of base noun phrases (BNPs). To
this end, mixture models are used, taking documents from the respective area of
interest as foreground model, and general documents as background model. Next,
n-grams that frequently appear in the background model are considered as noise,
while those that are primarily found in the foreground model are candidates for
BNPs. For instance, when supposing digital cameras as universe of discourse, terms
like “camera”, “picture”, “flash”, and “resolution” are found.

The next step comprises the actual syntax analysis, i.e., the decomposition of
phrases into their atomic components like adjectives, adverbs, nouns, and predicates.
For this purpose, POS taggers are used, performing shallow syntax parsing without
creation of parse trees.

Sentiment Analyzer features a database with roughly 120 sentiment patterns
(see Fig. 2.3). Upon dissecting a sentence into its syntactic atoms, the matching
sentiment pattern is selected and applied to the respective phrase. In case the subject
or object of the phrase is a BNP, Sentiment Analyzer extracts the polarity of
the phrase fragment by resorting to a so-called sentiment lexicon. As a result, a tuple
(t, p) made up of topic t and polarity p is returned. From a given phrase, several
such tuples can be extracted.

As has been stated before, the NLP-enhanced approach drastically outperforms
purely lexical approaches when dealing with general Web documents that contain
several topics at the same time.
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2.5.3. Going Beyond Research

Several major IT players have jumped on the bandwagon of sentiment detection
and have commenced conducting research in order to improve the performance of
existing algorithms. The overall objective is, for most companies, to complement
their suite of reputation and market intelligence tools, for which sentiment detection
is an essential and indispensable component:

Microsoft Research has developed the Pulse platform [Gamon et al., 2005; Ga-
mon and Aue, 2005], which offers a graphical user interface for browsing product
categories and for gaining insight into the customer’s opinion. Results are displayed
in a tree map, which contains relevant keywords (e.g., “service”, “fuel”, “gas station”
etc. in case of cars) and highlights their associated polarity through color gradients
ranging from red to green.

IBM has pushed sentiment detection even further and has integrated its Sen-
timent Analyzer into its large-scale WebFountain endeavor. WebFountain
offers text mining services on an ASP7 basis to diverse customers. Besides Microsoft
and IBM, NEC Corporation has also engaged in sentiment detection by means of
two separate endeavors, one from NEC Japan [Morinaga et al., 2002], the other
from NEC Laboratories in America [Dave et al., 2003]. Both efforts appear product-
oriented but based on solid academic research efforts.

Norway’s FAST (http://www.fastsearch.com), one of the major players in search
engines, offers sentiment analysis as add-on for its flagship, the Enterprise Search
Platform (FAST ESP). Thisistravel.co.uk (http://www.thisistravel.co.uk) have an-
nounced the usage of FAST sentiment detection capabilities for the classification of
previously crawled hotel and travel reviews, analyzing the respective reviewer’s very
sentiment (positive, negative, and neutral).

IntelliSeek, a technology- and research-driven company specialized in text mining
and reputation monitoring software, consider sentiment detection as an integral part
of their BlogPulse [Glance et al., 2004] and BrandPulse [Glance et al., 2005]
product line. IntelliSeek have been acquired by BuzzMetrics in January 2006, which
have sold major stakes in the company to Nielsen, one of the largest market analytics
companies worldwide.

2.5.4. Conclusion and Outlook

Sentiment detection is a fresh new direction in text mining that complements the
large body of work created in the field of topic detection and clustering.

However, current research still appears in its infancies and results obtained by
now are far from overwhelming. Likewise, the applicability of polarity detection to
arbitrary domains and languages is virtually impossible: most approaches include
heuristic cues and tricks that apply only to the language that they have been crafted

7Application Service Providing
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for (in most cases English). Learning is necessary to extract background knowledge
concerning the topics and terms that are indicative for the domain at hand (e.g.,
for the domain of PDAs, “display”, “battery”, “manufacturer”, “make” etc. are
important topics).

Still, sentiment detection has commenced gaining momentum and is becoming
more and more popular. Companies with a solid background in research are driv-
ing forces as the need for the automatic detection of opinions is indispensable for
automated reputation and market intelligence applications.
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Knowledge Capture Systems

“To be conscious that you are ignorant is a great step to knowledge”

– Benjamin Disraeli (1804 – 1881)
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3.1. Introduction

The creation of platforms for capturing knowledge of strategic value for corporations
and companies alike has started gaining momentum both in academic research as
well as in industry. Here, academia and industry are often strongly intertwined and
results from theory find their way into practice without greater detour.

The reason for the proliferation and coming of age of these systems lies mainly in
the lush availability of so-called “consumer-generated media” [Glance et al., 2005]
on the Web. That is, opinions from consumers that are overtly accessible through
discussion boards, newsgroups, weblogs1, and similar other sources. Moreover, next
to consumer-generated media, there is also easy access to virtually all sources of
traditional public media: Daily news and magazines, like Washington Post, Die
Zeit or Le Monde, are no longer confined to paper, but also extend into the
world of the Web. All these sources bear opinions and polar statements relating to
companies. Market research has thus become more facile to implement than ever,
just by processing the Web’s massive textual information.

1Best described as online diaries of Internet users.
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Knowledge capturing systems are often designed as platforms that can be accessed
by market analysts, performing a broad range of tasks in an automated fashion. The
primary purpose is to find out how a given brand or company is perceived by the
public, how its perception and media coverage relates to the respective brand’s or
company’s competitors, and which potential issues are brought up by consumers.
Thus it does not appear too bewildering that the creation of strategic knowledge
capturing systems has been the driving force behind research in sentiment detection
(see Sec. 2.5.2).

Types of Service Providers and Platforms

While some platforms still rely on humans manually encoding their expertise into the
systems (e.g., incorporating explicit industry knowledge and manually reworking au-
tomatically generated data), others work in a fully automated fashion and make use
of cutting-edge technology from text mining, NLP, and information retrieval alike.
Examples for the first mentioned breed include the Reputation IntelligenceTM

platform from 2B Group2, Factiva Insight and related products from the Factiva
product line (http://www.factiva.com), Biz360 (http://www.biz360.com) from Lex-
isNexis, another major news and information provider, and diverse solutions from
smaller service providers, namely evolve24 (http://www.evolve24.com) and Fortune
Interactive (http://www.fortuneinteractive.com). The unique selling proposition of
these solution providers is rather explained by massive background knowledge and
by the availability of valuable but non-public data sources rather than by technical
excellence. Consequently, these platforms are out of scope for the thesis at hand.

Next, there are systems and vendors that do not so much rely on human exper-
tise but rather make use of automated collection and analysis of massive data from
the Web. Examples include the modular Sindbad product suite from Netbreeze
(http://www.netbreeze.ch), software solutions from Meltwater, a spin-off of the Uni-
versity of Oslo (http://meltwater.com), from ethority (http://www.ethority.com), as
well as the Market Intelligence package from Lixto (http://www.lixto.com), an-
other university spin-off (TU Wien). However, the make-up of theses platforms often
resembles that of generic search engines with an interface specifically tailored to rep-
utation monitoring tasks. Apart from that tailored interface, these systems do not
so much push the frontier of scientific research but rather make use of well-known
and proven information retrieval technology. The contemplated class of strategic
knowledge capturing systems is therefore also not in our works’s focus.

Eventually, one can make out one group of knowledge capture platforms that are
operating in an automated fashion, making use of novel and scientifically interest-
ing techniques. These platforms are often strongly tied to academic research, which
also manifests through a good number of paper publications in journals and confer-

2Acquired by Dow Jones & Reuters in 2005.
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ences. The best-known effort in this vein is IBM’s massive WebFountain project
[Gruhl et al., 2004], which has also made significant contributions to the study of
sentiment detection [Yi et al., 2003] (see Sec. 2.5.2). Next to the extensive Web-
Fountain project (which turned out to be an economic failure), IBM has launched
another effort, Cobra [Spangler et al., 2007], which appears much leaner and also
less research-focused. At the same time, Cobra is more tailored to the monitoring
of corporate and brand reputation from the outset. Microsoft Research has designed
Pulse, a reputation monitoring platform that mines customer information and helps
to identify major issues by means of document clustering and sentiment detection
[Gamon and Aue, 2005; Gamon et al., 2005]. Input data is provided by means of
newsgroup postings on certain topics. The platform is used Microsoft-internally only
and has not been made accessible to other companies. Intelliseek is another company
that has has made significant contributions in scientific research while marketing its
products to companies. Its flagship products BlogPulse and BrandPulse (see
[Glance et al., 2005] and [Glance et al., 2004], respectively) have been integrated into
Nielsen’s BuzzMetrics line, owing to Nielsen’s acquisition of Intelliseek in 2006.

3.2. Common Platform Architecture

As has been mentioned before, the following sections will focus on strategic knowl-
edge extraction platforms operating in a (mostly) automated fashion, making abun-
dant use of Web mining technology. While the end-to-end user services these plat-
forms offer may differ from system to system, their architectural skeleton is largely
similar and can be sliced into three major layers (see Fig. 3.1); notably, this architec-
tural blueprint bears significant traits of annotation-based text mining architectures
(see, e.g., [Cunningham et al., 2001] and [Ziegler, 2007]).

3.2.1. Document Collection Layer

In order to extract knowledge from the Web, there needs to be data from which to
extract that knowledge. In that respect, strategic knowledge extraction platforms
largely resemble search engines and heavily build on information retrieval technol-
ogy: The platforms’ backends are given by various data collectors, such as Web
crawlers, RSS feed extractors3, and Newsgroups collectors (see, e.g., [Gruhl et al.,
2004]). The results of the collection process are stored in a large document repository,
which is then indexed for fast retrieval, by means of an inverted index.

The inner mechanics of these collection and indexing processes have been de-
scribed in more detail in Sec. 2.1.

3RSS feeds are best described as channels that are used to publish frequently updated works, such
as daily news postings etc. Hereby, updates are provided by content push, which is triggered by
subscribing to one such RSS feed.
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3.2.2. Analysis and Semantic Annotation Layer

The second layer is the one that is of particular interest for our work: Here, all the
semantic annotations are assigned to the various postings4 that have been extracted
from the Web. Semantic annotations, e.g., the sentiment attached to a news posting,
a document’s extracted key topic, the names of all the persons mentioned, etc., are
then stored in a semantic annotation repository, which is typically organized as an
inverted index: This makes sense when the user is looking for all the documents that
belong to one given key topic (which has been identified by semantic annotators for
each document beforehand), to give an example. In that case, the index search goes
for the topic first, then followed by the list of documents.

Typically, semantic annotation is performed by following the so-called ”black-
board approach” [Gruhl et al., 2004]: Each extracted posting is forwarded to every
semantic annotator, e.g., the sentiment analysis engine, topic extractor, named entity
recognizer, etc. This is done in a largely simultaneous fashion since most annotators
operate independently of each other. Hereby, the simultaneous nature is character-
istic for the blackboard approach: Each annotator is regarded as an expert which
may write to a central blackboard. Whenever an idea comes to the expert’s mind, he
may write that idea to the board. There is no synchronization between the experts.
While the blackboard represents the system’s annotation repository, the situation
of “an idea coming to the expert’s mind” describes the annotator’s assignment of a
semantic annotation to a text passage. The huge advantage of the de-synchronized
blackboard approach is that semantic annotators may be easily distributed across
server clusters. However, not all annotators are independent of each other. For in-
stance, the sentiment assignment task might depend on the key topic that has been
extracted from one given document.

Annotation services, such as sentiment analysis (see Sec. 2.5.2), lie at the heart
of strategic knowledge extraction systems.

3.2.3. Reporting and User Interface

So as to make the extracted (textual) information digestible to the corporate analyst,
complex reporting layers are required that are geared towards putting the data
into context. While these reporting layers are not so much of academic interest,
they are of great importance to the system itself. Typical graphical representations
are timelines, pie charts, and histograms. These show, for instance, the number of
times a given company has been positively (or, even more important, negatively)
mentioned in certain news channels within defined time intervals (as opposed to close
competitors). Other graphical interfaces could expose the “links” between particular
spokespersons by means of network representations (see, e.g., [Ziegler and Skubacz,

4The terms “posting” and “document” are synonymous. While “document” is used primarily in
information retrieval lingo, “posting” is more common in text mining and NLP literature.
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2006]).5 More sophisticated interfaces comprise of, e.g., cluster representations that
allow for drill-down operations similar to OLAP (Online Analytical Processing), for
letting the user focus on his topic of interest by successive refinement (see, e.g.,
[Gamon and Aue, 2005], [Gamon et al., 2005], and [Ziegler et al., 2008]).

Next to the reporting layer and graphical user environment, another component
of the interface layer is the project data storage shown in Fig. 3.1. The project data
storage contains all administrative data required in order to describe the analysis
tasks that corporate analysts are performing, as well as their tasks’ current state and
historic information. For example, these project data may contain search queries,
the names of the company and competitors the analysts are currently tracking, and
result data from past reports.

3.3. Typical Analysis Tasks

While all three layers are essential platform components, the analysis and semantic
annotation layer is the one that is of particular interest to this work’s scope. Hence,
the next paragraphs will give several examples of typical semantic annotation tasks.
Some of them have already been mentioned in previous chapters, namely sentiment
analysis, keyword extraction, and named entity recognition (see Ch. 2). However,
the tasks described here are often compound tasks, combining more than one atomic
text mining task.

Citation Counting

Though being the least complex analysis offered by reputation management and
strategic knowledge capturing systems, citation counting is still the most common
and widespread one. Its objective is simply to count all occurrences of a given brand,
company, or product name in a set of documents. Here, the given set of documents
may mean the entire Web or selected media platforms, weblogs, news channels, and
so forth. In most cases, citation counts are compared over time and matched against
the citation counts of competing brands, companies, or products (see, e.g., [Glance
et al., 2005] and [Ziegler and Skubacz, 2006]).

Challenges in citation counting are primarily given by identifying the proper name
of the product, brand, or company. This can be achieved by lists containing all
valid lexical forms, like “Siemens”, “Siemens AG”, etc. However, in some cases
disambiguation can be tedious, in particular when brand names may also occur as
common “regular words” rather than named entities. Take the word “velocity” as an
example, which could denote the “Velocity Search Platform”; however, it could also

5These links between two persons A and B could thereby be established by counting the co-
occurrence of A and B in same text passages.
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refer to the synonym of “speed” in common language. Word sense disambiguation
and NLP approaches provide help at this point.

Another challenge lies in identifying which document passages are truly relevant
for being analyzed with regard to citations. For example, suppose you have a Web
page that contains an article about Microsoft’s new search engine Bing. Next to
the article itself, the document contains a link list to other articles and one of these
links reads “Google to launch new operating system”. Intuitively, the document at
hand should be counted as a citation for Microsoft but not for Google. However,
with common search engine technology at work, citation counts for both companies
would be generated. Tailored techniques are thus required in order to separate true
informative page content from clutter such as link lists, disclaimer information, and
so forth. Approaches for this passage classification task are proposed in [Ziegler and
Skubacz, 2007] and [Ziegler et al., 2009].

Topic and Trend Detection

Topic detection may either be understood as a supervised task or an unsupervised
task. In case of interpreting topic detection as a supervised task, each document is
assigned to a label, taken from a defined set of labels that express topics or trends.
Here, typical classification algorithms are at work, like C4.5 decision trees, neural
networks, logistic regression, Winnow classifiers, and so forth (see, e.g., [Witten
and Frank, 2005] and [Han and Kamber, 2006]). Among other things, supervised
topic detection can be harnessed for quantifying and analyzing known issues and
for observing evolving (known) trends, like customers complaining about obesity in
case of fast food companies.

Unsupervised topic detection, on the other hand, is about finding the major topic
of an entire document (or part of it) when the set of topics is not defined a pri-
ori. Serendipitous findings are thus rendered possible for the corporate analyst and
platform user. Next to assigning topic labels to documents, unsupervised topic de-
tection is geared towards detecting trends and amalgamating the set of individual
topic labels into a small number of topic clusters. To this end, unsupervised topic
detection borrows from clustering algorithms, language statistics, and information
retrieval. Examples for unsupervised topic detection can be found in [Glance et al.,
2005], [Cselle et al., 2007], and [Ziegler et al., 2008].

Polarity Analysis

Polarity analysis uses sentiment detection techniques (see Sec. 2.5.2 and [Tang et al.,
2009]) in order to find out how different brands, products, or companies are perceived
by customers. Strategic knowledge capturing platforms then display the sentiment
trend over time, e.g., in order to monitor the impact of marketing actions that have
been taken to improve the company’s image.
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Sentiment is mostly regarded as yet another dimension that is used to drill down
into analyses on citation counts, topic evolution, and so on.

Social Network Analysis

Social network analysis (SNA) is a fresh new discipline that has witnessed tremen-
dous momentum within the last ten years. Seminal works have analyzed human
interaction from a large-scale statistical perspective and come up with findings that
are applicable to non-social networks (like the Web), too (see, e.g., [Watts and Stro-
gatz, 1998; Barabási and Albert, 1999; Newman, 2003]). For strategic knowledge
capture platforms, SNA is an important aspect, too, as analysts want to understand
certain events by analyzing the social interactions behind these events. To this end,
networks are established in diverse ways:

Glance et al. [2005] expose the social network that emerges from discussions in
newsgroups, in order to identify opinion leadership and to identify the social in-
teractions that are attached to issues brought up by bloggers and discussion board
members. These interactions networks are visualized and harnessed as a graphical
user interface, in order to drill down into discussions. A similar approach is docu-
mented in [Eiken et al., 2006]).

In [Ziegler and Skubacz, 2006], a network is established from analyzing a given set
of documents, such as the set of all articles from popular news channels within the
last two weeks. Named entity recognition is applied in order to identify person names.
Whenever two persons are mentioned in the same article and the same paragraph,
with no more than n words in between, a connection is made. An adjustable co-
occurrence threshold is established based on two metrics known from association
rule mining, support and confidence (see, e.g., [Agrawal et al., 1993]). Whenever
the threshold is surpassed for a given person tuple (A,B), a link is established
between these persons and displayed graphically. Clicking on that link then opens
all documents where A and B are mentioned in concert. Similar to [Glance et al.,
2005], the network graph serves both as navigational instrument and for making
interactions visible.

Quote Mining

While topic and keyword extraction are essential analyses for numerous analysis
tasks, they are often not enough to describe the very nature of an issue. Context is
missing. Quote mining, also called blogbites extraction [Glance et al., 2004], aims to
address this situation. An example for one such blog bite is given below, taken from
Glance et al. [2004]:

“FBI officials are currently investigating an extraordinary case of a col-
lege student who smuggled box cutters aboard two airplanes [. . .]”
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The length of the blogbite at hand shows that these quotes are much longer than
phrases and topics, which commonly consist of no more than one to five words.
Glance et al. [2004] have also proposed a simple approach to extract quotes: Their
algorithm operates by first identifying key phrases, then defining the similarity of
these key phrases by means of co-occurrence counting and by computing their cosine
distance; eventually the algorithm extracts those sentences where the number of
contained key phrases is large and the pairwise similarity of theses contained key
phrases is high. All those sentences are sorted in descending order according to the
number of contained key phrases and similarity; the top-n sentences are proposed
to the user.

3.4. Survey of Existing Systems

Various systems have already been mentioned in preceding sections, such as Web-
Fountain, Pulse, and BlogPulse. For each of these systems, as well as for some
others, the next paragraphs will briefly summarize their nature as well as the char-
acteristic features of these systems. Note, however, that this enumeration is not an
exhaustive one, as the number of such platforms increases steadily. It is thus rather
to be regarded as a sample of influential platforms.

Moreover, the following list only presents systems that are relevant from an aca-
demic point of view, as has been said in Sec. 3.1. Purely commercial ones without
scientific contribution are not contemplated here.

IBM WebFountain

Probably one of the oldest Web knowledge capture platforms around, WebFoun-
tain is IBM’s massive stride towards bringing order to unstructured information
on the Web. While all other platforms presented here are strongly tied to market
intelligence and corporate knowledge extraction purposes, WebFountain is more
of an all-purpose tool that can also satisfy other text analytics demands.

All WebFountain applications run on a dedicated server cluster hosted by IBM
itself [Gruhl et al., 2004; Menon and Tomkins, 2004], offering customers a pay-for-
service business model. The cluster consists of several hundred machines that per-
form Web crawling tasks, document processing, and the computation of task results
based on semantic annotations. Supporting a blackboard approach to parallel com-
putation of annotations [Gruhl et al., 2004], the WebFountain software framework
is defined by IBM’s “Unstructured Information Management Architecture” (UIMA)
[Ferrucci and Lally, 2004].

Though successful from an academic point of view, WebFountain was an eco-
nomic failure: The architecture was said to be too complex and too cumbersome to
adapt to novel application scenarios.
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Figure 3.2. Cluster analysis for discussions on “VW Golf” in Pulse

IBM Cobra

The economic failure of WebFountain may have been the reason for IBM launch-
ing another, much leaner effort towards market intelligence on the Web, named Co-
bra, an abbreviation that stands for “Corporate Brand and Reputation Analysis”
[Spangler et al., 2008].

From a functional perspective Cobra offers mainly citation counting and topic
detection services to its users. The adaptability is much lower as compared to Web-
Fountain and the focus is solely on brand and product monitoring. The system
operates in a fashion that is very similar to OLAP-based systems, allowing users to
design their own ETL6 processes and to drill down on data along diverse dimensions
such as brand, topic, issue, and so forth [Spangler et al., 2007].

The focus of Cobra is on analyzing CGM, consumer-generated media such as
weblogs and discussion boards. However, news channels and popular media can also
be connected via ETL adapters.

Microsoft Pulse

Microsoft’s Pulse is one of the smaller platforms with a tightly defined scope on
issue detection by means of keyword extraction coupled with sentiment detection
[Gamon et al., 2005; Gamon and Aue, 2005]. Fig. 3.2 illustrates the visualization
scheme that Pulse uses to show clusters that have been found by analyzing a set

6ETL stands for “Extract, Transform, Load”
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of documents. Cluster labels are hereby supposed to give the topics that have been
found as clusters, while the size of the rectangular clusters expresses the number of
comments that fall into that respective cluster. Next to the identification of clusters
and topics, Pulse assigns a sentiment color to each rectangular cluster, which is not
shown in the figure. Colors range from green to red and show positive and negative
sentiment, respectively. The sentiment is computed by analyzing all the documents
(in that case postings by community members) that fall into one cluster. The cluster
color is then the average of all the posting sentiments.

According to its authors, Pulse is used internally only and not offered as product
or service to external parties. Its scope is rather limited and best compared with our
own customer feedback analysis platform [Ziegler et al., 2008].

Nielsen BlogPulse

Initially, the BlogPulse platform has been part of Intelliseek’s BrandPulse plat-
form. Owing to Nielsen’s acquisition of Intelliseek and BuzzMetrics in 2006, that
platform is now part of Nielsen’s product lines.

Among all platforms presented, BlogPulse appears to be the most versatile and
most advanced one. It offers quote mining services [Glance et al., 2004], diverse user
interfaces for citation counts (here called “buzz tracking”), and social network anal-
ysis for extracting discussion topics and for identifying opinion leadership7 [Glance
et al., 2005]. Moreover, Glance et al. [2005] also propose various novel metrics that
can be used for gauging conversations: Next to the known citation count, they in-
troduce author dispersion and brand dispersion. Author dispersion measures how
spread out the discussion of a topic is. Here, high values indicate that many people
are involved in the discussion, while low values indicate that the discussion is cen-
tered around a small group of people. Board dispersion, on the other hand, measures
how many places are seeing discussions on a given topic. Topics that have a board
dispersion that grows rapidly over time indicate a viral issue. If this viral issue is
negative, the company at hand needs to take action immediately.

7This can be very helpful for companies. Suppose a fast food company that analyzes the discourse
network regarding the topic “obesity” – here, identifying opinion leadership is of paramount
importance.
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Chapter 4.

Research Topics and Applications

“One can survive everything, nowadays, except death, and live down
everything except a good reputation.”

– Oscar Wilde (1854 – 1900)
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4.1. Introduction

While previous chapters have aimed at giving an overview over the domain of re-
search, the chapter at hand is geared towards putting our own research contributions
into that particular context. In order to show the semantic cohesiveness of these con-
tributions, we have categorized our publications into three major topics.

Each topic is presented in one of the following three sections, where each subsec-
tion essentially embodies one original publication. The aim of these sections is not
to present each research contribution in minute formal detail, but rather to briefly
outline the basic ideas and concepts, as well as to put these concepts into the re-
spective topic’s context. Formal rigor and details are given in the appendix, where
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all papers part of this report are contained. These publications are again arranged
according to the mentioned three topics.

4.2. Trend and Topic Analysis

The first major theme is one that is paradigmatic for strategic knowledge discovery
on the Web. Basically, all the systems described in Chapter 3 deal with discovering
trends, topics, and issues. These form the molecules that analysts using these systems
are interested in. In some cases, the topics and issues are known beforehand. These
need to be monitored then. In some cases, they are not known before and the
analyst is confronted with the discovery of new molecules he may not have thought
of initially. The discovery of new topics and issues typically hints at the use of
unsupervised learning methods (see Sec. 2.3.2), while the monitoring of known topics
and issues is more characteristic of information retrieval and supervised learning
methods (see Sec. 2.2.1.2 and 2.3.1, respectively).

Four original publications form the kernel of the research topic at hand:

1. Similar to those systems delineated in Chapter 3, [Ziegler and Skubacz, 2006]
describes a platform that collects data from the Web on a daily basis and
allows the analyst to design tasks for monitoring specific topics (e.g., events,
brands, companies) and analyze these topics according to the sources they
have been found in, according to temporal aspects, etc. Next to the topic
monitoring services, the platform also allows the analyst to identify networks
of persons that appear to exhibit certain semantic relationships within the
collected corpus of Web documents, and to analyze the topics with regard
to their semantic overlap (e.g., comparing two companies with regard to the
industry branches they have in common).

2. Resorting to innovative unsupervised learning techniques, [Ziegler et al., 2008]
describes a platform that allows the user to analyze unstructured user feedback
with regard to issues and the reasons behind. The platform thereby satisfies
two user needs: First, to expose the major topics that users are concerned
about, and second, to allow the user to successively focus on these particular
issues and to drill down to the reasons behind.

3. Topics may evolve and change shape over time. Thus, [Viermetz et al., 2008]1

investigates topics from a temporal perspective. Sliding windows of different
time granularity are used in order to make these dynamics visible. A case
study, based on the data described in [Ziegler and Skubacz, 2006], aims at
showing the approach’s applicability.

1Note that the paper at hand has only been co-authored by the author of this thesis. Therefore,
the underlying publication will be treated in less detail than first-author publications.
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4. While the two preceding papers see topics first and foremost as outcomes of
analyses, [Kammergruber et al., 2009] regards topics rather as means ; as means
to identify communities in social tagging environments, where users apply tags
(= topics) to entities. Users with similar tagging behavior are thereby assigned
to the same cluster, thus constituting communities of interest.

While the first two mentioned publications amalgamate new research results into
platforms that are ready to use (and in fact are being used), the latter two present
approaches that have been tried but have not been embedded so far into operational
platforms.

4.2.1. Reputation Monitoring Platform

As had been mentioned before, [Ziegler and Skubacz, 2006] outlines the design of
our strategic knowledge extraction platform, in particular focusing on reputation
monitoring, i.e., opinion-centric information. The platform has been designed and
implemented in a prototypical fashion for Siemens-internal use. Its handling is sim-
ilar to that of systems described in Chapter 3: The user logs on to the system over
the Web, defines the monitoring tasks he is interested in, and then switches to in-
terfaces within the Web application that allow him to analyze results in an ad-hoc
manner, similar to OLAP-based systems (see, e.g. [Han and Kamber, 2006]).

The platform presented in [Ziegler and Skubacz, 2006] features many of the ser-
vices given in Sec. 3.3, which are detailed in the following paragraphs.

Citation Counting

This service lies at the heart of systems for extracting strategic corporate knowledge
from the Web. Its implementation is mainly based on techniques known from infor-
mation retrieval, which is also the case here: The backend of the platform connects
to numerous data sources (mainly news pages) that are collected and indexed on a
daily basis, similar to Sec. 2.1. The application’s frontend then allows the user to
specify tasks, which are basically search queries that can be formulated based on
some form of propositional logic. E.g., you may have the following task definition
for finding citations of Siemens products, without those products from BSH2:

“Siemens products” ::= (“Siemens” ∧ ¬“Bosch”) ∨ “SieMatic” . . .

For each of these tasks, views are computed daily so that the analyst can request
citation counts for each of these tasks. As each task can be analyzed along different

2BSH stands for “Bosch Siemens Hausgeräte” and is a joint venture that is not consolidated
within the Siemens corporation.
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Figure 4.1. All connected data sources are arranged in a content hierarchy

dimensions that are composed of different granules each (e.g., “time” and content”,
where time granules are “month”, “week”, and “day”), these views need to be pre-
aggregated for fast ad-hoc access. Here, typical techniques from data warehouse
design for computing data cubes are put to use (see, e.g. [Han and Kamber, 2006]).

When the analyst switches to the analysis interface so as to investigate the citation
counts for the selected task, he can refine his analysis by going from a monthly view
to weekly, or weekly to daily (drill-down operation). As has been mentioned, he
can also do this drill-down along the content dimension: Each content source the
platform collects data from is categorized according to its type. These categories are
arranged in a hierarchy, so that a drill down operation means going from an upper
node to one of the child nodes (see Fig. 4.1). Next to drilling down and rolling up
along dimensions, the analyst can also request the original articles where the citation
has occurred. These are stored in a document repository.

Issue Tracking

Issues are monitored by designing query-based tasks, as has been stated before.
Moreover, the platform can be used to identify issues and their evolution. For ex-
ample, the public discussion of obesity in the context of McDonald’s is clearly an
issue for the company at hand.

“McD issue” ::= (“McDonald’s” ∧ “obesity”) ∨ “stop fast food” . . .

So an analyst may keep track of it and receive an alert when the discussion exceeds
certain citation count levels.
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Social Network Analysis

The SNA application assumes a certain relationship between two persons, say A and
B, when their names are quoted in the same context, i.e., within the same para-
graph with a sufficiently small number of words in between. When the number of
occurrences of this relationship exceeds a certain absolute level (or, alternatively, a
certain percentage of co-occurrences of A and B, as compared to the overall occur-
rences of A), a bidirectional relationship is assumed as valid. The sum of all these
relationships defines a social network, which can then be used by the analyst as
means to navigate the massive corpus of documents, using relationships between
people as drill-down operations.

Next to person names, the platform also features named entity recognizers for
brands, products, geographic locations, and companies. In [Ziegler and Skubacz,
2006] an example is given for top-20 named entities that are connected to Dick
Grasso, former chief executive of the NYSE.

Benchmarking

In contrast to the services mentioned before, the benchmarking service of our plat-
form is the only one that is not tied to the corpus of Web documents crawled on a
daily basis from a defined set of data sources.

The purpose of the benchmarking service is to compare two companies or brands,
e.g., BenQ and Nokia, with regard to their likeness. That is, how similar do these
companies (or brands) appear to be, both with regard to their locations as well as
with regard to the goods and services they produce, etc. Each of the two entities to
be compared, e.g., Nokia and BenQ, is hereby represented by a “semantic profile”.
This semantic profile is given by a taxonomy tree, where each node of the tree is
assigned a match score that shows how relevant the topic at hand is for the entity
(Nokia or BenQ). For instance, the entity “Nokia” is assumed to exhibit a high score
for topic Cell Phones, as Nokia is a major player in the cell phone business.

The computation of these semantic profiles makes use of the DMOZ taxonomy
which categorizes more than 4 million Web sites into a taxonomy consisting of over
590, 000 topics. Moreover, Google Directory plays an integral part in this computa-
tion, as it relates all search results for a given query to Web sites appearing in DMOZ
and thus delivers the taxonomy topics the given query falls into. The computation
scheme is described in the underlying paper itself, see [Ziegler and Skubacz, 2006],
and in more detail in [Ziegler et al., 2006].

Upon obtaining two semantic profiles, e.g., one for Nokia and one for BenQ, a
similarity score is computed. Moreover, the two profiles are laid over each other
and similarities in topic nodes are automatically elaborated. The result consists of a
likeness score on scales [−1,+1] and a graphical visualization of the overlaps of the
semantic fingerprints (see Fig. 4.2).
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Figure 4.2. Automatically computed benchmark for comparing BenQ and Nokia

The graphical representation helps analysts to understand the perception of their
company or product with regard to its competitors. This perception does not neces-
sarily reflect reality, as semantic profiles are computed based on Web sites and their
link structure. For instance, when having a look at Fig. 4.2, one can see that these
two have their highest overlap in mobile technologies (which was to be expected, as
BenQ used to produce cell phones, too). Moreover, there is also considerable overlap
for Pocket PCs and digital cameras (which are now built into cell phones almost by
default). Node size and edge thickness expresses the extent of overlap.

4.2.1.1. Research Contribution

While the computation of citation counts necessitates complex backend systems, this
service is of little interest from a research standpoint, as most of the techniques used
therein may count as state-of-the-art. Hence, in terms of research, the computation
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of the social network based on word collocations and co-citations is much more
interesting and shows a promising way ahead. Here, statistical language modelling
techniques are put to use and NER is an important component. The computed
networks could thereby serve for further analysis, such as the distribution of network
links (see, e.g., [Barabási and Albert, 1999],[Barabási and Bonabeau, 2003], and
[Barabási, 2002]).

The most interesting scientific contribution is clearly the company benchmarking
service. Refer to [Ziegler and Skubacz, 2006] and [Ziegler et al., 2006] for the inner
mechanics and models used therein.

The platform has been designed and implemented in large parts by the author
of this thesis, as part of a research project at Siemens Corporate Research & Tech-
nologies. The same holds for the design of services and algorithms used therein.

4.2.2. Exploratory Customer Feedback Analysis

While the reputation monitoring platform described before aims to analyze customer
opinions that are given on the Web in a mostly unsolicited fashion, [Ziegler et al.,
2008] introduces another platform where solicited user feedback is evaluated. That
is, the company at hand actively asks the user to provide input, often by means of
user surveys on company Web sites.

In these surveys users are typically requested to answer a certain number of 5-
point likert-scale questions3, where they indicate their level of satisfaction on a scale
ranging from 1 (total disagreement) to 5 (full agreement). The huge advantage of
this approach is that the analysis of these surveys can be done in a very simple
manner, by applying common quantitative tools known from statistics.

However, the extent to which a customer can utter his opinion and truly hint
at serious issues is quite limited. Many surveys therefore include fields for textual
feedback, where the user can describe why he is not satisfied with, e.g., a given
product. However, while the proper analysis of unstructured feedback can provide
much more valuable insight, its implementation is significantly more difficult than for
structured information. There are no simple tools that can be used to analyze human
text and semantics. Consequently, the evaluation of textual customer feedback has
been done manually in the past (see [Ziegler et al., 2008]): Analysts at Siemens were
thus required to scan more than 10,000 textual comments per survey. The drawbacks
of such an approach are mainly twofold:

1. The demand for human resources to scan the comments is massive and often
not economical. As a consequence, even though fields for textual feedback come
along with likert-scale questions, they are often not evaluated.

3Next to 5-point scales, 3- and 7-point scales are also common.
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2. When the number of comments is huge, humans have difficulties to reduce the
large amount of information to those truly salient issues, as they “are drowning
in data”.

The focus of [Ziegler et al., 2008] is thus to help automatize the analysis of textual
feedback. The platform presented therein helps the user to explore the massive set of
user feedback in a step-by-step fashion: It does so by first giving him an overview of
major topics and issues, the top-level view. Second, the platform assists the analyst
by providing him with navigational means that allow him to drill down into those
issues he is most interested in, to get to the details behind these issues. The main
research contributions of our paper on customer feedback analysis are the following:

Text Segmentation and Cluster Labelling

Most text clustering algorithms (see, e.g., Sec. 2.3.2) are meant for longer documents,
while exhibiting poor performance on short text snippets (see, e.g., [Gamon et al.,
2005; Gamon and Aue, 2005]). However, customer comments are generally not much
longer than just two or three sentences.

We address this issue by proposing a novel clustering technique that particularly
caters to the segmentation of those shorter comments. Algorithmic details are given
in the paper itself (see [Ziegler et al., 2008]), while the following lines intend to briefly
outline the intuition behind our method: All terms ti in a given document setDk ⊆ D
are rated for their salience. Here, methods from statistical language modelling come
into play: A term’s salience depends on how typical ti is for document set Dk (as
well as the comment that ti appears in) and how atypical that term ti is for all other
documents in D \Dk, where D is the complete set of all comments. The rationale
behind this approach is to help drill-down operations to converge as fast as possible
towards the topic in focus: Set Dk is the cluster selection that is currently being
investigated, the context. In Fig. 4.3, the context is first given by all documents
that are represented by the clustering in step 1. Selecting one cluster (framed in
bold) changes that context so that in step 2, the set of all comments in the selected
cluster becomes the new context Dk. The context now contains considerably fewer
documents. Thus, in step 2, a term ti becomes even more salient when ti is similar
to topics in the new context and has little to do with those clusters in step 1
that have not been selected for further analysis. The salience weighting is achieved
by applying a mixture of adapted TF-IDF weighting (see [Salton et al., 1975]) and
BLRT [Dunning, 1993; Tomokiyo and Hurst, 2003]. Upon computing salience weights
of terms, the top-n terms are selected to represent clusters; note that we also get
cluster labels as by-products of following this clustering approach.

Clusters can also merge when their content is sufficiently similar. In this case, the
new cluster label is the merging of the two labels.
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Figure 4.3. Drilling into cluster “car, vehicles, auto” yields another clustering

Navigation Interface

Next to the computation of clusters based on contrasting background and fore-
ground language models, another research contribution of the paper is made by the
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conception of the graphical user interface: Cluster layouts are based on treemap
visualizations (see [Shneiderman, 1992] and [Shneiderman and Wattenberg, 2001]),
which draw each cluster as a rectangle and allow nestings of rectangles. The cluster’s
label is hereby fitted appropriately into each rectangle. The size of the rectangle ex-
presses the number of documents within the cluster (i.e., the number of customer
comments) as compared to the entire contextual document set; the larger the rect-
angle, the more comments are contained (see Fig. 4.3). By clicking on clusters, the
analyst triggers a drill-down operation that makes the selected cluster the new con-
text set. Next to the size of clusters, the color of clusters is another dimension that
bears information: By means of sentiment detection methods, each cluster is as-
signed a color taken from a continuous bichromatic range, where one color expresses
utter satisfaction while the other expresses dislike.4

4.2.2.1. Conclusion

The depicted customer feedback clustering platform constitutes a complement for
the reputation mining platform so that both solicited and unsolicited textual feed-
back from (potential) customers can be analyzed. Moreover, the customer feedback
clustering platform can also be applied to the documents that are discovered via
citation counting tasks. However, as these documents are mainly taken from news
articles and blogs, they lend themselves rather poorly for analysis by means of the
feedback clustering platform: Remember that news articles and blogs are rather long
documents, for which the above algorithms are not suited.

4.2.3. Temporal Topic Evolution

While [Ziegler and Skubacz, 2006] is primarily concerned about providing a holistic
view on brand reputation and issues, and [Ziegler et al., 2008] analyzes topics at one
given point in time, [Viermetz et al., 2008] attempts to consider another dimension
of topics, namely the temporal dimension.5

Topics emerge at certain points in time and then stay for a given period. Some
of them disappear into oblivion while others re-emerge in a similar (or identical)
shape. Trends, e.g., the rise of mobile phones, are more complex and composed of
several sub-topics, such as the advent of Apple’s IPhone. While these sub-topics
tend to vanish, the overall trend stays and finds new vectors. As such, trends can
be seen as clusters of topics that may transmutate over time.

The paper at hand presents one such framework that tracks topics and their
evolution over time, and identifies trends in the changing cosmos of topics. The

4In case of the platform implementation at Siemens, red was used to express negative sentiment
while bright blue was used for positive affect, see [Ziegler et al., 2008].

5The following publication is discussed rather briefly as the author of this thesis is only one of
several co-authors on this publication.
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Figure 4.4. Short term topics are assigned to long term trends

basic intuition is to use sliding windows of different granularity that either represent
short term topics (e.g., the IPhone) or long term trends (e.g., mobile phones). The
connection between these two types of topics is made via hierarchical relationships:
Each trend consists of one or more topics and each topic is assigned to 0 to n trends.

Topics are computed by contrasting all messages within a given sliding window
(the foreground model) with the set of all messages (the background model). The
contrasting is achieved by applying the binomial log-likelihood ratio test (BLRT),
a common tool in statistical language modelling (see, e.g., [Manning and Schütze,
1999]). The identification of topic clusters (that is, trends) is achieved by applying
the density-based clustering method DBSCAN (see Sec. 2.3.2) and Kullback-Leibler
divergence [Kullback and Leibler, 1951] as distance measure.

Next to describing the theoretical framework, [Viermetz et al., 2008] also contains
a case study that applies the framework to news postings that have been collected
by our reputation monitoring platform [Ziegler and Skubacz, 2006].

4.2.4. Analysis of Social Tagging Behavior

While the three preceding publications have focused on topics, [Kammergruber et al.,
2009] focuses rather on users and only uses topics as vehicles to identify groups of
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like-minded users.6

The paper assumes a Web 2.0 setting where users assign so-called tags, which can
be arbitrary descriptive n-grams, to resources (e.g., documents, pictures, videos,
etc.). Hence, we obtain a bipartite graph that is defined by triples (u, t, r) ∈ U ×
T ×R, where U is the set of users, T the finite set of tags, and R the set of resources
to which tags can be assigned.

The paper’s idea is to use the mentioned graph structure in order to identify users
with similar tagging behavior; that is, users that form an informal community. From
a corporate viewpoint, the information that two given users ui and uj are part of
the same informal community is highly valuable, as it allows to predict the behavior
of uj by observing ui. The same intuition is used in collaborative filtering systems
(see, e.g., [Konstan, 2004] and [Ziegler et al., 2004]).

Technically, the identification of communities is achieved by mapping the tag
assignments to vector space, where the dimensionality is given by the number of
tags. In order to reduce the number of components per vector, Porter stemming and
singular value decomposition (SVD) are used (see Sec. 2.2.1.2). Moreover, all tags are
mapped to lower case and punctuation symbols are removed. E.g., “Web 2.0” and
“web2.0” both map to “web20”. The cosine similarity metric is used for measuring
the distance between two vectors (i.e., users). Finally, density-based clustering via
DBSCAN [Ester et al., 1996] is applied to identify communities.

4.3. Automated News Extraction

Today, news are not anymore constrained to paper, but likewise exist in digital form
on the Web. Virtually every newspaper and journal has its Web counterpart. Being
the foremost fountain for gathering knowledge (and for knowing about a company’s,
brand’s, individual’s etc. reputation), the daily analysis of all relevant news sources
is of paramount importance when crafting strategic knowledge capturing systems.
However, the automated collection and storage of news articles on the Web intrin-
sically implies collecting unwanted pieces of information, too: News pages on the
Web do not only contain the news article itself, but also numerous so-called “page
clutter”, such as links to other articles, disclaimer information and terms of use,
navigation bars, and – of course – advertisement banners.

For example, imagine the following situation: There is an article on the Wash-
ington Post (http://www.washingtonpost.com) that talks about Microsoft and its
novel online storage solution SkyDrive, offering 25 GB of Web space for free to
the user7. On the same Web site, there is a navigation bar that links to an article
about Nokia’s new cell phone products. Now suppose there is an online reputation

6Similar to [Viermetz et al., 2008], the summary of [Kammergruber et al., 2009] will be held short
as the author of this thesis is not the first author of the publication at hand.

7As of September 15, 2009.
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monitoring platform that aims to capture citations of “Nokia” in combination with
“cell phone”. Do you want the mentioned HTML news page about Microsoft to be
counted as citation? Certainly not.

In order to avoid such misleading citation counts, an apparatus is required that
is able to strip an HTML news page from its surrounding clutter and only extract
its informative content; i.e., extract only the very article. As the number of online
news sources is very large (and all of them are to be included in the collection
process for reputation analysis), the extraction of informative content from Web
pages needs to be done in a fully-automated fashion. While there exists already
a considerable body of research on HTML wrapper generators (see, e.g., [Ziegler,
2009b] for an overview), there are few publications that deal with fully-automated
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extraction [Ziegler, 2009a]. The reason is that fully-automated wrapper generation
gives poor results when applied to generic sites – existing approaches are rather
geared towards pages that exhibit highly repetitive elements, in particular search
result pages (see, e.g., [Simon and Lausen, 2005] and [Zhai and Liu, 2005]). The
situation of a large number of repetitive patterns does certainly not apply to an
HTML news page, which contains just one article per HTML page. However, since
news sites do have certain characteristics in common, the design of algorithms for
fully-automated news article extraction is feasible, as our research contributions
[Ziegler and Skubacz, 2007] and [Ziegler et al., 2009] demonstrate.

Page Segmentation

The governing concept of both our proposed approaches is to first dissect the HTML
news page into smaller textual information blocks and then to learn a function, the
kernel, that rates each of these blocks as either “informative content” or “clutter”
(see Fig. 4.5). The eventual decision is hereby based on linguistic and structural
features that are extracted from each block. Thus, while both approaches have cer-
tain communalities, they differ from each other with regard to the way the decision
function is learned and applied.

The following paragraph outlines the segmentation steps and general framework,
while the decision function learning schemes are presented in the next two sections:

When an HTML news page is crawled and needs to be stripped from page clutter,
the first step of our extraction framework demands the transformation into XHTML
code so that a well-formed DOM tree representation ca be built (see Fig. 4.5). Next,
each node of the tree is scanned for certain HTML elements, which are either removed
or pruned from the tree representation: By means of removal – e.g., paragraph tags
<p> are tags that are removed rather than pruned – the surrounding sibling nodes
become merged (see Fig. 4.6). While node removal only removes the node itself,
without discarding the complete subtree underneath, pruning is more invasive as
it also discards the pruned node’s children. We prune mainly those nodes that are
supposed to include either non-textual information only (e.g.,<applet> or<object>)
or contain textual information that is not displayed on the news pages when rendered
by the Web browser (e.g., <comment>).

Nodes thus become information blocks, which represent the very atoms that will
be fed to the decision function. An important ingredient of the recursive pruning
and removal procedure is the recording of HTML tags that used to appear therein.
For instance, suppose you have an information block that emerged from removing
two anchor tags <a>. Then the information block’s anchor counter will record that
fact. That is, next to the actual textual information contained in the information
block itself, there is one counter for each HTML tag that counts that respective
tag’s number of occurrences in the text block.
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<p>Obama declared in his <a href=”...“>inaugural speech</a> yesterday</p>
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Figure 4.6. DOM tree before (a) and after (b) removing node <a>

Linguistic and Structural Feature Extraction

The tag counters attached to each information block are used for computing charac-
teristic features. In general, we differentiate two types of features, namely structural
and linguistic ones. We have a total of 8 features in [Ziegler and Skubacz, 2007] and
18 features in [Ziegler et al., 2009], with approximately half of them being structural
and half linguistic in nature.
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The complete list of all features, along with an explanation and rationale for their
selection, is given in [Ziegler et al., 2009].

Structural features are features that are based on the underlying (X)HTML
document’s logical structure; that is, its nesting of HTML elements. Structural fea-
tures compute ratios between the number of terms in one given information block
and the number of occurrences of a given element type. For example, the anchor
ratio feature is the ratio of anchor-tagged words in an information block with re-
gard to the number of words in that block that do not occur in anchor tags. The
governing hypothesis is that a high anchor tag ratio hints at an information block
that represent a link list or navigation bar. So, the higher the ratio, the higher the
probability of page clutter. Some other structural features include the following:

• Format tag ratio. Formatting tags include, e.g., <b>, <small>, <em>. Our
working hypothesis is that a high number of formatting tags hints at contin-
uous text, such as the news article itself.
• List element ratio. HTML lists (both ordered and unordered; i.e., <ol> and
<ul>, respectively) typically appear in navigation bars. We thus conjecture
that the higher the list element ratio, the higher the probability that the block
at hand designates site navigation elements.
• Text structuring ratio. Text structure markup comprises of headline and

paragraph markers (<h1>, . . . , <h6>, <p>). We assume that higher values
for this feature are indicative for informative content.

Linguistic features rather operate on the lexical level, by calculating key figures
and key ratios based on the words which are contained in an information block. They
take into account syntax and distribution of characters, and are computed by using
typical NLP tools like sentence splitters and tokenizers [Cunningham et al., 2001;
Manning and Schütze, 1999]. The following list gives a subset of linguistic features:

• Average sentence length. Intuitively, news articles (and written prose in
general) are supposed to have higher average sentence lenghts than link lists,
disclaimers, or advertisements.
• Character distribution. The character distribution ratio measures the dis-

tribution of alphanumeric characters as opposed to non-alphanumeric sym-
bols. Our hypothesis is that informative content has a high ratio in favor of
alphanumeric characters, while link lists and navigation bars often contain
special characters like “|” for separating two link items.
• Stop-word ratio. Stop-words (see Sec. 2.2.1.2) are clearly indicative of gen-

eral prose, e.g., news articles. Headlines, advertisements, and navigation items
are rather characterized by nominalization and use of infrequent words, with
only a small share of stop-words. Thus, we assume that a high stop-word ratio
hints at informative content.
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Our extraction system features complete stop-word lists for 14 Western languages
and is able to recognize the language the news article is written in (this information
is rather seen as a by-product and not used for the application scenario at hand).

4.3.1. Particle Swarm Optimization for Learning

Now that we have information blocks and a set of up to 18 features per block, we
need to design a decision function that decides whether to rate the block as signal
(information) or noise (clutter). That decision function is best learned from the data
in an automated fashion.

To this end, we have labelled over 600 news documents from 180 news sources in
5 languages, having several humans manually extract only the relevant news article
text passages. This is our gold standard. Part of these documents (approximately
400, giving the typical cross-validation split of 1/3 training and 2/3 test) have been
used for learning the decision functions.

If all feature vectors were statistically independent from each other, the task would
be an easy one: For each feature, probe along its value range for the value that gives
the best split point for distinguishing between clutter and information. However,
features are not independent from each other, which becomes particularly obvious
when looking at the linguistic features.

PSO Training Procedure

In [Ziegler and Skubacz, 2007] we have opted for an approach taken from non-linear
optimization techniques, thus formulating the information block classification task
as an optimization problem: We assume that each features has a threshold : While
some features have minimality thresholds, others have maximality constraints. For
instance, the threshold for the before-mentioned “average sentence length” feature
is clearly defined by a minimality constraint: Only when the average sentence length
is above the threshold, the information block may count as signal.

Non-linear optimization now attempts to perform intelligent probing on all fea-
tures simultaneously : The goal is to find the list To = (to,1, to,2, . . . , to,n) of near-
optimal thresholds for each feature fi, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Intelligent probing is neces-
sary as it is not possible to probe all possible states Ti = (ti,1, ti,2, . . . , ti,n), owing
to combinatoric explosion. We have opted for particle swarm optimization (PSO)
[Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995] as optimization kernel. PSO is inspired by the idea
of having flocks of particles, each representing one state Ti, that explore feature
threshold space. Hereby, particle moving patterns are governed by the calibration
between exploration and exploitation. Exploration is given by adding randomness
into the flight direction vectors, while exploitation is given by two simple rules:

1. With a certain probability, particles fly in the direction of the particle currently
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Figure 4.7. Convergence for PSO training is reached early

representing the best state To. This is called the social component [Kennedy
and Eberhart, 1995].

2. At the same time, with another calibrated probability, particles “remember”
their own personal best state and move towards that state. This is called the
particle’s cognitive component.

Each population Pj is a snapshot in time that contains the state of all the particles,
i.e., their positions in feature threshold space. New populations Pj+1 are generated
by repositioning particles, according to the governing rules briefly mentioned above.
Therefore, populations can be compared to frames in a movie. Soon as the per-
formance of the population’s best particle appears to converge, the PSO learning
procedure is halted. The best particle To then expresses the configuration of choice
for our news extraction system. Fig. 4.7 shows the performance of each population’s
best particle along different configurations (e.g., different weighting of cognition and
social behavior). Convergence is thereby reached after few populations already.
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Evaluation and Application

In order to evaluate the performance of each state Ti on the test set, we need a
measure that compares the news extraction system’s result (parameterized with Ti)
with that of the human gold standard. To this end, we use a scale-invariant variation
of adapted cosine similarity [Ziegler and Skubacz, 2007] that compares the complete
machine output for one given news page with the extract of the human labellers.

Note that the learning procedure only needs to be performed once for the news
extraction system’s lifetime. Soon as the parameters have been learned, the system
is applicable to any news source.

Upon learning To, we apply our parameterized news extractor to the test set, in
order to compare its performance with an inter-human benchmark: Remarkably,
even men do not attain 100% consent when it comes to dissecting signal from noise
in a news article. For example, what about the date or the name of the news article’s
author – is it clutter or informative content that needs to be preserved for indexing?

Though still lower than the human benchmark (statistically significant; p < 0.05,
two-tailed student-t), our system’s performance comes close to the gold standard.
Moreover, our system has been compared with two other systems which exhibited
significantly inferior performance (see [Ziegler and Skubacz, 2007]).

Consequently, the extractor as a tool clearly is of practical use and can be used
for surrogating human effort. At Siemens Corporate Technology, the system has
been incorporated into the reputation monitoring prototype described in [Ziegler
and Skubacz, 2006].

4.3.2. Learning Based on Classification Models

While [Ziegler and Skubacz, 2007] approaches the issue of learning to properly dis-
cern between information and clutter coming from the non-linear optimization side,
[Ziegler et al., 2009] does so by resorting to well-understood classification approaches,
like support vector machines (SVM), decision trees, Näıve-Bayes learners, logistic
regression, etc. (see, e.g., [Witten and Frank, 2005]).

One such classification model for the news extractor has already been shown
in Fig. 2.2, where a C4.5 decision tree has been learned as news classifier. While
the page segmentation framework and the merging of text blocks remains intact,
several structural modifications to the decision function learning procedure need to
be implemented, as the following paragraphs will show:

Block Labelling

The PSO-based learning framework exhibits a certain asymmetry with regard to the
granularity of labelled data as opposed to the decision function: The data has been
labelled by humans at the document level. That is, a human has extracted all the
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informative content of the news article, without explicitly indicating for each logical
information block (see Fig. 4.6) whether it is noise or signal. Thus, the labelled result
does not anymore expose any block boundary structure – all relevant information
is contained in one single block. On the other hand, the found decision function
decides for each atomic information block what to do with it (discard or keep). This
asymmetry is sound for the optimization procedure as there is no actual training
of the decision function that takes place. Rather, the machine’s result, namely the
kept information blocks, are also merged into one single block and matched against
the human’s document-level extract.

For classification models that require actual training of the eventual decision func-
tion, document-level labelling is not acceptable, though. Here, we do need labels for
each information block. That is, for each information block that is contained in a
given document after page segmentation, we need to know whether it is noise or sig-
nal. Since we did not want to discard the labelled data from [Ziegler and Skubacz,
2007] (which had demanded considerable human effort), an apparatus was required
to reconstruct information block labels from the whole-document extracts our hu-
man labellers had created.

The required apparatus is fairly simple, trying to detect a given information block
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x in a given whole-document extract d. Jaccard-based text similarity metrics are used
and thresholds have been learned that indicate which degree of similarity between
x and a fragment of d is still acceptable so that one may assume that x is contained
in d – and thus signal. For each information block y which is not found in d, the
assigned label is “noise” (see Fig. 4.8). The performance of the depicted approach
is very high, giving an accuracy of 0.995 [Ziegler et al., 2009].

Classifier Training and Evaluation

Now that labelled training data is given on the block- rather than the document-
level, learning may take place. We used a multitude of common classifiers, resorting
to classifier implementations from the well-known WEKA package of the University
of Waikato (www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/∼ml/weka/ ): SVMs (with different parameteri-
zations), ID3, C4.5, Näıve-Bayes, random forest, and logistic regression were used.

Hereby, different weightings of irrelevant versus relevant information blocks were
tried for learning (so-called oversampling; see, e.g., [Berry and Linoff, 2000] and
[Berry and Linoff, 2004]) in order to avoid overfitting of the models. For gauging
test and training set, 10-fold cross-validation was opted for.

As primordial function for evaluating training and test set performance, accuracy
has been used. Accuracy is effectively the number of correctly classified blocks (either
signal or noise) divided by the overall number of text blocks:

accuracy =
|{true positives}|+ |{true negatives}|

|{overall text blocks}| (4.1)

Moreover, also for both for training and test set evaluation, precision and recall
metrics known from information retrieval were put to use (see, e.g., [Baeza-Yates
and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999]). While accuracy focuses on correct classification, precision
and recall only consider relevant information blocks (signal identification): Hereby,
precision gives the percentage of identified true positives, i.e., truly relevant infor-
mation blocks, divided by the number of those blocks that the machine classified as
signal (i.e., true positives and also false positives). The question is thus “how many
of the found information blocks are truly relevant?”. On the other hand, recall is
the number of true positives that have been found by the classifier machine divided
by the overall number of true positives. Here, the question is “how many of all the
relevant information blocks have been found?”.

The results for accuracy are shown in Fig. 4.9, where the x-axis gives results on
the test set for different oversampling ratios used in training. For instance, the first
data point gives a 22% signal versus 78% noise ratio, while the last data point for
each classifier assumes equal prior probability for encountering signal and noise.
One can see a slight degradation in accuracy with the increase of the prior probabil-
ity of encountering a relevant information block; however, the degradation appears
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Figure 4.9. Comparison of various classifiers at diverse oversampling rates

insignificant, with only the increase in accuracy from .22/.78 to .3/.7 for C4.5 ap-
pearing notable.

The random forest performs significantly better than the other classifiers (p < .05,
paired t-test) and attains a classification accuracy of .862, as opposed to the human
classifier accuracy of .96. Comparing our own approach’s accuracy with that of two
other approaches to news extraction, Crunch and BTE (see [Ziegler et al., 2009]),
we outperform both significantly (.653 and .747, respectively). Results on precision
and recall were similar to those in accuracy and are thus not presented here.

Moreover, besides accuracy, precision, and recall, we also evaluated the classifier-
based approach using the scale-invariant cosine similarity metrics from [Ziegler and
Skubacz, 2007]. Thus, training of classifiers was performed using accuracy, while
the evaluation of the test set used that latter adapted cosine metric, operating
on the document level. Results were largely comparable to that of the PSO-based
approach, with a slight advantage of random forest over particle swarm optimization
(see [Ziegler et al., 2009]).
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Feature Impact Assessment

As has been mentioned before, non-linear optimization and classifier learning meth-
ods are required only because of the assumption that feature vectors are not in-
dependent from each other. If they were, then a mere combination of their perfect
thresholds would attain like results. In order to evaluate the information content of
each feature in isolation, we examined the predictive quality for a number of ∼10
discrete threshold values per feature.

Here, the “minimum number of sentences counter” performed best among all
features, yielding its best classification accuracy for threshold value 5. That is, for
each information block the number of sentences was recorded. When the number of
sentences was < 5, the block at hand was discarded as clutter. When then number
of sentences was ≥ 5, the information block was rated as signal. Of almost likewise
predictive quality proved the “stop-word ratio” feature, giving its best performance
when requiring a share of at least 35% stop-words in a given information block.

4.4. Discovery of Technology Synergies

While the preceding sections have presented some of our contributions that rather
operate on the macro level – by trying to characterize a company’s or brand’s reputa-
tion, detecting prevalent customer-perceived issues, or extracting all the informative
content from news articles – the section at hand rather operates on the microscopic
level: The approaches presented therein aim at capturing the meaning and semantic
content of named entities, i.e., n-grams (see Sec. 2.4), where n ≥ 1, comparing these
arbitrary named entities in a pairwise fashion.

Here, the predictions of mutual semantic proximity for tuples of named entities,
(ei, ej), are derived in a fully-automated fashion. The underlying section is meant
to summarize two of our publications, namely [Ziegler et al., 2006] and [Ziegler and
Jung, 2009]. Both papers are strongly tied to each other, where [Ziegler et al., 2006]
lays the foundations and [Ziegler and Jung, 2009] consequently builds upon these, by
applying the conceived generic framework for measuring the semantic similarity of
named entities to the more specific scenario of technology synergies (also extending
the framework by additional classifiers).

The two publications (featured in their original version in Appendix C) can be
briefly summarized as follows:

1. By means of making use of large-scale taxonomies and advanced search engine
features, [Ziegler et al., 2006] presents a framework to compute the semantic
similarity between any two named entities, e.g., “Nassim Nicholas Taleb” and
“Fooled by Randomness”8. Moreover, our publication also contributes a novel

8Nassim Nicholas Taleb is the author of the book “Fooled by Randomness”, so the estimated
semantic proximity would be high.
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probabilistic inference model to calculate that respective extent of similarity.
Note that the overall framework is not geared towards any specific shape of
semantic similarity, as most other approaches commonly tend to be (e.g., by
only focusing on “part-of” or “is-a” relationships and neglecting others).

2. By building on the former framework and probabilistic inference model, [Ziegler
and Jung, 2009] offers an instrument that allows to automatically compute the
synergetic potential of technologies, which is an essential task for large cor-
porations such as Siemens. Hereby, the latter publication does not only tailor
the notion of “semantic similarity” to denote “synergetic potential”, but also
further extends the classification framework presented in [Ziegler et al., 2006].

The following sections will briefly discuss the basic ideas behind these two publi-
cations and present some of the major empirical results to underpin the predictive
performance of these approaches as compared to human benchmarks. Note, again,
that these sections are not meant to present minute details of our research, which
can be accessed by resorting to the original works themselves.

4.4.1. Semantic Similarity Between Named Entities

Semantic similarity is a concept that has gained widespread attention owing to
applications such as the Semantic Web (see, e.g., [Berners-Lee et al., 2001]). The
idea is to quantify the semantic relatedness of two concepts. Some approaches of
that kind already exist, but they are limited in mainly two ways: First, existing
approaches only work for general concepts, such as “car”, “human”, “plane” etc.
That is, they only extend to concepts as they can be found in dictionaries, like the
well-known electronic WordNet (see, e.g., [Miller, 1995]). Brand names (e.g., “Mi-
crosoft”), names of products (e.g., “XBox 360”), names of individuals (e.g., “Bill
Gates”), geographic locations and so forth are generally not covered by these ap-
proaches, as those arbitrary entities are commonly not found in dictionaries. Second,
these existing approaches, e.g., [Budanitsky and Hirst, 2000; Li et al., 2003] mostly
work for specific types of semantic similarity only – in general for class-subclass and
“is-a” relationships: For instance, they allow us to infer that “car” and “airplane”
are somewhat related, but they would not be able to tell us that “Christian Bale”
and “Batman Begins” are semantically close in any way (and they definitely are):
First, because both mentioned entities are not contained in a dictionary (“Christian
Bale” is an actor, “Batman Begins” is a movie) and, second, because both entities
are not arranged in an “is-a” relationship. As a matter of fact, both are semantically
similar because “Christian Bale” was the main actor in “Batman Begins”.

Our presented approach aims at mitigating both shortfalls: We want to compute
the semantic similarity for tuples of arbitrary named entities; that is, also for “Cheap
Flights” and “EasyJet”, to name an example. Next, the learned function is supposed
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to identify semantic proximity of whatever kind, not only for the simple “is-a”
relationship case.

The foundations of our fully-automated approach are given by resorting to massive
resources of background knowledge readily available on the Web, namely the DMOZ
Open Directory Project (see Sec. 4.2.1), and Google Directory:

4.4.1.1. Use of Background Knowledge

The DMOZ taxonomy, as has been stated before, classifies several million Web sites
into close to 600,000 topics arranged in a tree-like taxonomy. Google Directory, on
the other hand, makes use of this taxonomy by returning search results for arbitrary
queries that each have a pointer into that taxonomy. Say, for a search query “Batman
Begins”, we obtain N search result items where each item contains a hyperlink to the
corresponding Web page (as we know it from search engines), but also a reference
into the DMOZ taxonomy. These references look as follows (suppose, for the example
at hand, that the found Web page is the IMDB9 page discussing “Batman Begins”):

Arts → Movies → Titles → B → Batman Series → Batman Begins

This information, the set of N pointers into DMOZ for each search query, can be
exploited to build semantic fingerprints for arbitrary named entities. Hereby, every
named entity itself, e.g., “Batman Begins”, is forwarded as search query to Google
Directory and the first n search results (and thus their pointers into DMOZ) are
used as the basis to compute the semantic fingerprint of that very named entity.

When aiming at quantifying the semantic proximity of two named entities, this
procedure, i.e., the deriving of a semantic fingerprint, is performed for both those
named entities. Soon as we have these fingerprints handy, a metric will take these
two fingerprints as input and compute a final similarity score in range [0,+1], where
0 denotes no semantic proximity at all, while 1 denotes identical entities.

4.4.1.2. Creating Semantic Fingerprints

When generating the semantic fingerprint, we face the situation where the number
of referrals per named entity (and thus per issued search query) is much lower than
the overall number of DMOZ topics: Commonly, we assign values between 40 and
100 for variable n, the number of search results we actually use. On the other hand,
DMOZ contains close to 600,000 topics. Thus, if we model semantic fingerprints as
“endorsement vectors”, where each vector component expresses the occurrence or
non-occurrence of that particular topic within the top-n search results, the vector
will be extremely sparse. Applying vector similarity measures like cosine similarity or

9International Movie Database, see http://www.imdb.com.
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Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation coefficient would inevitably return zero for the
large majority of pairs of fingerprints (assuming that topics are largely homogenously
or Gaussian distributed).

That is, in order to obtain meaningful results for the later computation of semantic
similarity between two semantic fingerprints, we need to enrich these fingerprint
vectors so they become denser and thus less sparse:

The idea is to exploit a simple rule immanent to the hierarchical nature of these
topics: Each search result is counted as an endorsement for the corresponding topic.
This topic is the sub-topic of just one super-topic, its parent node. Intuitively, that
search result may also count as an endorsement for the super-topic, though to a
lesser extent. The rationale becomes clear with a simple example: When I like to
read books that are from the field “Artificial Intelligence” and I know that “Artifi-
cial Intelligence’ is a sub-category of “Scientific Literature”, then I am clearly also
interested in that latter field. My interest is at least as big as the share of “Artificial
Intelligence” in “Scientific Literature” (assume set semantics for making the point
clear). That is, my interest is somewhat smaller but still present. The same rationale
holds for all the topics along the generalization line, from the taxonomy’s top node
down to the node that represents the search item.

The intuition is packaged into a probabilistic inference model that assigns score to
all these topics along the generalization line. Hereby, endorsement score depends on
various factors: First, the overall score assigned to a given referral node (the topic
referred to by the search result item itself) depends on the result item’s rank – the
higher the search result item’s rank, the higher the score. The model in [Ziegler et al.,
2006] uses an exponential decay function with an adjustable half-life α.10 Moreover,
the score that is propagated from a topic tx to its super-topic ty depends on the
number of siblings of tx: The more siblings tx has, the less score is propagated. The
relationship is not directly linear, but logarithmic so as to not overly penalize the
presence of a large number of siblings:

s(ty) := s(tx) · 1

γ + δ · log(sib(tx) + 1)
, (4.2)

where s(tx) gives the score assigned to topic node tx, sib(tx) gives the number of
siblings of tx, and γ and δ are adjustable parameters that will be learned, along with
some other fine-tuning parameters.

4.4.1.3. Computing Fingerprint Similarity

By means of the before-presented procedure, fingerprint vectors become dense and
overlap for pairs of vectors becomes very likely: The number of topics on each tax-
onomy level gets smaller the closer we come to the top node. Since we propagate

10Half-life α denotes the position where the assigned score is exactly half as large as for the first
topic. See, e.g., [Breese et al., 1998].
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Figure 4.10. Correlation with human ratings while varying parameters δ and γ

score from lower nodes (the ones corresponding to the search result items) to the
top node, score 6= 0 is assigned along each higher level. For each pair of fingerprint
vectors (where each vector represents the semantic description of a named entity),
the similarity is computed by means of calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient
on these vectors.

4.4.1.4. Training and Evaluation

As has been mentioned before, the semantic proximity computation framework con-
tains a number of parameters whose proper and (near-)optimal values need to be
learned prior to applying the system to benchmark data.

To this end, we have assembled two benchmark survey sets, B0 and B1, composed
of 25 and 30 pairs of named entities, respectively. These pairs are to be rated by
humans on a 5-point likert scale according to their semantic proximity. The compo-
sition of the benchmark sets has been performed in a random and unbiased fashion
by using Google’s “Suggest” feature to generate queries made up of n-grams. Ex-
amples of pairs in B0 include “E-Cards” versus “Valentine’s Day”, “Guitar Tabs”
versus “Hotmail”, and “Eminem” versus “Greenday”.

We use the ratings of the roughly 40 study participants in survey B0 to calibrate
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the before mentioned parameters by means of non-linear optimization. Fig. 4.10
shows the average correlation of our approach’s result (a vector of dimensionality
25, giving a similarity prediction for each pair) with the participants’ rating vectors
for different values of δ and γ (see Eq. 4.2).

Upon learning parameters, we compare our system’s predictive quality by comput-
ing the average fit of its rating vector for B1 with the rating vectors of all participants
in study B1. The higher the fit – measured by Pearson’s correlation coefficient – the
closer our result to the human ability of estimating the semantic proximity of arbi-
trary named entity pairs. For the learned parameter configuration, our correlation
amounts to .75, which may count as a very good fit. We have also implemented
a number of benchmark approaches for semantic similarity computation on top of
the DMOZ and Google Directory framework. These benchmark approaches, typical
hierarchical similarity measures as those described in [Budanitsky and Hirst, 2000]
and [Li et al., 2003], as well as vector-space-based approaches that exploit the con-
tent of the Web pages behind each search result rather than the DMOZ referral,
have been shown to attain significantly lower correlation values than our approach.

Consequently, our fully-automated approach to estimating the semantic proximity
of two named entities offers results that can be used to supersede human effort. The
next section shows how this framework can be put to use to solve real-world issues
in an efficient manner.

4.4.2. Web 2.0 Leverage in Finding Technology Synergies

While the before-mentioned approach to computing semantic proximity appears
useful, it does not yet present itself as an instrument to be harnessed for gathering
strategic knowledge in a corporate setting. The application scenario is still missing.

During the author’s tenure at Siemens Corporate Technology, the company’s fore-
front research institution, one such application scenario became apparent while col-
laborating with the CTO, the Chief Technology Office at Siemens, a small depart-
ment subordinate to the Siemens Chief Technology Officer, Hermann Requardt. One
of the paramount tasks this department is in charge of is the identification of tech-
nology synergies across Siemens – note that Siemens is a very large corporation
counting more than 480,000 employees; its portfolio is clearly focused on engineer-
ing but still highly diversified. The corporation is hereby organized as follows: The
highest organizational level is given by the sectors, namely Industry, Energy, and
Health Care. These three sectors are each subdivided in 5 divisions; for instance,
Automation & Drives is a division in Industry.

As part of the synergy identification task, each of the 15 divisions needs to provide
a list of its 10 major technologies every year. This list comprises of the division’s
established technologies, e.g., Computed Mammography, as well as those tech-
nologies they are currently working on, e.g., Organic LED. This gives us a list of
150 technologies. The synergy identification task now aims at comparing all possible
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technology pairs of each division and finding out whether there is some considerable
overlap. This information is then not only evaluated at the technology pair level,
but also taken to the division level (e.g., “which divisions have high synergetic po-
tential?”) and to the sector level. So far, the evaluation of synergetic potential had
been done manually by domain experts from the Chief Technology Office. That is,
the respective specialist (or a plurality of those) would sit down for every technol-
ogy pair, e.g., Flue Gas Desulfurization and Membrane Bio Reactor, and
rate the synergetic potential on a scale, say [0,+1]. Clearly, this task is enormously
resource-demanding and the whole process lasted for roughly 5 months every year, as
more than 11,000 technology pairs had to be examined by a group of 15-20 experts.

By making use of the aforementioned framework for semantic proximity and by
extending the latter, the task could be automatized and the necessary human effort
reduced dramatically. To this end, the framework had to be adapted to reflect the
notion of “synergetic potential” rather than arbitrary semantic “relatedness”.

4.4.2.1. Characteristics of Synergetic Technologies

The design of an automated approach to derive the synergetic potential of technolo-
gies must be preceded by an analysis of the very nature of so-called “synergetic po-
tential”. We believe that the presence or absence of synergetic potential is expressed
by mainly two components, namely the meronymic (also known as “partonomic”)
as well as the taxonomic component:

• The meronymic component sees synergetic potential as an expression of part-
whole relationships: The two technologies both contain processes and ingredi-
ents which are either identical or similar. For instance, the two technologies
Wastewater Treatment and Forward Osmosis have two subprocesses
in common, namely Filtration and Hydraulic Permeability.
• On the other hand, the taxonomic aspect of synergetic potential is based on

the assumption that synergetic technologies may be arranged into a taxonomic
order where the distance of both, commonly expressed by their least common
subsumer [Lin, 1998], is small. For instance, both aforementioned technologies,
i.e., Wastewater Treatment and Forward Osmosis, are subcategories
of Wastewater Technologies, which is thus their common subsumer.

An automated classifier for predicting synergetic potential should thus be aware
of both the meronymic as well as the taxonomic component.

4.4.2.2. Building Classifiers

Our automated approach is based on two classifiers (effectively, they are predictors
rather than classifiers, as they both assign numerical values) – one that focuses
on meronymic reasoning, the other on taxonomic. Common to both approaches is
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the fact that they make lush use of knowledge readily available on the Web: The
first makes use of DMOZ, the Open Directory Project (see Sec. 4.4.1), the second
relies on Wikipedia (http://www.wikipedia.de). All this knowledge has been compiled
through the collective effort of thousands and even millions of volunteering Internet
users. This phenomenon is now commonly known as “collective intelligence” [Ziegler,
2006c] and is an important trait of the Web 2.0’s guise.

Meronymic Reasoning

In order to identify common parts (e.g., sub-processes, sub-modules, shared meth-
ods, etc.) for any two given technologies, we put the Web’s largest encyclopedia,
Wikipedia, to use. Each technology ti’s name is forwarded as phrasal search query
(i.e., enclosed by “ . . . ”) to Wikipedia. The returned HTML page (in case there is a
match) is then searched for all hyperlinks. These hyperlinks are stored in set L(ti),
whereby not all the page’s hyperlinks are recorded: Some are discarded, e.g., links to
disclaimer information, links to geographical locations, terms of use, and generally
all non-content-related pointers. The decision whether to discard a hyperlink from
L(ti) or not is made through a manually created black list.

We thus obtain two sets L(ti) and L(tj) for a pair (ti, tj) of technologies to be
quantified according to the synergetic potential s(ti, tj). The eventual calculation is
simple and uses the Jaccard metric, often used for string comparison:

sm(ti, tj) =
| L(ti) ∩ L(tj) |
| L(ti) ∪ L(tj) |

(4.3)

The above equation only considers hyperlinks rather than all the terms occurring
in the result HTML page. The rationale is that the set of terms would be too
imprecise, owing to stop-words and many other terms that bear no intrinsic meaning
with regard to the technology’s makeup. On the other hand, the hyperlinks already
give an indication at valuable and relevant information lying underneath – they
often refer to other technical terms and concepts used in the technology’s context
and thus serve our purposes very well.

Taxonomic Reasoning

For taxonomic relatedness, we put the framework we presented in Sec. 4.4.1 to use:
“Technology” is one major branch of the DMOZ, and technologies are arranged in hi-
erarchical fashion. For the synergy identification task, the semantic proximity frame-
work from [Ziegler et al., 2006] has been used almost “as is”, with few exceptions:
Some branches of the DMOZ taxonomy have been “masked”, like geography-related
branches, the “News” branch, etc.
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Merging Taxonomic and Meronymic Reasoning

The eventual synergy potential prediction needs to consist of one single score. Thus,
we need to combine the ratings of both the taxonimic and the meronymic classifier.
As the distribution of their scores is very different, a simple additive or multiplicative
function does not make sense. Rather, we have decided to resort to a ranking-based
merge function: First, all technology pairs (in our case ∼ 11,000) are rated by each
classifier separately and then sorted in descending order according to their score.
Consequently, every pair (ti, tj) obtains two ranks rm(ti, tj) and rt(ti, tj) for the
meronymic and taxonomic classifier, respectively. The mean (rm(ti, tj) + rt(ti, tj))/2
of these two ranks gives the eventual score sf (ti, tj) which is then used to compute
the final ranking of all the pairs.

The rankings rm and rt of the two classifiers can be used for consensus validation.
That is, we can use these two figures to find out how well the two classifiers comply
with each other. A consensus score of 0 is assigned when they dissent maximally
(e.g., one assigns the first rank to a given pair while the other assigns the last), score
1 is assigned when both assign the same rank (see [Ziegler and Jung, 2009]). An
average consensus score of .5 would thus indicate random correlation between both
classifiers. Based on our sample of 11, 175 technology pairs, the average consensus
was .71, hinting at largely compliant classifiers.

4.4.2.3. Empirical Evaluation

Before test-driving the fully-automated approach based on the combination of two
classifiers, one practical issue had to be dealt with: There was not always a result
for each technology name ti submitted, either for the meronymic or the taxonomic
classifier. In fact, only 20% of all technologies could be found directly by issuing
literal search queries to Wikipedia. For the taxonomic reasoner, the situation was
more relaxed: For 60% of all technologies, more than 5 search results were returned.

In order to address this major issue, we required all our domain experts at CTO
to find synonymous terms for all the technologies so that there was a result both
on Wikipedia as well as on Google Directory. Clearly, this approach comes at the
expense of replacing given technology names by others that are not necessarily 100%
identical, which could ultimately lead to a deterioration of the eventual classifier’s
performance.

Next, we computed inter- and intra-division synergy scores based on the ranking
function we got (score is thus regarded as the inverse of rank: smaller rank numbers
express higher score). The hypothesis is that the intra-division synergy score for a
given division dk, expressed by the average score of the set of all pairs {{ti, tj} | i 6=
j ∧ ti and tj taken from division dk}, is supposed to be higher than the inter-division
score, which is the average score of the set of all pairs {{ti, tj} | ti from dk ∧ tj not from
dk}. Otherwise, the organizational structure of Siemens would appear questionable.
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Figure 4.11. Industry’s cross-sector score with Energy exceeds its intra-score

In fact, our hypothesis was confirmed by the classifier’s result (see [Ziegler and
Jung, 2009] for detailed results). Repeating the experiment on the aggregated sector
level, the result is similar with one exception: For sector Industry, the cross-sector
synergy with sector Energy is greater than sector Industry’s intra-sector synergy
score (see Fig. 4.11). While this result still raises some question, one needs to note
that the difference is comparatively small (58.09 for the cross-sector score versus
56.53 for Industry’s intra-sector score).

User Study and Evaluation

The ultimate test of usefulness for the system’s ability to properly identify synergy
potential lies in comparing it against a human benchmark, as has been done in Sec.
4.4.1 and Sec. 4.3. To this end, we approached two groups of people, one being a
group of 10 domain experts from CTO, the other being a group of 10 people from
the author’s department. While the latter group did not contain experts in matters
regarding the various Siemens technologies in general, they were technology-savvy
computer scientists largely endowed with a Ph.D. degree. The first group was dubbed
the “expert group”, the second called the “non-expert group”.

The experimental setup was similar to the one described in [Ziegler et al., 2006],
except that there was only one survey instead of two: There was no need to learn ad-
ditional parameters before performing the eventual performance evaluation. Rather
than containing pairs of arbitrary named entities, the study was made up of 20 out
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of the overall 11, 175 pairs of Siemens technologies; selected in a random fashion but
in a way so as to contain a roughly equal share of pairs with high, medium, and low
synergetic potential. They had to be rated on a 5-point likert scale by the study’s
participants, giving us 20 rating vectors (10 for each group).

Consent was moderate even across the human experts and non-experts: the intra-
expert correlation coefficient of rating vectors amounted to .56 and .53 for the non-
experts’ intra-group correlation. The correlation of experts with non-experts (“full
join” on both groups followed by taking the average correlation of pairs) was even
lower, amounting to .49.

Interestingly, our classifier’s average correlation with either the experts or non-
experts was only slightly lower, giving .46 and .5, respectively. Thus we may conclude
that even humans have a hard time in analyzing the synergetic potential of technolo-
gies. The task leaves room for dissent, as the average inter-human correlation scores
demonstrate. On the other hand, our automated approach’s performance comes very
close to that of humans and can well be used to replace tedious human effort.

This is actually was is being done currently at Siemens. For the second year in row,
the system is used by CTO to pre-filter the complete list of technology pairs. Only
the top 5-10% of pairs, those that are predicted to have high synergetic potential,
are inspected by expert working groups that discuss which pairs are worthwhile to
pursue and which are not.

4.5. Concluding Remarks

Even though all three major topics – along with the original publications presented
therein – appear somewhat different in their makeup and issues they address, they
all have the extraction of and reasoning on strategic information in common. The
first topic gives companies tools to find out about their reputation in public and to
find about hot topics with utter relevance to their business model. The second topic
presents approaches to automatically extract pure information from HTML news
pages, without the clutter around. The systems described therein are not so much
end-user components, but rather pre-processors for tools as those in Sec. 4.2.

While the first two topics focus on unstructured information, namely very large
amounts of text on the Web, the third topic makes excessive use of (semi-)structured
information, e.g., the DMOZ taxonomy for categorizing Web sites or the link struc-
ture of Wikipedia articles. These knowledge structures are used to find out about
semantic properties of words and named entities.

Links between the various topics are apparent and contextual coherence is clearly
visible, even though the major theme “automated capture of strategic knowledge” is
(necessarily) not exhaustively addressed by these three. While all the works present
research contributions that have been published in renowned academic conferences,
the goal has always been to produce results that are applicable in practice: All the
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software systems are still in active use at Siemens Corporate Technology.
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Conclusion

“Broadly speaking, the short words are the best, and the old words best
of all.”

– Winston Churchill (1874 – 1965)
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5.1. Summary

While being an entirely new domain where researchers and practitioners likewise
push the frontier further westward, the interest in systems and methods for auto-
matically capturing strategic knowledge from Web-based resources is increasing at
high-speed. Large companies like Microsoft and IBM have jumped on the bandwagon
early on (see Ch. 3), seeing a growing need and market for such products.

This new field does not embody an area of research in its own right, but rather
draws from existing and well-established ones, like text and data mining, natural
language processing, and information retrieval (see Ch. 2). However, the existence of
the new research domain of “sentiment detection” (see Sec. 2.5.2) is undoubtedly due
to the emergence of knowledge capturing systems. Several workshops have already
sparked that only focus on proceedings of sentiment detection techniques, such as the
“Workshop on Subjectivity and Sentiment in Text”, co-located with the renowned
ACL conference on computational linguistics (COLING).

By means of this thesis and its accompanying publications, we contribute to the
yet small body of research on strategic knowledge capture. Our contributions have
thereby been made in three major topics:

• Reputation analysis and trend monitoring. Drawing heavily from search
engine technology and text classification and clustering, the systems we pre-
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sented aim at gauging the public opinion on topics known beforehand as well
as topics and issues potentially unknown by the time the analysis is conducted.
• Automated news extraction and filtering. While our contributions to

reputation analysis and trend monitoring are applicable end-to-end, this is
not the case for our two approaches to automated news extraction. These can
rather be seen as pre-processing units that sit on the backend side of analysis
and reporting systems such as the ones presented in Sec. 4.2.
• Semantic analysis of named entities and synergy detection. In contrast

to the two previous topics, the one at hand relies on structured rather than un-
structured (i.e., textual) information to generate actionable knowledge. Here,
background information from the world’s largest taxonomy, the DMOZ Open
Directory Project, is likewise exploited as the hyperlink structure of articles
on Wikipedia.

5.2. Outlook and Future Directions

Reputation analysis counts as the archetypical application of strategic knowledge
capture research. Here, the majority of publications has been made and competition
for research excellence is becoming fierce. The automated extraction of news articles
touches on the domain of automated wrapper induction; the field of wrapper induc-
tion has so far mainly mused about generating wrappers for search engine result
pages, but will certainly embrace automated news extraction in the nearer future.

On the other hand, there is still little to no research with regard to the study of
technology synergies. At first sight this application scenario may appear as a niche –
very narrow and not of particular use to most companies. However, there is a growing
need for patent and intellectual property research tools, and the identification of
technology synergies and patent overlap are not far away from each other.

We thus aim at exploring in more profound detail the semantics of what makes
two technologies synergetic. With regard to patent analysis, this will inevitably lead
to crafting systems that also attempt to analyze the structure of written text, which
we have avoided so far by resorting to tricky work-arounds like the use of taxonomic
background knowledge and the exploitation of Wikipedia’s hyperlink structure. This
endeavor will not be an easy one, as patent documents are written in a very peculiar
and nested fashion, hardly accessible even to those humans who are not regularly
exposed to reading these kinds of documents.

At any rate, the journey ahead will be an interesting one – bumpy at times but
packed with scenic attractions the author rejoices to encounter.
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Abstract

The ever-increasing growth of the Web as principal
provider of news and opinions makes it impossible for in-
dividuals to manually spot and analyze all information of
particular importance for global large-scale corporations.
Hence, automated means, identifying upcoming topics of ut-
ter relevance and monitoring the reputation of a brand as
well as its competitors, are becoming indispensable.

In this paper, we present a platform for analyzing Web
data for such purposes, adopting different semantic per-
spectives and providing the market analyst with a flexible
suite of instruments. We focus on two of these tools and
outline their particular utility for research and exploration.

1 Introduction

The advent of consumer-generated media, such as blogs
and newsgroups, and the proliferation of online news chan-
nels on the Web make traditional market monitoring, based
on human-effort, virtually impossible. Hence, there is an
emerging trend towards automated market intelligence [4]
and the crafting of tools that allow reputation monitoring in
a mechanized fashion.

We present one such approach that is based on the mas-
sive collection of various document types from the Web,
e.g., HTML pages, RSS feeds, and newsgroup messages,
all gathered on a regular basis. Our market intelligence plat-
form addresses the information needs of large corporations,
analyzing news sources through text mining techniques and
providing information views that allow for the detection of
upcoming topics and the observation of likely competitors.

First, we describe our data collection and storage archi-
tecture and then move on to describe two selected analyses
that are integral parts of our platform: The first one allows
the visual exploration of relevant documents through the
creation of keyphrase networks. Thanks to link transitiv-

ity, discovering new topics and key players in the network
is made possible. The second analysis allows to directly
match two competitors against each other with respect to the
way they are perceived by the public. We harness Google’s
ranking scheme and the DMOZ Open Directory.

2 Related Work

Probably the most prominent representative for ap-
proaches harnessing text and Web mining techniques for
market intelligence is IBM’s WEBFOUNTAIN project [6],
based on massive server clusters and providing informa-
tion to service clients in an ASP-like fashion. IntelliSeek’s
BRANDPULSE [4] and BLOGPULSE [5] platforms pur-
sue similar objectives, but focus primarily on consumer-
generated media, such as weblogs, rather than arbitrary Web
content. Morinagaet al. [7] present an approach that auto-
matically mines consumer opinions with respect to given
products, in order to facilitate customer relationship man-
agement. Agrawalet al. [1] and Gamonet al. [3] have also
conducted research in opinion mining from Web corpora for
marketing purposes. Moreover, NLP techniques have been
investigated in order to complement text mining efforts [9].

3 Information Collection and Indexing

The section at hand gives a brief overview of our in-
formation collection and storage architecture, which pro-
vides the foundations of all sophisticated mining and ad-
vanced text analysis processors running on top. Data col-
lection is subdivided into two primary tasks, namely gath-
ering documents bearing content, e.g., news, and collecting
background knowledge, e.g., classification taxonomies that
serve as background knowledge for our analyses.

3.1 Content

Low-level operations are assumed by link extractors that
process various information sources on the Web on a regular
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and/or on-demand fashion, extracting links for later crawl-
ing and analysis. For instance, we have RSS feed extractors
that query approximately340, 000 RSS feeds every day, ob-
taining links to feed messages that have not been collected
so far. The seed RSS feed lists are provided by continuously
monitoring RSS and blogging directories, such asSYNDIC8
(http://www.syndic8.com), 2RSS((http://www.2rss.com), or
BLOGSTREET (http://www.blogstreet.com). These directo-
ries also feature taxonomic information the RSS feeds are
categorized into.

Several extractors forward pre-defined searches to popu-
lar search engines and record the top-N results, in order to
obtain more focused and ranked results. HTML pages and
newsgroups are also harvested through spiders.

Next, multi-threaded crawlers are handed over entries
from the queue of links not processed so far and download
the respective HTML, XML, or NNTP content. Basic pro-
cessing is applied in order to strip tags, comments, script
blocks, commercials, and so forth. The results are then
inserted into a database, as well as several inverted index
structures for fast access. High-level analysis tasks operate
both on the raw documents as well as the index.

A warehouse-like data cube is constructed in the final
step, organizing the collected message facts according to
diverse criteria, e.g., date of publication, content type de-
scription, categorization, and so forth. For each dimension,
various hierarchy levels are provided, enabling the user to
drill down or roll up when analyzing news and reports with
our OLAP-style data visualization platform1. The cube is
constructed in an ad-hoc fashion, based on monitoring tasks
the user can specify.

3.2 Metadata

Besides news, weblogs, and other Web documents, our
information architecture also comprises various databases
with massive background knowledge. For better categoriza-
tion, we have collected diverse RSS feed classification hi-
erarchies from RSS directories, requiring that all our feeds
are arranged into at least one leaf node of those. Merging of
classification taxonomies has been done manually.

For search result classification, in particular results from
Google, we have collected the taxonomy from the DMOZ
Open Directory Project (ODP). This directory, made up of
590,000 categories at the time of writing, represents the
joint effort of thousands of voluntary editors.

For entity recognition, we use several tables containing
person names (sorted according to their frequency and an-
notated with the country of provenance), company and or-
ganization names, and geographic locations. For the geo-
graphic locations alone, we have more than 7 million en-
tries. Extensions are envisioned that hold particular domain

1Owing to space constraints, the platform is not described in this paper.

1 John Reed 11 Goldman Sachs
2 Richard Grasso 12 AIG
3 Jack Welch 13 Traders
4 David Weidner 14 Home Depot
5 Harvey Pitt 15 Interim
6 Dennis Kozlowski 16 Citigroup
7 Head 17 New York
8 Bell 18 Stock Exchange
9 Enron 19 Chairman
10 Investor 20 NYSE

Figure 1. Top-20 results for DICK GRASSO

knowledge, e.g., names of CEOs, annotated with the branch
of industry, or the names of major player corporations for
selected branches.

4 Navigating Networks and Finding Needles

The first analysis and result visualization instrument we
describe is an exploratory tool for extracting navigable in-
formation networks from sets of documents. The tool is
geared towards helping the user to discover new interrela-
tions (e.g., of people, corporations, etc.) by maintaining a
network-centric perspective. At the very heart of the tool lie
algorithms for extracting frequentn-gram collocations, and
various term-filtering plugins.

4.1 Tool Outline

For each analysis task, a center query and context query
need to be defined. The center query serves as the network’s
origin, while the context query’s only purpose is to weed out
non-relevant documents; this may prove useful when the
center query is ambiguous. All documents satisfying both
queries are selected and eachn-gram within a defined term
distance from the center query is inserted into a candidate
list. Candidate phrases satisfy a parameterizable support
threshold, which can be used for efficientn-gram computa-
tion, exploiting the well-known apriori property [2].

Parameterizable pre-processing filters can be plugged
into the candidate list generation process. Unwanted terms
and phrases can thus be removed from the outset. Typical
examples include stopword filters, POS-taggers for discard-
ing certain parts of speech, and so forth.

Upon creating the list with candidaten-grams, post-
processing is applied through various weighting filters that
can be plugged into the system dynamically. These plug-
ins may penalize or reward candidaten-grams; the weights
that each plugin assigns are normalized via z-scores across
all candidaten-grams. For instance, we have weighting plu-
gins for person names, corporation and organization names,
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frequency of occurrence counting, and also for phraseness
and informativeness of terms [8].

The eventual score of each candidate term is the sum of
all weights assigned by the post-processing filters. Hereby,
each filter’s impact can be increased or decreased. Finally,
the top-M n-grams for the center phrase are selected as
winners. The results for sample query DICK GRASSO, ex-
NYSE chief, are displayed in Figure 1. In this case, we have
boosted the person name filter with factor 50, and company
names with factor 25. Some terms not being named entities
still made it into the list owing to their high frequency of
co-occurrence, e.g., HEAD.

When visualizing the network, the top-M n-grams be-
come the direct neighbors of the node representing the cen-
ter phrase. The whole procedure is then repeated recursively
for these neighbors, becoming center phrases themselves.

4.2 Practical Use

The highly flexible plugin mechanism makes our ex-
ploratory analysis a versatile instrument that can be used
for a broad range of monitoring tasks, allowing for different
semantic viewsof the documents lying underneath:

The extraction of social networks is one key application
scenario, e.g., for knowing which persons the managers in-
volved with a merger interact with, possibly across multiple
transitive links of co-citation. Hereby, our analysis applica-
tion allows the user to select the edges connecting persons,
so as to obtain all messages and blogs where these two were
mentioned together.

Another interesting use is that of brand awareness and
customer perception, by analyzing which descriptive adjec-
tives are used in the context of a given brand or product.
For instance, the market analyst migh want to know if the

new consumer product is discussed emotionally or in rather
a down-to-earth fashion. To this end, plugins for filtering
terms by their phraseness and informativeness [8] are ap-
plied. Also, language-specific POS-taggers are put to use
for picking adjectives form the text corpus.2

5 Taxonomies for Matching Brand Profiles

The second reputation monitoring tool we present serves
as means for matching the Web perceptions of two com-
peting corporations, e.g., NOKIA and BENQ, against each
other. To this end, we leverage the power of Google Di-
rectory (http://www.google.com/dirhp), an additional ser-
vice of the popular Google search engine, and the DMOZ
Open Directory Project (http://www.dmoz.org). At the time
of writing, DMOZ is probably the most comprehensive
human-crafted taxonomy so far, being made up of 590,000
hierarchically arranged categories that classify more than 4
million Web sites.

Even though the number of sites in DMOZ only makes
a small fraction of the Web, we found that virtually all pop-
ular and influential sites are classified therein. That is, the
probability of having a Google query that returns top-100
results that do not appear in the Open Directory is relatively
low. A small fragment of the DMOZ taxonomy’s design is
shown in Figure 2.

5.1 Approach Implementation

Google Directory delivers results for a given query in
the habitual Google fashion, but attributes each result with

2Since lexical disambiguation is of lesser concern in this context, sim-
ple adjective white lists would be likewise appropriate for the task at hand.
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Figure 3. Semantic profile matching for BENQ and Nokia

the DMOZ taxonomy node the latter falls into, e.g., CON-
SUMER INFORMATION → ELECTRONICS→ . . . → MO-
BILE. For each of the two queries, i.e., NOKIA and BENQ
in the case depicted, we collect the top-N search results
and, more importantly, their corresponding referrals into
the DMOZ taxonomy. TheseN referrals are then used
to build a semantic fingerprint of each query, according to
the probabilistic score assignment scheme proposed in [11],
[10], and [12]. The basic idea of this approach is to assign
scores all along the taxonomic path, from the leaf node to
the root, propagating scores from lower to higher tree lev-
els depending on the number of siblings the current node
bears. The motivation behind this scheme is to make profile
fingerprints denser, and thus allow for more sensible profile
matching.

The closer one given search result appears to the top
rank, the higher its impact on the semantic profile3. The lat-
ter feature of our approach is based on the hypothesis that
top results are more characteristic for a query than results
further down the list, which are assumed to represent mere
side aspects of lesser importance.

The semantic profile for each query, such as the name of
a corporation or brand, represents the categories the associ-
ated concept is classified into, e.g., MOBILE, RETAILERS,
or HOME THEATER. Since higher-ranked results have an
increased impact on the profile’s makeup, corporations are
described according to the public’s view of their principal
lines of business.

3We use exponential half-life for decreasing ranks.
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Next, we transform the semantic fingerprint of each of
the two queries into a numeric score vector and compute
Pearson’s correlation coefficient in order to determine the
semantic similarity between them. As a result, we obtain a
score taken from the interval[−1,+1], where greater values
denote higher similarity.

5.2 Application Scenarios

Besides the mere scalar similarity score, we also obtain
abundant information about the taxonomylocationswhere
the overlaps of both profiles occur. Moreover, these loca-
tions are annotated with weights, denoting the strength of
both concepts’ communality. Figure 3 depicts the DMOZ
categories where overlaps between NOKIA and BENQ, cor-
porations primarily dealing with telecommunications, take
place. Score weights are displayed as edge labels, also in-
dicated through edge thickness. As the figure shows, the
major communality is in mobile consumer electronics, as
one might expect in the first place. However, there is also
a considerable overlap in computer hardware, Pocket PCs,
and digital cameras.

The analysis tool is applicable to various monitoring sce-
narios. First and foremost, it enables the market analyst to
verify the compliance of a brand’s Web perceptions with its
business focus regarding major competitors. Hereby, com-
parisons may involve more than two parties.

In addition, the tool can be used to visualize the semantic
fingerprint of just one corporation or product. For instance,
when a new marketing strategy aims at transforming major
lines of business and moving into new markets, our tool can
be leveraged to verify whether the strategical re-orientation
also manifests on the Web.

Deviations from desired behavior can be identified eas-
ily, enabling immediate action-taking.

6 Outlook and Conclusion

In this paper, we have outlined the information infras-
tructure foundations of our reputation monitoring platform,
giving more detailed background information on two of our
analysis tools and their potential use in practical application
scenarios.

At the time of writing, we are working on sentiment
detection modules [9, 7] for complementing the platform;
these can be put to use for filtering press messages that bear
negative coverage about the corporation’s products and af-
filiates. Our declared goal is to create a lightweight tool
suite that can be tailored to the specific monitoring prob-
lem at hand, rather than offering one huge text processing
facility as is the case for IBM’s WEBFOUNTAIN.
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Abstract

We propose an approach for exploring large corpora of
textual customer feedback in a guided fashion, bringing or-
der to massive amounts of unstructured information. The
prototypical system we implemented allows an analyst to
assess labelled clusters in a graphical fashion, based on
treemaps, and perform drill-down operations to investigate
the topic of interest in a more fine-grained manner. Labels
are chosen by simple but effective term weighting schemes
and lay the foundations for assigning feedback postings to
clusters. In order to allow for drill-down operations lead-
ing to new clusters of refined information, we present an ap-
proach that contrasts foreground and background models of
feedback texts when stepping into the currently selected set
of feedback messages. The prototype we present is already
in use at various Siemens units and has been embraced by
marketing analysts.

1 Introduction

Customer feedback commonly comes in two flavors, ei-
ther as structured data, such as 5-point likert scales pro-
viding ranges of valuation, or as unstructured information,
that is, free-text. While structured feedback can be more
easily digested by machines, mainly by applying statistical
methods so as to provide an analyst with function plots, pie
charts, and so forth, the degree of expressiveness allowed
by structured customer forms appears largely limited. On
the other hand, unstructured feedback is hard to process by
machines, as the extraction of knowledge from free-text ap-
pears as a non-trivial task and much less facile to achieve
than aggregating mere numbers. Still, textual feedback can
provide richer information, enabling the customer to name

issues, which is not possible for mere likert scales.
Marketing departments perform analyses of unstructured

customer feedback mostly in a manual fashion, e.g., by hav-
ing an analyst read all the comments submitted through the
Web site’s feedback form. This approach is bounded by the
number of comments submitted, exceeding man’s limited
processing capabilities, and is cost-intensive. Moreover, the
knowledge extracted via manual sifting through the corpus
of textual comments does not necessarily reflect the actual
distribution of issues: Humans are unable to process hun-
dreds of comments in a parallel fashion, keeping track of
each single issue’s severity and frequency of occurrence.

We present an approach that allows an analyst to explore
unstructured textual feedback in a computer-supported,
graphical fashion. Our clustering-based system is geared
towards the digestion of short texts, which are typical for
customer comments, and employs clustering mechanics that
are suited for such snippets. Salient keyphrases are se-
lected as cluster labels, so as to provide an analyst with an
overview of issues. The visual rendering of clusters is per-
formed by means of treemap schemes.

An important aspect and contribution of our explorative
clustering scheme is the contrasting of background and
foreground weights, applied for determining cluster labels
when performing drill-down operations.

2 Related Work

The segmentation of documents into clusters has been in-
vestigated abundantly in the past. An approach to keyphrase
extraction that has become popular is the use of generative
language modelling [6], as the extraction of keyphrases is
important for cluster label assignment. Language models
are also used to contrast two document corpora against each
other, typically a domain-specific corpus against a general
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Figure 1. Screenshot of our analysis platform

one, by using log-likelihood ratio tests (BLRT) [3]. Our
method uses a similar scheme for contrasting two language
models, applied in a cascaded fashion when drilling down
into clusters.

3 System Description

The following paragraphs describe our system from a
functional, user-centric view:

The analyst logs into the system and is presented a list
of tasks she may execute. A task hereby represents a corpus
of feedback comments, e.g., comments from an online sur-
vey as they are typically offered on Siemens Internet pages
to randomly selected site visitors. Upon selecting an op-
tion offered, the analysis dashboard unfolds, see Fig. 1. The
top-view gives the user an overview of frequently cited top-
ics and issues in the form of clusters arranged in a treemap
[8, 9]. Clusters are represented by rectangles, and rectangle
size correlates with the number of comments assigned to
one cluster. Color, as another feature dimension of clusters,
may express diverse, survey-dependent aspects. In Fig. 1,
colors express sentiment, i.e., the customer opinion associ-
ated with comments within each cluster (see Sec. 7). The
depicted layout of clusters is inspired by ordered treemap
visualizations [2]. However, our visualization method does
not make use of hierarchical nesting, effectively presenting
volume data in a single-layered fashion. Next to treemap
layouts, our system also supports other means of visual-
izations, such as list-like renderings of clusters, vertically
sorted in descending order of cluster size (see Sec. 4).

The dashboard allows the analyst to modify clustering
settings, such as the number of clusters shown on the screen,
various factors for cluster merging, and a flag for showing
or hiding the residual cluster, which contains all comments
not displayed in one of the clusters.

Moreover, the user can make the system show all the

comments within the currently selected document set in a
list. For the initial setup, this is the complete set of com-
ments within the given survey, which may well reach into
thousands of comments.

All rendered cluster blocks are clickable. By selecting
one such rectangle, the clicked cluster becomes the new
reference document set.1 For example, by clicking on CIR-
CUIT BREAKERS, the set of all comments referring to cir-
cuit breakers will become the new context. The refined ref-
erence document set, reducing the initial number of com-
ments to the number of only those contained in the selected
cluster, is then clustered anew. The described operation is
called “drill-down”, as it allows to successively refine the
set of in-focus documents.

In its current state, we allow drill-down operations to a
depth of 3. The current context of clustering is hereby de-
fined by the list of drill-downs performed so far, as shown
below:

TOP(3973)→CIRCUIT BREAKERS(245)→ LOW VOLTAGE(30)

The subscript figures indicate the number of comments
within each drill-down step, borrowed from the use case in
Sec. 7. The complete survey contained 3973 comments.

As the number of documents contained in the reference
document set becomes smaller with each drill-down opera-
tion, depending on the size of selected clusters and the ini-
tial comment corpus size, the analyst will eventually want
the system to display the textual comments within the cur-
rent context. This procedure allows the user to analyze in
detail, by reading only the relevant comments, the issue she
is particularly interested in.

4 Visualization

An important aspect of our platform’s usability and ben-
efit to users is the means of visualization we are making
use of. The primordial instrument for rendering clusters is
the treemap visualization technique (see, e.g., [8] and [9]),
which has been proposed in the early nineties in order to vi-
sualize hierarchically organized volume data, in particular
file systems and directories [8].

While treemaps are used to lay out clusters in a rectangu-
lar fashion, their usage necessitates techniques for rendering
cluster labels that are able to exploit the rectangle’s space as
efficiently as possible.

4.1 Cluster Layouts

The applications of treemaps extend far beyond the bor-
ders of research and are nowadays implemented in all sorts

1We use the terms “comment” and “document” interchangeably, both
denoting textual feedback from customers.
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of software, such as visualizations of financial market data
(http://smartmoney.com/marketmap/ ) or news text snippets
on Google News (http://marumushi.com/apps/newsmap/ ).
Treemaps have been designed for extremely efficient space
usage, which is essential in our case. Bear in mind that all
clusters are to be placed into one embracing rectangle, in-
cluding cluster labels, which are expected to be legible to
some point. We cannot maintain that all cluster labels are
legible, though, as each cluster’s size is defined by its share
in the overall number of comments currently shown.

Our platform offers various types of treemap renderings,
like squarified and ordered layouts [9]. However, we found
that not all users were perfectly at ease with treemap visual-
izations. Some wished to have clusters displayed as simple
lists, requiring us to include more traditional forms of vi-
sual information organization as well (see Fig. 2). We con-
ducted a small user study, asking prospective users whether
they preferred treemaps over lists or vice-versa. An overall
number of 23 persons was asked upon presenting the system
to them. While 6 indicated that they were more content with
lists, 15 opted for treemaps. Two users were indifferent. We
believe that the significant surplus of votes for treemaps de-
rives from the fact that treemaps are much better suited for
using space in an efficient manner, which is indicated by
the greater average permissable font size of labels and the
overall coverage of labels across the embracing view.

4.2 Labelling Clusters

Labels describe the content of clusters and consist of se-
quences of phrases, separated by colon (“,”). Each phrase,
again, may consist of a sequence of words, now separated
by whitespace (“ ”). Fig. 3 gives some examples of labels.
While the assignment of cluster labels for the list-like lay-
out is straight-forward, the assignment for treemap layouts
is not so obvious: Labels have to comfortably fit into rectan-
gles with unfavorable aspect ratios. We experimented with
various strategies, like maximizing font size while break-
ing words whenever necessary. However, theses approaches

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Squarified (a) vs. sliced (b) layout

had heavily detrimental implications on legibility and were
not embraced by users. We therefore opted for another strat-
egy, which is fairly simple but effective:

When the aspect ratio is greater than 1.3, i.e., the clus-
ter’s length is smaller than its height, we rotate the label by
90%. The font size is selected so that the longest word still
fits into one single line, while not exceeding the maximum
vertical space of the cluster at hand. Moreover, the algo-
rithm tries to put as many words into one line as possible. In
case our strategy either makes the label use up less than 40%
of the rectangle’s space or assigns a font size smaller than 8
points, we will break the longest word into two halves and
start with the maximum font size over again. This heuristic
is applied until the mentioned space consumption invariant
is satisfied.

We found that the strategy at hand leads to smaller over-
all font sizes but tends to break considerably fewer words
than the initial strategy. Our users were much more content
with labels not filling the entire cluster rectangle in favor of
preserving word integrity.

5 Data Preprocessing

Comments from customers are stored in an RDBMS. We
apply common stop-word removal to all comments and put
the resulting documents into an inverted index for quick
access. Before index insertion, we use an external library
for spell checking, as textual customer feedback tends to be
particularly error-prone with respect to spelling and syntax.
Stemming (e.g., classic Porter stemming [7]) is not part of
our processing pipeline as we found results to become less
accurate when applied.

Our platform can also be used to digest and cluster tex-
tual information from the top-n search results of major
search engines, e.g., Google. Based on a given search query,
extractors download either the top-n result documents or
top-n result text snippets, i.e., the piece of information
which search engines show in order to give an impression
of the page’s content. In case of the documents, another
pre-processing step is necessary in order to extract the pure
textual content rather than page clutter, such as advertise-
ments, link lists, disclaimers, and so forth

To this end, we use a dedicated content extraction com-
ponent [11] that removes page clutter in a fully-automated
fashion.

6 Clustering and Term Weighting

At the very heart of our platform lies a document clus-
tering algorithm. The approach we have opted for extends
the work presented in [4], which performs well for short
text snippets. The idea is to determine for a given reference
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Rank Cluster Labels Sentiment

1 delivery time indicated, wait -
2 cash on delivery, order, cancelled -
3 contact, quick, prices ++
4 received, response, mails --
5 content, service ++

Figure 3. Retailer’s top-5 largest clusters

set Dr of documents the top-n terms that have maximum
salience. Comments are then assigned to these terms when-
ever they contain the respective keyword. As a result, we
obtain n clusters, plus a residual cluster that contains all
comments d ∈ Dr which have not been assigned to one
of the n clusters. Clusters do not have to be disjoint, i.e.,
overlaps are allowed.

6.1 Computing Term Weights

The weight assignment scheme is based on tf·idf scores
[1]. Suppose that ti is a term that appears in some comment
d in reference set Dr. Function df(ti) denotes the document
frequency, that is, the number of documents in Dr that con-
tain ti. Next, function tf+(ti) computes the summed term
frequency for ti:

tf+(ti) =
∑

d∈Dr

tf(ti, d), (1)

where tf(ti, d) is the term frequency of ti in document d,
i.e., the number of times that ti occurred in d. The eventual
weight wr(i) of term ti with respect to reference set Dr is
computed as follows:

wr(i) = 1 + log(tf+(ti)) · log(
|Dr|
df(ti)

) (2)

Next to the above shown term weighting scheme we also
implemented a language modelling approach to keyphrase
weighting (see, e.g., [5]), where the salience of terms
for a reference document set is determined by matching
against term frequency distributions of a generalized lan-
guage model. Top-weighted terms are those that are typical
for the reference set and atypical for the general model [3].

We are planning to set up an in-vivo user study with a
control group of users to evaluate which of the two models
gives better accuracy in selecting salient terms.

6.2 Foreground vs. Background Weights

In order to optimize the process of hierarchical explo-
ration of the entire set of textual comments, we propose a

method that contrasts foreground and background weights
for terms, in order to enable context-awareness:

The foreground Df is the reference document set of the
current context. For instance, after drilling from the top-
level into cluster c, labelled CIRCUIT BREAKERS, the new
foreground is defined by all comments contained in c, i.e.,
Df := c. The background Db for the case at hand would be
all documents excluded from the current context, i.e., Db :=
D \Df , where D denotes the complete set of comments.

For each term ti, we compute its foreground weight
wf (i) and its background weight wb(i), where Df , respec-
tively Db, are used as reference sets for the weight function.
These two weights then serve as means to compute the final
weight w(i) for term ti in the current clustering step:

w(i) =
wf (i)
wb(i)

· log(wf (i) + wb(i)) (3)

The rationale behind this approach is illustrated by the
example given in Fig. 4: At first, there is no context se-
lected, the whole document set serves as reference, as is the
case in Fig. 4(a). Topics are widely spread and exhibit lit-
tle semantic coherence. Then the analyst drills into cluster
c, CARS, VEHICLES, AUTO, which becomes her new con-
text. In order to support the user in her endeavor to focus
on the selected topic, the new clustering of documents in c
needs to be context-aware: The new cluster labels should
be typical for the context, i.e., foreground c, and atypical
for the background. Hence, we take the ratio of foreground
and background weight, so as to boost terms with high fore-
ground and low background weight, enforcing the context.
For instance, suppose there was a term, tx, whose weight
is high both for the complete set as well as the current con-
text. Even though it is an overall highly salient term, it is
not typical for the context, so we want to intuitively penal-
ize tx. The effect can be seen in Fig. 4(b), which is very
much focused on automobiles and car-related topics.

The ratio of foreground and background weights is mul-
tiplied with the log of sums of wf (i) and wb(i). The ratio-
nale behind taking the sum is to encourage terms that have
high foreground and high background weights, as opposed
to terms ti that have both low wf (i) and wb(i): When only
taking the ratio of both weights, it could be the case that
a term with low wf (i) and even lower wb(i) gets a large
overall weight, because of a high ratio. The log is used for
dampening.

6.3 Merging Clusters

Upon sorting term weights w(i), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |Dr|} in
descending order, we perform one last step before generat-
ing clusters: As mentioned in Sec. 6, clusters may overlap in
the documents they contain. If overlap between clusters ck
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Figure 4. Top-level clustering (a) and clustering for context CAR, VEHICLES, AUTO (b)

and cl exceeds a configurable threshold2, they are merged.
Next, a bigram check is performed. That is, if the two

labels are colocated within a sufficiently large share of doc-
uments, typically around 50%, and if the order of colocation
is fixed, e.g., BREAKERS always follows CIRCUIT, then the
merged labels are regarded as a bigram, as is the case for
CIRCUIT BREAKERS. If the bigram check fails, the label
strings for ck and cl become separated by a semicolon, “,”,
as shown in Fig. 4.

The new list of labels can again be analyzed for merging.
The number of loops is bounded by a user-configurable pa-
rameter. Finally, the top-n labels are chosen for clusters.

7 Usage Scenario

The system has been applied to numerous customer feed-
back corpora within Siemens, as well as to non-corporate
feedback corpora for training and performance tuning. The
following paragraphs describe typical analysis setups and
also give some evidence on how fast the analyst may con-
verge when drilling from our tool’s top layer down to spe-
cific information pieces she is interested in.

While the platform has been designed with explicit cus-
tomer feedback in mind, it may also be applied to other
problems, such as the clustering of search engine results for
a given search query (see Sec. 5). However, note that the
clustering techniques have been optimized for shorter text
snippets rather than full-blown documents.

7.1 Analysis Use Cases

The main scenario for our platform is online surveys of-
fered on Siemens Internet sites across all business units.
These surveys assess the visitor’s satisfaction with Siemens
as well as the website at hand. Two free-text questions are

2Typical threshold values are within the range [0.4, 0.6].

contained, namely “Why did you not achieve your goal?”,
which was asked when the user had indicated discontent,
and “What is your overall comment?”. For example, in case
of one Siemens business unit, there were 3973 answers for
the first and 2754 answers for the second question. The sur-
veys are largely focused on structured feedback, offering
around 40 questions with ratings on 5-point likert scales.
One of these likert-scale questions asks the user to specify
her level of satisfaction. We use this machine-readable in-
formation to enrich our cluster visualization with sentiment
information: As shown in Fig. 1, colors range from red to
blue. The first expresses utter discontent, the latter full satis-
faction. Sentiment scores for one given cluster are averaged
across contained comments.

The use of polarity information allows the analyst to fo-
cus on the topics that are “hot”, i.e., bright red, and are per-
ceived as problems by customers. For instance, we found
that US customers are dissatisfied with one product line, as
Siemens had cut down on support services during the last
two years for this particular product line.

Siemens customer feedback corpora other than the de-
scribed breed of online surveys in our Internet portals are
comprised of data containing transcripts of customer calls,
mails from customers sent to the contact address, and re-
lated forms of textual feedback.

Fig. 3 gives an example of real-life clusters as they have
been identified by our engine. The shown clusters have not
been computed based on Siemens corpora, but on consumer
feedback referring to a German retail shop for electronics
equipment. We garnered the respective comments from an
online forum containing ratings of electronics retailers.3

7.2 Drill-Down Speed

An interesting aspect is the drill-down convergence rate,
when moving from the top layer, i.e., the state where the

3We translated the labels from German to English for ease of reading.
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Figure 5. Drill-downs allow to focus quickly

current focus comprises all comments, to the bottom layer,
which is reached upon performing three consecutive drill-
down operations. To this end, Fig. 5 gives the share of in-
focus comments with regard to the initial comment corpus
size. For each drill-down step, the average share is com-
puted by taking the average number of comments per cur-
rently displayed clusters. We tested various customer feed-
back corpora, with different settings such as the number of
clusters displayed in one screen and the initial size of the
comment corpus. For each trend line in Fig. 5, these param-
eters are indicated in brackets.

The study at hand confirms that the analyst is guided very
quickly from the top perspective to the specific piece of in-
formation she is interested in, leaving on average no more
than 2.2 comments in focus after only three drill-downs, vir-
tually irrespective of the initial corpus size. The first drill-
down reduces the focus set to an average of 4.2% of the
initial corpus, the second goes down to as low as 0.9%.

We are well aware that further empirical analyses are re-
quired to corroborate our hypothesis that the speed of focus-
ing on issues does not mean that important topics become
discarded or dropped.

8 Conclusion and Outlook

We have presented our platform for mining and explor-
ing massive unstructured customer feedback. The system is
geared towards real-world usage and maintains its focus on
practicality and usability.

From a technical point of view, our major contribution
is the concept of contrasting foreground and background
weights of prospective cluster labels when drilling down
into the document set. Users have greatly embraced the

quick focusing of automated clustering on the given con-
text. However, we have no empirical analyses in order to
underline our approach’s better performance with respect
to traditional approaches that use one model only. These
evaluations are hard to perform as there is no such thing
as a labelled gold-standard dataset that can be used to ana-
lyze clustering quality. On-site feedback of user experience
appears as the only option, necessitating large numbers of
users to compare diverse clustering results. This is one of
the aspects we would like to work on in the future.

From a more practical point of view, we are currently in-
tegrating the customer feedback tool into the larger context
of our reputation monitoring platform [10].
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Abstract

For companies acting on a global scale, the neces-
sity to monitor and analyze news channels and consumer-
generated media on the Web, such as weblogs and n news-
groups, is steadily increasing. In particular the identifica-
tion of novel trends and upcoming issues, as well as their
dynamic evolution over time, is of utter importance to cor-
porate communications and market analysts. Automated
machine learning systems using clustering techniques have
only partially succeeded in addressing these newly arising
requirements, failing in their endeavor to properly assign
short-term hype topics to long-term trends. We propose an
approach which allows to monitor news wire on different
levels of temporal granularity, extracting key-phrases that
reflect short-term topics as well as longer-term trends by
means of statistical language modelling. Moreover, our ap-
proach allows for assigning those windows of smaller scope
to those of longer intervals.

1 Introduction

The field of text mining and topic discovery in text-based
corpora has received a great deal of attention with the in-
creasing applicability to data gathered from the World Wide
Web and the Internet. The extraction and mining of un-
structured text has been of particular interest when news,
web-logs and similar information sources are considered.
A main focus of this work is the discovery of trends in text
corpora, and the interpretation of the evolution of short term
topics associated to a trend. Text corpora are comprised of
messages spanning diverse themes, which themselves can

be seen as broad general topics or more specific but tightly
defined local topics. For instance the general theme of re-
porting on technological advances contains various strands
concerned with the development and launch of the Apple
iPhone. The exploration of such content structure and topic
hierarchies has been well explored in recent years. The goal
of this work is to focus the use of topic discovery on the ob-
servation and tracking of the evolution of topic hierarchies.
We want to not only find the topic structure of news on the
iPhone, but its place within the trend of mobile phones in
general, and the development and transmutation over time.

The need to analyze and track news topics over time has
been an area of interest to Siemens for some time. The ap-
proach described herein is entering the prototype phase as
we speak and will be rolled out in the near future. We ex-
pect to extend corporate services by developing a support
tool offering methods to locate and apprise new topics and
particularly trends over an extended period of time.

Contribution: While the information contained in in-
dividual messages and announcements changes rarely to
never, the text corpora comprised of many such messages
are never static but rather evolve over time. Modeling
temporal evolution through the use of sliding windows is
a common approach of temporal analysis of text corpora.
Whereas it gives adequate insight into adjacent or overlap-
ping time periods, it lacks an understanding overarching
several such time periods.

We will therefore focus on observing the development
of topics over time; It is of interest to discover which topics
gain attention and which disappear into oblivion. Modeling
these developments over time will lend us tools to track and
analyze topics in a method independent of time slices by
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themselves, and perform analysis more attuned to the indi-
vidual nature of a topic in consideration with its life-cycle.

2 Related Work

The extraction of topics from unstructured text has re-
ceived quite some attention in recent years. The use of text
mining techniques to extract content are central to this ap-
proach, as well as the detection and clustering of topics. As
the focus of this work lies on the tracking of topic evolution,
we will make use of these fields.

Documents share a certain amount of vocabulary even if
they discuss different topics. By measuring distances be-
tween word distributions, one only wants to consider those
terms best representing content[9]. Additional steps to nor-
malize the distribution of said keywords have also been
shown to have a positive impact upon result quality, such
as the use of TF/IDF [1, 10].

Latent Semantic Analysis is widely used in the field of
text mining [3, 8, 2]). The foundation for this approach are
finite mixtures: a set of k probability distributions that rep-
resent k clusters. These determine the attribute values for
members of that particular cluster. A particular instance be-
longs to one of the clusters, but it is not known which one.
Not all clusters are equally likely.

Clustering keyword vectors is also an approach to topic
discovery by discovering groups of similar vectors. The use
of spatial clustering techniques are quite effective in gen-
erating clusters while distinguishing noise. Unfortunately
the sparse nature of the keyword space reduces the effec-
tiveness of this class of clustering techniques drastically.
Therefore the use of Singular Value Decomposition can be
used to find a topologically equivalent but low dimensional
reference space to the original keyword space of the text
corpora.

Techniques are not limited to text clustering on a syn-
tactical level. Papka and Allan ([13]) point out that news
articles are written in a certain way to provide the reader
with background information. They typically specify when
an event took place, who the persons or entities involved
were, and where the event took place. Additionally, articles
describe the course of an event and point out its significance
or consequence on the reader. In some cases, not all of these
properties may be present in an article because the author
assumes that they are already known to the reader. Klein-
berg ([7]) characterizes e-mail and news articles as streams
of documents that are characterized by topic. The under-
lying assumption is that the appearance of a new topic is
accompanied by a burst of activity (i.e. many documents
discussing that particular topic). For a period of time, this
activity grows before it finally fades away.

Nallapati et al ([12]) use a different approach to under-
stand the evolution of topics. Their approach models a topic

in terms of its events. This model goes beyond topics by
modeling dependencies between events as a directed graph.
The vertices of that graph consist of stories of the origi-
nal data-set. They assume that a story belongs to at most
one event and that there are no stories that do not belong to
an event. Causal or temporal dependencies are modeled as
edges between vertices. The approach recently published
by Mei and Zhai [11] models both activity and structure of
topics: they set out to discover temporal patterns that may
exist in a stream of text articles. They break the problem
into the following smaller parts: The discovery of topics
salient on a global level in contrast to a limited local time
frame; The evolution of topics over time; The modeling of
each topics in a particular time frame.

While our goals coincide to a large degree with those just
mentioned, the approach designated in [11] takes the entire
time period under scrutiny into account. But topics can ap-
pear and disappear within a corpus, even on smaller time
frames. This is the point where we believe that the quality
of topic discovery over time can be significantly improved
by a multi-tiered temporal modeling approach. By using
several time frames to create windows to capture longer as
well as shorter topic life-cycles, we become independent of
the need to select an appropriate time frame for data col-
lection. Topic discovery based on the clustering of word
distributions in a text corpora has the advantage of finding
concentrations in use during varying time periods, but the
selection of a time frame determines the sensitivity of top-
ics detected. Fine structural changes will not be reflected in
topics when the entire time period is considered, and small
time slices do not reflect the overall tenor of the messages.
By combining both approaches we capture both levels of
sensitivity.

We have found the comparability of individual topics
to be greatly enhanced by the extraction of representative
keyword vectors from topic clusters. Kullback-Leibler di-
vergence can then used derive the similarity between word
distributions of these clusters on different time frames, thus
associating long term topic trends with shorter term topics.

3 Data Preparation

As delineated in section 2, we commence the processing
steps with the data in keyword/message format. We uti-
lized the mentioned techniques of stemming, TF/IDF and
removal of too frequent or infrequent terms to prepare the
data. The implications of keyword extraction, stemming
and related techniques are all preliminary to this approach.

In order to be able to view topics persisting for varying
lengths of time, we will use multiple sliding windows to
segment the data. In this approach we have used two distinct
time scales, one to detect long term trends and one to detect
short topic instances. Each time frame will have its own
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Figure 1. Fore- and Background Models.

sliding window length, and is processed independently from
the other. It is quite possible, and will be investigated as
future work, to use more than two window sizes. Figure 1
shows the division of the time spanned by the data corpus
being divided by two sliding windows of different length.

The selected window size should correspond to the ex-
pected topic time frame. For example, the use of 7 day
slices as a basis would look for weekly topics (FGs in Fig-
ure 1), with multiples of this basic time-frame as the longer
term view (FGl). In terms of notation we will refer to the
sliding windows as foreground models, or FG windows. To
discern different levels a subscript will refer to the length of
the window (short or long), and a superscript to the index
of the window, should one be necessary. For example FG3

s

would refer to the third window of the window segmenta-
tion using short time spans.

After the data has been divided into distinct segments,
the content of these windows must be determined. Each
segment FGi

x will be considered separately. Topic detec-
tion is performed in order to quantify topical interest within
the specified time frames. These topics can be readily ex-
tracted with the use of existing clustering techniques. The
keyword vectors comprising individual time frames can be
clustered using, for instance, spatial clustering techniques,
such as the density based algorithm DBScan[5].

As density based clustering shows poor clustering behav-
ior when confronted with high dimensional sparse data, as
is the case with the keyword vectors used in this case, we do
not find topic clusters directly in the vector space. We use
singular value decomposition [6] to find a low dimensional
space with equivalent topology, losing some precision, but
gaining a cleaner and faster clustering.

It is important to note the fact that the approach proposed
in this paper uses multiple time frames to capture topics us-
ing different time scales. In the following step we will want
to be able to quantify the similarity between topics of differ-
ent time frames, i.e. long and short, in order to link trends
to topics. We will use representative keyword vectors as a
basis for comparison between FGs and FGl.

In order to extract representative keyword vectors, we
will use binomial log-likelihood ratio tests to determine
keywords important to a specific topic. In the following sec-
tion we will introduce representative topic vectors used to
gauge the similarity (and hence relationship) between top-
ics stemming from different time frames, i.e. foreground
models.

Time

Figure 2. Short term topics are linked to
longer term trends.

In order to be able to compare topics, we will designate
the data corpus the Background Model. This language
model is used to characterize the general communication
being analyzed, thus allowing topics to be described by key-
words which are more characteristic of the window the topic
resides in with respect to the data corpus being analyzed.

The background model consists of the time interval de-
noted by the top bar in Figure 1. This need not be the entire
text corpus, merely a significantly large portion to capture
an adequate background. This can be said to be an extent
covering most of the time period and should include a mul-
tiple of the largest time frame used in a foreground model.
This view of the data captures all occurrences of keywords
in the time interval, akin to the sum of all conversations in a
room without differentiating between individual conversa-
tions.

The foreground models, used to gauge relevance of a
keyword within a window, are denoted by the smaller time
slices in the lower half of Figure 1. The two foreground
models designated FGs and FGl reflect the use of multi-
ple temporal views on the data. These views on the data
capture conversations in a more focused setting, and will be
contrasted to the background model to quantify the topical
interest of the individual time slice.

With the help of the BLRT approach, the keywords en-
gendered in a topic can be ranked according to relevance
by contrasting the foreground with the background model.
Each ranked topic vector can now be represented by an
equivalent but shorter vector comprising only the most rel-
evant contributors to the vector. In practical terms we have
found relatively short vectors comprised at most of about 5
to 10 keywords to be quite sufficient.

Binomial log-likelihood ratio tests (BLRT) [4] form the
basis of our further considerations when attempting to find
terms typical for a topic. This technique works well with
both large and small text samples and allows for direct com-
parison of the significance of rare and common terms. The
latter is particularly important as some probabilistic tech-
niques produce unexpected results for infrequent attributes.

According to [4], about 20–30% of the vocabulary of
typical English news-wire reports consist of words with a
frequency of less than 1

50000 in a moderately sized text cor-
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pus. Many of these rare words are content-bearing or tech-
nical jargon.

A word distribution that key topic terms should be iden-
tified in is derived from the topics found in the foreground
model, the word distribution that is used as reference stems
from the background model. For example, a foreground dis-
tribution of a topic consisting of news articles of the current
week would be compared to a background distribution that
consists of all news articles of the last six months.

This can be done by binomial log-likelihood ratio tests
as they allow to compare two binomial processes. The fol-
lowing likelihood function has been used in our case; Let
pi denotes the probability of a word occurrence, ni and ki

the occurrences of the words in the background corpus and
foreground topic respectively. The index i indicates which
two words are to be compared.

H(p1, p2; k1, n1, k2, n2) =

pk1
1 (1− p1)n1−k1

(
n1

k1

)
pk2
2 (1− p2)n2−k2

(
n2

k2

)

For pi = ki

ni
, p = k1+k2

n1+n2
, the likelihood ratio is calcu-

lated as

λ =
maxp H(p, p; k1, n1, k2, n2)

maxp1,p2 H(p1, p2; k1, n1, k2, n2)
(1)

The explicit form of this ratio can be rewritten as

λ =
maxp L(p, k1, n1) L(p, k2, n2)

maxp1,p2 L(p1, k1, n1) L(p2, k2, n2)
(2)

where L(p, k, n) = pk(1− p)n−k.
In order to find terms that are typical for a distribution,

the likelihood ratio BLRT is calculated for each word of the
topic vocabulary:

BLRT (w) = −2 log λ = 2 log
L(p1, k1, n1) L(p2, k2, n2)
L(p, k1, n1) L(p, k2, n2)

,

(3)
The parameters are set to the following values in order to

calculate the applicability (or informativeness [14]) of each
word:

k1 = Cfg(w),
n1 =

∑
w Cfg(w)

k2 = Cbg(w),
n2 =

∑
w Cbg(w)

(4)

Cfg(w) and Cbg(w) denote the frequency of w in the fore-
ground topic with respect to the background corpus. The
value BLRT (w) denotes whether the probability distribu-
tion of a word in the foreground corpus is similar to the
probability distribution in the background corpus. Word w1

is differently weighted for the foreground model than word
w2 if BLRT (w1) does not agree with BLRT (w2).

Thus we can construct a keyword vector of terms rele-
vant to the topic at hand, while at the same time being com-
mon to the data corpus at large.

4 Tracking Topic Evolution

It is the assumption of this approach that topics in news
sources are covered at different (not necessarily consecu-
tive) points in time. It is also assumed that salient topics
are present for longer time intervals which allows us to use
them as anchors in order to connect results of shorter time
periods.

We use the representative keyword vectors garnered
from topics in the previous step to establish connections be-
tween distinct segmentation levels. This means short term
topics are connected to long term trends, but neither are top-
ics compared to one another nor are trends put into relation
to each other.

Due to the curse of dimensionality, the comparison pro-
cess yields significantly better results when distance com-
parison is performed in low dimensional space populated
only by the most relevant keywords in contrast to the orig-
inal high-dimensional feature space. Figure 2 shows the
basic setup that is used.

We want to associate topics of a higher granularity with
trends discovered in the long term segmentation. By con-
sidering topics found within the same window segmentation
to be on one level, we connect topics from the short time-
frame (FGs) to topics found in the long term view (FGl).

With the help of our previously (section 3) constructed
representative vectors, we can now search for nearest neigh-
bors among topics found by the foreground models. In
our example we are looking at the two foreground models,
the top half corresponds to a short time frame (such as the
model FGi

s in section 3), and a complementary long time
frame (model FGj

l ).
The association of short-term topics with long-term

trends is achieved through the use of distance measures.
For the implementation presented in section 5 we have cho-
sen the Kullback-Leibler Distance, thus using the natu-
ral distance between keyword frequency distributions be-
tween topics. By associating short-term topics with long-
term trends we can build a two-tier temporal hierarchy.

Each longer term time slice can be associated with var-
ious short term time slices. The distribution and location
of the short term slices can then be seen as instances when
a long term topic crops up at different times and places as
short term topics. Thus several topics from segments FG1

s,
FG2

s, FG3
s and FG7

s are linked to a single long term topic
from segment FG1

l in Figure 2.
By observing the topic instances of a given trend, we

can observe how strong a trend is in different time peri-
ods. Densely populated topic clusters indicate a hot trend,
whereas conversely more quiet news clusters show a more
sedate trend. The time span covered by a trend, as indicated
by the number and position of topic clusters linked to it, are
also a good indicator of the persistence and hence impor-
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tance of a trend.
The use of a temporal topic hierarchy allows for a greater

depth in understanding of topic evolution over time. We
have worked in a two tier hierarchy for the exploratory work
in this paper, but intend to investigate the impact of a greater
number of hierarchy levels on content understanding and
performance. The implementation of this approach can be
found in the next section.

5 Case Study

We have evaluated the use of hierarchical temporal topic
tracking on the basis of real world news data sources. News
articles are expected to be a good quality data source for
clustering as they are much longer than for instance news-
group articles and are written by professional authors or de-
rived from content that was bought from one of the large
news agencies (such as Reuters or Associate Press). These
news websites are maintained by large, professional news
companies and are updated several times a day.

The data for this case study comes from the test and eval-
uation stages of the process at Siemens Corporate Technol-
ogy. In this context we were able to use real world test
cases, which are unfortunately of proprietary nature by the
time of writing. It has been our goal to perform a real world
case study to test the feasibility and consequent usability in
a corporate environment.

This section presents the results of the clustering of news
articles and is based on a data-set of over 2,200 articles
which were published from February, 2nd until March, 21st
2006. All of the news websites used for this case study are
operated commercially. Term selection reduced the number
of terms from 5,873 to 1,959. The total number of words
was (after filtering) 38,278. For the visualization in Figure
4 a subset consisting of 303 articles was used.

The selection of a two-tier hierarchy was based upon the
activity of postings and news articles. A lower tier fore-
ground model uses a 7 day time-frame, and the second
higher tier uses 14 days. This underscores the intention of
tracking longer term trends with the second tier, while using
the first tier to find localized topic instances. Figure 3 shows
the observed activity of covered data sources in the time be-
tween February 04 and March 21 of last year. The peaks
lie approximately 7 days apart, including a two-day hiatus
over the weekends. This basic rhythm is used to determine
the topic life-cycle lengths, i.e. weekly and bi-weekly top-
ics. The analysis can be readily expanded to include larger
time-frames, this is in fact an area of further interest to us.

The resulting clustering on the long-term trend level (i.e.
FGl) contained 40 clusters. Almost 60% of the clusters had
to be considered trash clusters. Discounting the noise from
the result set leaves a handful of clusters with well defined
contents.

Figure 3. Observed Publishing Activity

Figure 4 shows a visualization of the topic hierarchy ex-
tracted from the data. Every box represents a cluster. The
cluster at the center of a circular structure represents a long
cluster representing a general trend, those around it short
clusters of specific topics.

Each cluster is marked with the five most typical words
in comparison to the background model. Edges are anno-
tated with the words that both clusters share. The spelling
of words is caused by the stemming process during pre-
processing. One hierarchy is highlighted in Figure 4. It
shows several short clusters that are connected to large clus-
ter 01/04. The short clusters originate from several time pe-
riods and discuss a common topic as can be seen from the
typical words of all clusters involved. The figure shows that
it is possible to find relations between clusters of shorter
time periods and more general topics present for a much
larger time scale.

6 Conclusion

We developed an approach utilizing several tiers of slid-
ing windows in order to capture topics of varying longevity.
Each tier clusters topics at a different level, either short term
topics or long term trends. By characterizing each topic
level using representative keyword vectors, links between
the tiers can be established. Each topic contains a word
distribution characteristic of said topic, this distribution is
captured as a foreground model. Each foreground model
can now be contrasted to the word distribution in the entire
corpus, described by the background model.

In order to compare topics across differing time frames
with respect to the overall text corpora, we are able to use
representative keyword vectors to sum up topics by con-
trasting the topics occurring within a foreground model with
the general background model. Representative keyword
vectors are established by discovering salient terms within a
topic, such that common topic terms are uncommon within
the text corpus in general.

By introducing a multi-tier temporal hierarchy , we have
been able to follow topic trends as the evolution of long term
topic clusters, expressed by the emergence and disappear-
ance of short-term topics linked to the long term trend. We
have implemented and tested this approach on real world
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Figure 4. Sample results of the hierarchical tracking approach.

data concerning commercial news providers. based on this
test phase, the proposed approach will be enter test trials at
Siemens Corporate Technology. We intend to have a proto-
type system up and running in the near future.

Future Work

There are several interesting aspects which have cropped
up during this work which we believe to warrant further in-
vestigation. One goal will be the better understanding of
topic evolution life-cycles using this approach. We will also
look at the possibility to compare topic clusters not only in
between two different time frames, but rather within one
time frame. This could provide a hierarchy with inter topic
links on one level, allowing the association of topics and
trends with each other horizontally. Another is the expan-
sion of the analysis to utilize a greater hierarchical depth
when viewing the data.
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Abstract

Tagging and social networks have come into increasing
use in concert with the rise of collaborative and interac-
tive on-line media. The focus of tagging is herein twofold:
First of all the plain annotation of existing data by a gov-
erning instance in order to increase the semantic content
of unstructured data, and secondly the application of such
meta-information by a community or a group of like minded
users. The information contained in such social tagging re-
flects the point of view and understanding of the community,
presenting a valuable source of information for the discov-
ery of community structure, content and intent. This paper
proposes an approach aimed at the use of community based
tagging to address problems in link prediction and the dis-
covery of complex user groups in a fleeting and unstructured
web-based environment. The ideas presented in this paper
are applied to a real world scenario, and the results show
a distinct opportunity in community detection and support.
This result will be incorporated into emerging knowledge
management systems within Siemens AG in the near future.

1 Introduction

Tagging information otherwise contained in various for-
mats and modes, such as web-logs or wikis, has become
an important aspect of on-line media today. By allowing
distributed marking up of on-line content with descriptive
meta-information, a user oriented context has come a step
closer to an amenable machine based analysis.

The increasing popularity of social networks and their

pervasive use and acceptance on the Internet has pushed tag-
ging in two main directions, namely tagging information in
the original sense (i.e. in order to enhance descriptive in-
formation on a piece of data by a central organizing entity),
and the emerging use of social tagging (i.e. letting users per-
form the tagging in a community based fashion). The latter
practice is described by the term folksonomy [14], which
combines “folk” and “taxonomy” to express the difference
between normal tagging and social tagging: users are the
driving force as well as the focus of this tagging practice.

1.1 Tagging and Social Networks

In the context of this paper social tagging allows links to
be established between users within a community employ-
ing a common tagging context. This link is rooted in the
interests being followed by the individual members of the
community, and is expressed in the tagging performed on
data deemed to be of interest to a community member.

By following individual interests as reflected in tagging
behaviour, a relation describing a social network can be es-
tablished. Hendler et al. [7] points out the possible net-
work effects (following Metcalfe’s Law) in social tagging
applications (as one of the early accesses of the Web 2.0
phenomena).

By establishing these links between individual members
of a community, we are able to explore several features of
interest:

- Interest based user groups: Groups of users sharing a
common tagging behaviour and tagging interest. Tag-
ging analysis will isolate social networks following a
similar interest and tagging focus. The respective in-
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tent and structure of user groups is to be automatically
identified.

- Link recommendation based on the existing structure
within a group: Users are statically linked via so-
cial networks (such as facebook or twitter) or plat-
forms with social features (such as flickr or deli-
cious). Through the comparison of automatically dis-
covered tagging based networks and statically main-
tained counterparts, missing links can be identified and
suggested to members of a community. This need not
necessarily be links to other members with similar in-
terests, but also links to previously unknown resources
and data identified to lie within the field of interest to
a given user.

It has been an endeavour of knowledge management
within Siemens AG to use the self organizing and dis-
tributed parallel input of crowds to support knowledge
structuring and dissemination. The approach presented in
this paper will address a core challenge encountered in in-
formation bases too large for a single individual to grasp:
the discovery of related and needed information in a an
ocean of data. Through the automatic support of community
organization a significant impact and increase of knowledge
transmission is expected.

1.2 Paper Organization

After presenting a brief introduction in the present sec-
tion, a treatment of work related to tagging analysis can be
found in section 2. Section 3 describes the road we have
followed to discover tagging based communities of interest,
followed by a case study in section 4. Finally a conclusion
and outlook can be found at the close of this paper.

2 Related Work

The (semi-)automated extraction of patterns in folk-
sonomies has received quite some attention in recent years.
Most of the work has been focused in the direction of find-
ing relations between tags – such as hierarchies of mean-
ing or semantic similarities. A number of efforts have also
been made to discover communities according to folkson-
omy structure.

Cattuto et al. [3] explore network properties of folk-
sonomies. The authors see a folksonomy as tripartite hyper-
graph consisting of user, tag and resource nodes linked by
tag assignments in which a user annotates a resource with a
tag. Among other investigations the authors extract a tag co-
occurrence network, in which a symmetric similarity matrix
of tags is built. Each entry in the matrix corresponds to the
co-occurrence value of two tags.

Java et al. [9] use NCut for simultaneously clustering
user graphs (i.e. users connected by some form of relation)
and user tags. The discovered clusters represent possible
communities.

Grahl et al. [6] do a conceptual clustering of a folkson-
omy. The authors use k-means and folkrank [8] to compute
conceptual hierarchies of tags. Another work relying on
co-occurrence based clustering of tags to find related tags is
described by Begelman et al. [1]. Giannakidou [5] performs
clustering of tags, combining co-occurrence with a seman-
tic similarity. Shepitsen et al. [13] use a cosine measure
between tag sets to get a set of resources for a given tag(s).
The received resources are ranked according to the user in-
terests generated from tag clustering in a separate computa-
tion. We have a similar understanding of the usefulness of
tagging, but intend to combine the interpretation of topics
with the links between communities and resources.

Brooks et al. [2] show that tags can be used to cluster
related documents – at least to a certain degree. The au-
thors compare the tf-idf values of blog posts with the same
tag. The study is based on technorati1 data-sets. While we
follow their understanding of the importance of semantic
content of tagging, we go further in analyzing tag structure
and topics.

Krause et al. [10] utilize tag vectors of users in the con-
text of spam detection in folksonomies. The authors apply
a Naı̈ve Bayes classification to detect spam users where the
tag vector of a user is one of 25 considered salient features.
Because the tag vector of a user is a useful property for clas-
sifying spam it confirms our assumption that (the interests
of) a user can be described by his associated tag vector.

Li et al. [11] have developed an Internet Social Interest
Discovery system (ISID) geared towards users with com-
mon interests. In a first step it determines topics using fre-
quent item set mining, in a second step it clusters found
topics and maps users to clusters according to computed fre-
quent tag patterns. In contrast to our approach the authors
determine frequent pattern sets and cluster individuals who
have used the same patterns. We work on the tag vectors of
the user directly, which has the advantage of not having to
compute frequent tag sets first. Users might use similar tags
but not in the same combinations.

Zarnadi et al. [15] use the cosine similarity over user tag
vectors in order to find similar individuals. This work is
similar to our approach with the significant difference that
the authors rely on the computed similarities between users
to rank query results. In contrast to most of the previous
work in this area we focus on detecting communities di-
rectly through utilizing the tagging data of users in conjunc-
tion with the resources tagged in this fashion.

1http://technorati.com/
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3 Discovering Tag-based Communities

Focusing on tagging performed by communities of users
allows the analysis of resources as perceived from a users
perspective. But since this social tagging is performed in a
distributed fashion, the semantic understanding of selected
tags varies slightly from user to user. Unless an ontology is
used to create a frame for a common reference point, tags
will invariably be utilized in an imprecise manner.

For this reason a clustering approach allowing the dis-
covery of topics in annotated media lies at the center of our
paper, permitting the grouping of users by similar sets of
tags. Different users might use different tags on occasion,
but the greater number of phrases utilized will be very sim-
ilar. The flexibility allowed by grouping such still similar
tagging sets allows the interpretation of users with great
overlap in the use of their tags to suggest a large number
of common interests, and vice versa.

3.1 Discerning Features

Instead of discerning user intent by grouping resources
of their interest, tags provide a reliable alternative to gauge
the attention of a user. In practice this often entails the addi-
tion of a single key word or key phrase to identify a given
resource as belonging to a certain topic, issue or interest.
The selection of these key words is usually not constrained
in any way, but means providing suggestions to the user help
to keep the number of spelling variations low. This paper
considers tags to be expressed by key words.

Our approach uses the folksonomies as a basis for our
analysis. Folksonomies combine information containing
the following aspects:

- Tags: We define T = {t1, . . . , tn} as a finite set of
tags t used by a user.

- Users: Similarly we consider the set U =
{u1, . . . , up} to be composed of all users in our data
set.

- Resources: All objects tagged by users are captured in
the respective set of resourcesR = {r1, . . . , rq}.

The relation TagAssignment(U × T × R) describes
a user annotating a resource with a tag. By crawling and
collecting tag assignments over a period of time, a picture
emerges describing which users are interested in what in-
formation.

The aggregation of tag assignments can be described as
a vector space V p×n which consists of the representative
tagging vectors for each user vi = (f(t1), . . . , f(tn)), i ∈
[1; p] noting the frequency a user ui has used a tag tj .

3.2 Defining Common Interest

In order to discern similarity between interests of users,
we interpret tags assigned by users as a vector space V p×n.
Since we intend to cluster this vector space, a number of
measures can be taken to normalize the free-text tags as-
signed by users. We have chosen to employ three commonly
used steps (as discussed in section 4):

- Removal of punctuation is a simple step ensuring that
the infrequent use of special characters in tagging does
not interfere with keyword matching.

- Lower case tags remove the different treatment of
identical but differently capitalized words.

- Porter stemming [12] reduces the number of tags with-
out significant impact on the semantic clarity of a tag-
ging vector space.

The application of these normalization steps reduces the
number of different tags: (i) we remove special characters
from the tags in T and transform every tag to lower case
(e.g. “Web 2.0” and “web2.0” are merged to “web20” ) and
(ii) we apply porter stemming (e.g. “blogs” and “blogging”
are merged to “blog”).

Since we are interpreting tags which have a higher
amount of information than a commonplace article or text
we do not perform weighting of terms (such as tf-idf). The
occurrence of individual tags can be directly interpreted as
relevance without considering related and influencing terms
as in text analysis.

After the normalization of V we consider the derived
vector space V ′, which is a p × m matrix (with m < n)
containing the reduced number ofm tags. This vector space
V ′ is the basis for our analysis in our paper.

Within this (high dimensional) vector space the proxim-
ity of individual users can be interpreted as a related prox-
imity in their interests. This is captured by the cosine simi-
larity between each user pair (ui, uj) with their correspond-
ing tag vectors vi and vj . We use the angular discrepancy
described by cos(vi, vj) = vi·vj

‖vi‖‖vj‖ as a similarity measure
between users. Clustering similar user vectors allows us to
extract a number of topics commonly tagged by all mem-
bers of this group.

After computing the similarity matrix we apply DB-
SCAN [4] for clustering. Other similarity based clustering
algorithms, e.g. agglomerative hierarchical clustering (such
as single-linkage clustering) would also have been possible.
We decided to use DBSCAN since it is to some point re-
sistant to noise and it does not require to set the number of
clusters in advance.
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3.3 Interpreting Tag Clusters

Having discovered tag clusters, there are two specific
conclusions we want to draw from them:

- Link suggestions:
By regarding the discovered tag clusters it is now pos-
sible to compare them to existing user groups and other
statically maintained communities. The membership
of a user in a tagging cluster suggests a community
should exist to reflect their common interest; or if such
a community does already exist, a non-included user
should at least be made aware of the existence of such
a community.

- Recommending interesting resources:
Another benefit our approach aims to provide is the use
of tagging clusters in making the perspective of a sin-
gle member of such a cluster available to other mem-
bers of the cluster. Resources tagged with keywords
this cluster is composed of can be taken to be of inter-
est to all members of the cluster. Should a relationship
between a resource and a user not yet exist, such a link
can be extrapolated and suggested automatically.

4 Case Study

The approach delineated in the previous section has been
tested in the Siemens Wikisphere (a wiki platform) and the
Siemens Blogosphere (a blogging platform), both of which
are used as global intranet knowledge management tools.
But since the amount of available data does not reach the
numbers achieved in Internet usage we decided to evalu-
ate our approach on data collected from delicious2. Deli-
cious was the first system to utilize collaborative tagging on
a large scale and is hence a popular source of folksonomy
data in research.

4.1 Data Description

During a period of eight weeks spanning from the end
of January to March 2009 we periodically fetched the RSS
feeds for the bookmarks of 2,300 randomly chosen users
of the popular bookmarking service delicious. During this
time period three accounts were removed and 27 users did
not assign any tags, which leads to a total number of 2,270
investigated users comprising U . The total number of re-
sources for all users aggregates to 462,415 (with dupli-
cates), of which 345,674 unique resources form the ana-
lyzed set of resourcesR.

2http://delicious.com/

(a) Number of bookmarks per user. Users are sorted according to de-
scending number of bookmarks.

(b) Number of tags per post for each user. The solid curve shows the
maximum number of tags per post. The strongly varying line indicates
the average number of tags per post for each user.

Figure 1. Tagging characteristics of the deli-
cious sample data.

The number of resources tagged by a user ranges from
a single resource (three users) to over 1,000 different re-
sources (eight users) as can be seen in Fig. 1(a). Surpris-
ingly these eight users are not spam and did not display
characteristics of resource spamming in our sample set.

There are 2,942,633 tags in total, with 97,522 uniquely
different tags forming our tag set T . While 27 users did not
display any tagging activity, the average number of different
tags per user is 201. One hyperactive user registered 3,328
distinct tags. A breakdown of the average and maximum
number of tags per resource assigned by a user can be seen
in Figure 1(b).

4.2 Results

After applying the normalization steps described in the
previous section, the vector space V created by 2,270 users
and 97,522 tags generate a reduced vector spaced V ′ yield-
ing 80,134 distinct and normalized tags. This in itself al-
ready indicates the high dissimilarity and semantic validity
of used tags.

Based on V ′ we compute a user similarity matrix using
cosine similarity in order to be able to perform topic based
clustering of tag contents.

DBSCAN clustering, utilizing values from the user sim-
ilarity matrix to gauge the degree of common interest, dis-
covers five clusters in the data set (see Table 2). For
minPoints ranging from values of five to nine and ε be-
tween 0.2 and 0.4 quite similar clusters are consistently
found, indicating a stable and useful result.

Cluster #1 focuses on photography, as can be seen by
the heavy occurrence of commonly used tags, such as pho-
tographi, photoshop or camera. An excerpt of common tags
in this cluster with the corresponding usage frequency ca be
seen in Table 1. Cluster #2 includes people using tags re-
lated to design, especially web-design. Cluster #3 contains
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photographi 4920 3540 3420 3030 3020 2460 2390 2050 1940 1720 1640 1430 1360 1340
photoshop 1100 350 390 70 320 120 160 240 470 100 120 410 40 40
blog 10 330 80 20 160 160 300 140 390 80 0 40 40 60
tutori 50 710 2650 0 450 0 220 540 920 210 90 0 330 120
video 120 0 270 10 80 0 100 0 40 320 0 0 140 0
flash 850 60 10 10 130 0 150 270 140 50 300 100 200 0
softwar 50 50 210 80 240 0 10 100 90 270 0 0 10 40
camera 10 150 640 20 430 160 140 20 260 20 0 200 200 10
light 1150 50 0 0 120 0 110 220 220 140 0 80 210 0
photo 30 100 940 0 90 0 30 220 370 0 0 0 140 60
busi 720 100 0 0 40 360 20 190 260 80 0 220 70 60
refer 20 50 480 10 320 0 70 40 340 100 0 0 0 130
art 0 340 0 20 160 150 60 0 10 80 0 0 90 110
tip 0 700 920 0 90 0 70 620 220 0 0 0 180 30
magazin 50 50 320 10 120 0 80 10 0 0 30 0 10 10
flickr 150 80 0 0 0 0 10 100 30 10 30 0 50 0
design 0 10 0 60 0 350 150 70 130 110 0 0 0 0
webdesign 0 40 0 0 0 0 80 40 260 0 0 0 20 90
wed 290 160 0 0 80 470 50 90 90 0 80 0 10 0
tool 0 0 290 0 120 0 20 200 290 0 0 40 30 10
book 130 100 110 190 40 0 50 110 10 0 30 0 0 80
inspir 0 60 80 0 160 0 80 1170 620 0 0 0 60 40

Table 1. Excerpt cluster #1. Topic: Photography and web design. The normalized tags can be seen
on the left with the frequency of usage for a corresponding user indicated in each column.

ClusterId number of user topic
0 2099 NOISE
1 29 photography
2 111 (web-) design
3 12 video/ youtube
4 10 cooking
5 9 system media objects

Table 2. Result of applying DBSCAN with
ε = 0.3 and minPoints = 9

users with many bookmarks tagging youtube or video based
resources. In Cluster #4 individuals interested in cooking
can be found. The common interest is expressed by the use
of tags such as recip, chicken, dessert, beef, bread, soup,
cake, food, fish, pasta, vegetarian, bacon, bean, shrimp, and
so on. Cluster #5 holds user bookmarking media files such
as pictures (see Table 3).

The people in these cluster were not contained in each
others social network on delicious3. This does not preclude

3http://delicious.com/network/<username>

them knowing each other, but we may assume with some
degree of assuredness that most cluster members are not
aware of each other.

5 Conclusion

As the results in the previous section indicate, discov-
ery of tagging-based communities of interest is an approach
useful for enhancing a knowledge management on-line plat-
form. The approach will be implemented and adapted
to function in a full-scale real-world environment within
Siemens AG.

Through the use of topic based clustering yielding in-
terest based communities (such as fans of photography or
foodies detected during the case study) users with common
interests can find not only each other quickly and easily, but
also resources of an interest to them. This is of great signifi-
cance to endeavours in knowledge sharing and transmission
in an enterprise.
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systemmediaimag 10 30 350 30 60 170 10 40 50
systemfiletypejpg 10 30 190 30 30 170 0 0 20
systemmediadocu 10 0 0 20 0 0 0 50 10
systemfiletypepng 0 0 30 0 20 0 10 0 10
systemfiletypepdf 10 0 0 20 0 0 0 50 10
systemfiletypegif 0 0 120 0 10 0 0 40 20
microsoft 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0
systemfiletypejpeg 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0
volum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0

Table 3. Cluster #5: Small cluster capturing system tags.

5.1 Future Work

It remains to be seen if a juxtaposition of communities
of interest with social networks presents an expected con-
gruence. By combining social network analysis with tag-
ging communities we expect to be able to shape and aid the
emergence of communities also exhibiting a high degree of
centrality.

In order to be able to achieve real-time analysis results
a number of issues remain to be addressed. Firstly the run-
time properties must be enhanced to a degree permitting on-
line analysis. Secondly the inclusion of social networking
information (already part of many on-line information shar-
ing platforms) offers a next step in the analysis.
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Abstract

Today’s Web pages are commonly made up of more than
merely one cohesive block of information. For instance,
news pages from popular media channels such as Financial
Times or Washington Post consist of no more than 30%-50%
of textual news, next to advertisements, link lists to related
articles, disclaimer information, and so forth. However, for
many search-oriented applications such as the detection of
relevant pages for an in-focus topic, dissecting the actual
textual content from surrounding page clutter is an essen-
tial task, so as to maintain appropriate levels of document
retrieval accuracy. We present a novel approach that ex-
tracts real content from news Web pages in an unsupervised
fashion. Our method is based on distilling linguistic and
structural features from text blocks in HTML pages, having
a Particle Swarm Optimizer (PSO) learn feature thresholds
for optimal classification performance. Empirical evalua-
tions and benchmarks show that our approach works very
well when applied to several hundreds of news pages from
popular media in 5 languages.

1 Introduction

Web technology has substantially evolved since its early
origins in the late eighties and content management sys-
tems are becoming more and more popular among news
providers, such as FINANCIAL TIMES (http://www.ft.com/ ),
LE MONDE (http://www.lemonde.fr/ ), or DER SPIEGEL
(http://www.spiegel.de/ ). Consequently, HTML pages tend
to resemble mosaic-like patchworks made up of an entire
plethora of content blocks, among which the actual textual
information only represents a minor fraction. Link lists to
related articles or services, advertisements, non-related im-
ages, disclaimers at the page’s bottom, and readers’ com-
ments likewise populate the browser window.

However, the enrichment of pure content with page clut-
ter may entail serious implications, in particular for search-
oriented applications such as online reputation monitoring
platforms [21, 6]: Those systems are geared towards record-
ing media coverage in online news, e.g., by counting all
citations of a particular brand or product. Suppose an arti-
cle about Microsoft, taken from the international version
of the popular business news portal FINANCIAL TIMES
(http://www.ft.com/cms/ ). Next to the actual news informa-
tion, there are links to many other events of the day, such
as a press posting about Yahoo. When measuring the daily
press coverage of the latter company, counting the depicted
page as a hit is misleading as the actual article is not about
Yahoo. Search engines performing full-text indexation of
HTML pages cannot circumvent such issues as they do not
dissect between actual content and surrounding clutter.

We propose an approach that allows for fully-automated
extraction of content from HTML pages. Our system’s fo-
cus is mainly on news pages, but can also be used for other
Web page genres. The basic concept is to extract coherent
blocks of text from HTML pages, using DOM parsing, and
to compute linguistic and structural features for each block.
These features are then used to decide whether the block
at hand is signal or noise, based upon feature thresholding.
Feature thresholds are learned using a non-linear optimiza-
tion technique, known as Particle Swarm Optimization [10].

Empirical evaluations by virtue of human labelling of
610 documents taken from approximately 180 news sources
in 5 Western languages have shown that our approach pro-
duces results that come close to human judgement with re-
spect to the classification of signal and noise.

2 Related Work

Early approaches to extracting specific information from
HTML Web documents date back to the late nineties and
are now commonly known as wrapper induction systems
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[11]. Most of these wrapper induction systems operate in a
semi-automated fashion, requiring human labelling of rel-
evant passages for each site template, e.g., product pages
on Amazon.com (http://www.amazon.com). Hence, wrap-
pers are learned inductively from examples. The labelling
process is commonly supported by GUIs [2].

Newer breeds of wrapper generators can work in a fully-
automated fashion, but only for Web pages containing nu-
merous recurring entries of like style and format, e.g., result
pages from search engines (see, e.g., [15] and [20]). These
systems are not suitable for textual content extraction from
news pages as news articles are made up of primarily non-
recurring content blocks.

An approach to domain-oriented extraction of text con-
tent is proposed in [5]. However, human effort is required
for adaptation to novel domains. Structural approaches for
passage retrieval are proposed in [17] and [7]. The latter two
papers make use of the organization of HTML pages, i.e.,
tag semantics and their nesting, in order to extract blocks of
relevant content. Both do not necessitate human interven-
tion. Gupta et al. [9, 8] use structural information, but pro-
ceed in a reverse fashion: instead of extracting relevant con-
tent from Web pages, their approach removes non-relevant
information, so that only signal remains.

Newer proposals for content extraction take into account
visual cues of Web page rendering, e.g., the distance of con-
ceptual blocks from the screen’s center, the alignment of
page segments, and so forth. These systems make use of
rendering engines in Web browsers, which translate directly
between HTML elements and their positioning within the
browsing window. Examples include [3], [16], and [19].

A number of systems also computes features on HTML
blocks, such as [18], [12], and [13]. None of them works for
extracting content from news Web pages, though, as they
are either geared towards Web spam detection [13] or to-
wards extraction of recurring objects [18, 12].

3 Approach Outline

Our approach to content extraction is applicable to any
type of news pages, no adaptation or human intervention
is required once feature thresholds have been learned by
the Particle Swarm Optimizer. The algorithmic clockwork
can be divided into three major blocks, namely the merging
of text blocks on a structural level, the computation of text
block features, and the decision-taking whether to keep or
discard the block at hand.

The input of our system is a plain HTML page, its output
given by a text document containing the extracted content.

<p>Mr. Bush said in a <a href=”...“>press release</a> yesterday</p>

p

Mr. Bush said in a yesterday
a

press release …

Figure 1. DOM model of an HTML fragment

3.1 Merging and Selecting Text Blocks

First, the input HTML page is transformed into well-
formed XHTML. This processing step is performed by an
external library and allows us to build a DOM model of the
current document. Before traversing the DOM tree, spot-
ting search blocks, several preprocessing steps take place
that are aware of the semantics of HTML elements. To this
end, we apply two types of operations to DOM elements
and their subtrees, namely removal and pruning:1

Consider a fragment from an HTML page, as shown
in Fig. 1: The displayed sentence is broken up into three
text blocks, owing to the nested anchor tag. As we want
sentences and paragraphs to be considered as one single
block of text, we need to remove certain HTML elements
before creating the document’s DOM representation. Re-
moval thereby means that only the element occurrence itself
is discarded, but not its DOM subtree underneath.

Within the class of removed elements, another distinc-
tion is made, namely between those elements that are re-
placed by a whitespace character and those that are sim-
ply stripped. For instance, tag < br > is replaced with a
blank, for two words separated by the above element and
no additional whitespace would become one after discard-
ing < br >. On the other hand, font formatting tags like
< i >, < b >, or < strike > are simply discarded, without
insertion of whitespace. Fig. 2 lists all those elements that
are removed with or without whitespace insertion. While
elements become removed from the document, their occur-
rence is nevertheless recorded, so that for any given text
block, the number of its former contained elements of one
given type can be determined.

Next to removing some elements, there are a number of

1The terms “pruning” and “removal” have been chosen so as to literally
differentiate between both operations.
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remove w/ space remove w/o space pruning

BR A ADDRESS

CAPTION B APPLET

CENTER BIG AREA

CITE BLINK BASE

DD EM BGSOUND

DIV FONT BUTTON

DL FORM CITE

DT I COL

FRAME SMALL COLGROUP

FRAMESET SPAN COMMENT

HR STRIKE DEL

H STRONG DIR

LABEL SUB EMBED

LI SUP SAMP

NOBR VAR FIELDSET

OL FRAMESET

P HEAD

PRE IMG

S INPUT

SAMP INS

U LISTING

UL MAP

WBR OPTION

XMP SCRIPT

STYLE

TEXTAREA

Figure 2. Categorization of HTML elements

elements, such as < script > and < img > that are pruned
from the tree representation of the HTML document. That
is, the respective element and its subtree are discarded. The
rationale behind this step is that certain elements will defi-
nitely contain no actual content, such as < script >.

Upon removing and pruning elements, a DOM tree is
eventually constructed from the processed document. Tree
traversal allows us to only select the merged text nodes, as
we are not interested in other information. As a result from
the first step, we obtain text blocks and keep track of the
number of occurrences of each type of HTML element that
used to appear therein.

3.2 Computing Features

In the next step, eight features are computed for each
text block. The computation hereby harnesses a range of
NLP tools, such as sentence splitters and tokenizers. To
this end, we used libraries from the popular GATE suite [4]
and OpenNLP (http://www.opennlp.org). All features are
numerical in essence.

3.3 Linguistic Features

Four of the overall eight features are linguistic in nature,
meaning they take into account syntax and distribution of
characters or tokens:

• Average sentence length. The block’s average sen-
tence length is supposedly higher for informative con-
tent blocks than for clutter. For instance, text within
link lists is rather limited in terms of sentence length.

• Number of sentences. Continuous text, e.g., news ar-
ticles, tends to be made up of many sentences. Hence,
informative text blocks are expected to satisfy the re-
spective threshold by exhibiting greater values.

• Character distribution. Operating on mere charac-
ters rather than the token level or sentence level, the
feature at hand measures the ratio of alphanumeric
characters within the text block as opposed to non-
alphanumeric characters. Our hypothesis is that con-
tent blocks have a high ratio in favor of numbers and
letters.

• Stop-word ratio. Stop-words are terms that occur
very frequently in text and bear no intrinsic informa-
tion gain. Examples in English are “this” or “she”. We
compute the ratio of stop-words with respect to non-
stop-words using stop-word lists from 14 languages.
We then take the argmax of all 14 ratios, which gives
us as a by-product the language the text is written in.
Our working hypothesis is that the ratio of stop-words
tends to be high for continuous text, as opposed to
short link lists, advertisement slogans and so forth.

3.4 Structural Features

Next to the linguistic features, we compute structural
features that are based on HTML element occurrences. As
mentioned earlier, these elements were recorded prior to
their discarding.

• Anchor ratio. A high ratio of anchor-tagged words
with respect to words not contained in links is clearly
an indication for link lists, site navigations, etc. Hence,
we expect the anchor ratio of informative content
blocks below some given threshold.
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• Format tag ratio. Formatting tags are HTML ele-
ments such as < b >, < em >, < small >, and so
forth. We suppose continuous text to contain a consid-
erably higher share of formatting markup with respect
to the overall number of words than page clutter.

• List element ratio. Unordered and ordered HTML
lists are typical expressions of site navigations, links
to related topics, etc. On the other hand, actual textual
content tends to exhibit small shares of list elements
only.

• Text structuring ratio. Text structure markup com-
prises elements to indicate headlines, e.g., < h1 >,
paragraph breaks < p >, and text block alignment,
e.g., < left >. We expect that true content, such as
an article, is more likely to contain structuring markup
than non-informative content.

3.5 Classifier Training Framework

Having the features computed, a decision function is
needed in order to determine whether to discard or keep
a given text block. To this end, we have to define thresh-
olds for each unique feature. As has been indicated in the
preceding sections, some features are imposing minimality
constraints on their respective thresholds while others de-
mand maximality constraints. E.g., the threshold for the
average sentence length is a lower bound. That is, when a
text block’s average sentence length is below the threshold,
it is considered noise rather than signal.

The decision function we conceive combines features in
a conjunctive fashion, i.e., only when all feature thresholds
are satisfied, the text block will become classified as signal.

3.5.1 Benchmark Composition

In order to train the classifier and evaluate the goodness of
classification at a later stage, we composed a benchmark
set of 610 human-labelled documents. The set contained
the original HTML documents, news articles from diverse
popular media sources taken from 5 different languages, ex-
hibiting the following make-up: 265 English documents,
195 German, 50 Spanish, 50 French, and 50 Italian Web
pages. For each language, approximately 2-4 articles were
taken from the same source, e.g., NY TIMES; our policy
for these same-site pages was to select articles from differ-
ent categories, such as sports, politics, and so forth.

The pages were hand-labelled by three computer sci-
entists who were explained the underlying task in detail
beforehand. First, the labeller would open the HTML
news page and examine its appearance thoroughly. Then
he would mark the text passages he thought were part of
the news article and would copy them to a plain-text file.

Hereby, special attention was paid to choosing the right en-
coding, which appeared of utter importance in particular for
French and Spanish.

At this stage, it became clear that human labelling would
not achieve 100% agreement when having several people
label the same document. The distinction between signal
and noise is non-obvious even for humans: For instance,
while one labeller would include the date the article was
written, another would not. So we had 2 of our labellers
extract a sample of 70 documents in parallel, for the purpose
of benchmarking inter-human agreement.

3.5.2 Computing Similarity

Next, a similarity function simσ(i, j) is needed in order to
compare two documents dσ

i and dσ
j , with dσ

i and dσ
j repre-

senting the textual content extracted from an HTML news
article page aσ . Each of the two documents dσ

i , dσ
j may like-

wise count as a result of human labelling as well as fully-
automated content extraction. The continuous value range
is in [0, 1], where 1 expresses identity and 0 maximal dis-
sent:

simσ(i, j) ∈ [0, 1] (1)

We opted for using a variant of cosine similarity, known
from vector-space queries [1] in information retrieval. The
eventual function looks as follows:

simσ(i, j) := δ · ~vi • ~vj

‖ ~vi ‖ · ‖ ~vj ‖
, (2)

where

δ := min(
∑

k vi,k∑
k vj,k

,

∑
k vj,k∑
k vi,k

) (3)

Vectors ~vi and ~vj represent document vectors for the re-
spective documents dσ

i and dσ
j . For the components of these

vectors, we considered all terms with length > 1, effectively
removing all punctuation symbols. Factor δ is a modifi-
cation to the vector-space model we implemented in order
to make the cosine similarity function scale-invariant: The
vector-space model only considers the distribution of term
frequencies, but not their absolute values. E.g., when hav-
ing two documents dσ

i , dσ
j , where the second one is a dou-

bled copy of the first one so that ∀k : vj,k = 2 · vi,k, the
similarity function simσ(i, j) would nevertheless return 1,
even though the two documents are not identical.

By multiplying the cosine similarity value with δ, the
minimum ratio of both document lengths in terms of word
tokens, we are able to circumvent this effect.

Even though our modified cosine similarity function
does not consider the order of terms, we can do without
such order at no expense in precision: marking and copying
text during labelling inherently preserves the order of terms.
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The same holds true for the extraction of content by means
of our automated system, which takes text blocks in their
sequential order.

Manual probing on a plurality of articles has shown that
our similarity function works in an intuitive fashion and re-
flects the human perception of similarity of extracted con-
tent.

3.5.3 On Particle Swarm Optimization

Upon definition of a similarity function and benchmark set,
learning optimal feature thresholds comes up next. The
benchmark set of 610 articles and labelled documents was
subdivided into a training set and test set.

The training set’s purpose is to enable the determina-
tion of thresholds that allow good discrimination between
true article content and page clutter. In order to determine
optimal threshold values, an exploration of the complete
state space for all eight pivot parameters would be required,
which appears impossible owing to combinatoric explosion.

We therefore opted for stochastic non-linear optimiza-
tion, namely Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), a tech-
nique inspired by bird flocking and fish schooling [10]:

Sets of thresholds for all eight features are encoded as
particles, and each particle, which can be seen as a vector
~pi in 8-dimensional space, is part of a population of n par-
ticles. Every ~pi has a velocity vector ~wi and a memory of
its own best state ~ρi , i.e., the state for which the respective
threshold vector performed best on the training set.

In each step, particles change their position in hyper-
space by moving in the direction of their own best state
and, at the same time, by following the current population
Pk’s best particle ~pb. The degree to which particles move
towards their own best state is called the cognitive compo-
nent, τ . The extent to which they follow the population’s
best particle is called the social component, φ. Typically, τ
and ρ both assume values around 2.

Moreover, some randomness comes into play when com-
puting the new velocity vector, by means of random factors
r1 and r2. After positioning and velocity vector adaptation,
a new population Pk+1 is created.

The procedure for PSO is shown in Alg. 1, where µ de-
notes the fitness function that gives the particle’s classifica-
tion accuracy and ω defines an inertial constant usually set
close to 1. Function µ works by computing similarity scores
for all pairs of human-labelled and automatically extracted
documents, averaged across the size of the training set.

An in-depth introduction to PSO is given in [10].

4 Training and Empirical Evaluation

In order to compare our approach’s classification accu-
racy with an upper bound defined by inter-human consent,

∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 8} : pi,j ← rnd[0,1];
∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} : ~wi ← ~0;

do loop
for i← 1 to n

for j ← 1 to 8

r1 ← rnd[0,1], r2 ← rnd[0,1];
wi,j ← ω · wi,j + r1 · τ · (ρi,j − pi,j)

+ r2 · φ · (pb,j − pi,j);
pi,j ← pi,j + wi,j ;

end for

if µ(~pi) > µ(~ρi) then ~ρi ← ~pi end if;

end for

~pb ← argmaxi∈{1,2,...,n}(µ(~pi) ) ;

loop until convergence

Algorithm 1: Particle Swarm Optimization

as well as various lower bounds, we performed empirical
analyses on the test set. Before testing, the training set was
used to learn near-optimal thresholds via PSO. We adopted
a 70% training set versus 30% test set split on our set of 610
documents.

4.1 Training the Classifier

For the training of the classifier, we used a population
size of n = 100 and stopped the optimization procedure
upon generation of 100 populations. In order to make sure
that PSO parameters, i.e., settings for n, τ , and φ, did not
have an overly large impact on the outcome, we tried vari-
ous combinations. Fig. 3 shows a comparison of two runs:
For the first, the cognitive component is favored over the so-
cial component. For the second, both components are equal.

The figure shows that both PSO runs converge quickly,
roughly after 10 iterations. The two performance curves for
the best particle exhibit no significant differences. When
cognition is favored over social behavior, bumps become
more pronounced, both for the best particle curve as well
as the average population performance. We believe this ob-
servation due to the increased degree of randomness intro-
duced by having particles focus more on themselves than
the best particle around.

The best particle was chosen from generation 32, from
the curve where cognition outweighs social behavior. The
performance of the respective particle’s thresholds, aver-
aged across all training documents, amounted to 0.827.
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We also tried various other population sizes n, finding no
significant differences in the results produced.

4.2 Performance Benchmarking

The classifier was parameterized with the threshold val-
ues from the best particle we found during training. For the
benchmarking, we first defined the upper bound, which was
set by inter-human agreement:

As has been mentioned in Sec. 3.5.1, a sample of 70 doc-
uments from the full test set was labelled by two persons in
parallel, so that we could measure their mutual agreement
with respect to a news page’s true content versus clutter.
The average score across all 70 documents was 0.909; this
figure tells us that even humans do not 100% comply with
respect to what is signal and what is noise. In Tab. 1, the
human-only strategy is named HL.

Next, we computed the classification accuracy for our
automated content extraction system (FE), based on the full
test set. The score we obtained amounted to 0.857.

Our content extraction scheme is based on two
paradigms, namely pruning and removing elements that are
highly unlikely to contain informative content, as well as
the feature extraction and matching procedure. In particu-
lar the pruning step substantially contributes to the removal
of unwanted content, e.g., by discarding text blocks within
< script > elements, which are extremely unlikely to bear
relevant news content. Hence, in order to assess the effect of
feature extraction and matching, we tested our system with
pruning and removing, but without feature matching (PR).
This strategy essentially equates FE configured in such way
as to accept all blocks that attain the feature matching step.

Strategy HL FE PR TB

⊘-Score 0.909 0.857 0.601 0.424

Table 1. Performance benchmark scores

The border-line is marked by strategy TB, which simply
extracts all text nodes within the original HTML document,
operating on the DOM tree model.

Scores for PR and TB were considerably lower than for
FE (see Tab. 1). On the other hand, FE comes close to the
human upper bound. This result shows that our automated
system for content extraction, using feature extraction and
feature matching against learned thresholds, exhibits a very
good classification behavior.

4.3 Feature Entropy Evaluation

Besides assessing our novel approach through bench-
marks, we were also interested in understanding the utility
and impact of the various features we used.

To this end, we performed evaluations on the complete
test set, testing each feature in isolation, i.e., without com-
puting and comparing the other seven features against their
respective thresholds. Hereby, we discretized the continu-
ous value range of each feature in a suitable fashion and
used each of these discrete data points as threshold value for
classification. We then recorded the performance of each
single-feature classifier and each threshold and plotted the
results into charts (see Fig. 4).

Top classifier accuracy amounted to 0.77, attained by
means of classification by the maximum allowed ratio of
anchor tags, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Using the minimum ra-
tio of stop-words as decision function appeared to be the
second-best classifier, followed by the feature for minimum
number of sentences. On the other hand, the list tag ra-
tio, formatting tag ratio, and text structuring ratio exhibited
poor performance, not too far away from the PR strategy’s
accuracy.

Hence, apart from the anchor tag ratio, we found that lin-
guistic features exhibit lower, i.e., better, entropy than struc-
tural ones. Moreover, as the single-classifier experiment has
shown, the combination of features boosts classifier perfor-
mance dramatically, providing lift from 0.77 to 0.857.

4.4 Outlook and Conclusion

Content extraction from news articles on the Web is a
non-trivial, though indispensable task for many applica-
tions. Page clutter abounds and an automated extraction
scheme needs to be implemented in order to handle the vast
number of news sources to be monitored.

We have presented a novel paradigm that works in
a fully-automated fashion, classifying text blocks within
HTML pages as signal or noise by means of linguistic and
structural features. Performance evaluations have shown
that our approach exhibits an accuracy that comes close to
human judgement.

We plan to extend our approach in diverse directions.
First, we would like to include more features. For instance,
we conjecture that part-of-speech information could pro-
vide a fruitful basis for several new features leveraging high
information gain.

Moreover, besides techniques borrowed from non-linear
stochastic optimization, we intend to use techniques from
machine learning, e.g., C4.5 decision trees [14], as means
for defining thresholds and weighing their precedence
within the decision-making process.
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Figure 3. PSO training results

From a more paractical point of view, the content extrac-
tion system presented in this paper will be incorporated as
processing component into our reputation monitoring plat-
form used by Siemens Corporate Communications.
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Abstract—Not only the Web abounds of information over-
load, but also its component molecules, the Web documents
contained therein. In particular HTML news pages have
become aggregates of cornucopian information blocks, such
as advertisements, link lists, disclaimers and terms of use, or
comments from readers. Thus, only a small fraction of all
textual content appears dedicated to the actual news article
itself. The amalgamation of relevant content with page clutter
poses considerable concerns to applications that make use of
such news information, such as search engines. We present an
approach geared towards dissecting relevant from irrelevant
textual content in an automated fashion. Our system extracts
linguistic and structural features from merged text segments
and applies various classifiers thereafter. We have conducted
empirical analyses in order to compare our approach’s classi-
fication performance with a human gold standard as well as
two benchmark systems.

Keywords-content extraction, passage retrieval, learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Web technology has substantially evolved and content
management systems are common among news providers
such as FINANCIAL TIMES. As a consequence, HTML pages
tend to resemble mosaic-like patchwork made up of an entire
plethora of content blocks, among which the actual textual
information only represents a minor fraction. Link lists to
related articles or services, advertisements, disclaimers at the
page’s bottom, and readers’ comments likewise populate the
browser window.

However, the enrichment of pure content with page clutter
may entail serious implications, in particular for search-
oriented applications such as online reputation monitoring
platforms [6]: Those systems are geared towards recording
media coverage in online news, e.g., by counting all citations
of a particular brand or product within the relevant content,
not the page clutter surrounding the actual article.

We propose an approach that allows for fully-automated
extraction of news content from HTML pages. The basic
concept is to extract coherent blocks of text from HTML
pages, using DOM parsing, and to compute linguistic and
structural features for each block. These features are then
forwarded to classifiers that decide whether to keep or
discard the block at hand. To this end, we use diverse popular
classification models for learning feature thresholds.

Empirical evaluations by human labeling of 600 docu-
ments from approximately 220 news sources in five Western

languages have shown that our approach produces results
close to human judgement with respect to the classification
of relevant versus irrelevant content. Our system has been
shown to outperform two benchmark systems, Crunch and
Body Text Extractor.

II. APPROACH OUTLINE

Our approach to content extraction is applicable to any
type of news pages. No adaptation or human intervention
is required once a model has been learned. The algorithmic
core can be divided into three major blocks, namely the
merging of text blocks on a structural level, the computation
of text block features, and the decision to keep or discard
the current block. The input of our system is a plain HTML
page, its output a text document containing the extracted
relevant content.

A. Text Block Segmentation

First, the input HTML page is transformed into well-
formed XHTML. This step allows us to build a proper DOM
model of the current document.

Before traversing the DOM tree and spotting text blocks,
several preprocessing steps aware of the meaning of HTML
elements take place. These are required to deal with overseg-
mentation of text nodes in DOM trees. We apply two types
of operations to DOM elements and their subtrees, namely
removal and pruning:1

While elements become removed from the document, their
occurrence is still recorded, so that for any given text block,
the number of its former contained elements of one given
type can be determined. Next to removing some elements,
there are a number of HTML elements that are pruned from
the tree representation of the HTML document. The exact
procedure is described in [7].

Upon removing and pruning elements, a new DOM tree
is constructed from the processed document. Tree traversal
allows us to only access the merged text nodes. As a result
from the first step, we obtain text blocks and keep track of
the number of occurrences of each type of HTML element
that appeared therein.

1The terms “pruning” and “removal” have been chosen so as to literally
differentiate between both operations.
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B. Computing Features

Next, a vector composed of 18 features is computed
for each text block. The computation hereby harnesses a
range of popular NLP tools, such as sentence splitting and
tokenizing. All features are numerical in essence.

1) Linguistic Features: Eight out of 18 features are
linguistic in nature, meaning they take into account syntax
and distribution of characters, words, or sentences. Features
are not necessarily independent of each other. The following
list gives an exemplary selection of four linguistic features:

• Average sentence length. The block’s average sentence
length, i.e., average number of characters per sentence,
is supposedly higher for informative content blocks
than for clutter. For instance, text within link lists is
rather limited in terms of sentence length.

• Number of sentences. Continuous text, e.g., news
articles, tends to be made up of many sentences. Hence,
informative text blocks are expected to satisfy the
respective threshold by exhibiting greater values.

• Character distribution. Operating on mere characters
rather than the token level or sentence level, the feature
at hand measures the ratio of alphanumeric characters
within the text block as opposed to non-alphanumeric
characters. Our hypothesis is that content blocks have
a high ratio in favor of numbers and letters.

• Stop-word ratio. Stop-words are terms that occur very
frequently in text and bear no intrinsic information gain.
Examples in English are “this” or “she”. We compute
the ratio of stop-words with respect to non-stop-words
using stop-word lists from 14 languages. We then take
the argmax of all 14 ratios, which gives us as a by-
product the language the text is written in. Our working
hypothesis is that the ratio of stop-words tends to be
high for continuous text, as opposed to short link lists,
advertisement slogans and so forth.

2) Structural Features: Next to the linguistic features, we
compute ten structural features that are based on HTML
element occurrences. As mentioned earlier, these elements
were recorded prior to their discarding. A selection of four
out of all ten structural features is given here:

• Anchor ratio. A high ratio of anchor-tag words as
opposed to words not contained in links is an indication
for link lists, site navigations, etc. Hence, we expect
the anchor tag ratio in informative content blocks to be
below some given threshold.

• Format tag ratio. Formatting tags are HTML elements
such as < b >, < em >, < small >. We suppose
continuous text to contain a considerably higher share
of formatting markup with respect to the overall number
of words than page clutter.

• List element ratio. Unordered and ordered HTML lists
are typical expressions of site navigations or links to
related topics. However, actual textual content tends to

exhibit small shares of list elements only.
• Text structuring ratio. Text structure markup com-

prises of elements to indicate headlines, e.g., < h1 >,
paragraph breaks < p >, and block alignments such as
< left >. We expect that informative content, such as
an article, is more likely to contain structuring markup
than non-informative.

C. Classifier Training Framework

Upon computing the features, a decision function is
needed in order to determine whether to discard or keep a
given text block. We make use of common classifiers well-
known from machine learning literature to generate models
for accepting or rejecting text blocks.

1) Benchmark Composition: To train the classifier and
evaluate the quality of classification at a later stage, we used
a benchmark set of 600 human-labeled documents. This set
contained news article pages from diverse popular media
sources taken from five different languages exhibiting the
following makeup: 300 English documents, 150 German,
50 Spanish, 50 French, and 50 Italian Web pages. For each
language, approximately 1-4 articles were taken from the
same source, e.g., NY TIMES; our policy for these same-
site pages was to select articles from different categories,
such as sports, politics, etc.

The pages were labeled by three computer scientists who
were explained the task in detail beforehand. First, the
labeler would open the HTML news page and examine
its appearance thoroughly. Then he would mark the text
passages he thought were part of the news article and would
copy them to a plain-text file.

At this stage, it became clear that human labeling would
not reach 100% agreement when having several people label
the same document. The distinction between signal and
noise is non-trivial even for humans: For instance, while one
labeler would include the date of the article, another would
not. So we had two of our three labelers extract a sample of
200 documents in parallel, for the purpose of benchmarking
inter-human agreement.

2) Evaluating Classifier Performance: So as to train and
evaluate an automated classifier’s performance with respect
to the human-labeled gold standard, we needed evaluation
functions. To this end, we have opted for two measures2,
namely accuracy (working on the text block level) and
an adapted variant of cosine similarity (working on the
document level):
Accuracy. The first measure operates on text block granu-
larity and counts the ratio of correctly identified text blocks
with respect to the overall number of text blocks.

accuracy =
|{true pos.}|+ |{true neg.}|
|{overall text blocks}| (1)

2In our studies, we tested cost-based performance measures, too; these
are not featured here because of size limitations.
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As the number of irrelevant text blocks in our training set
is 1,193 with respect to 1,563 text blocks overall, the apriori
baseline for accuracy amounts to 0.763.

In order to distill a label for each block (relevant vs.
irrelevant) from the human-labeled gold standard, we need a
function able to identify a given block’s presence or absence
in the textual content a human has extracted from the
document at hand. The function we implemented operates
on term frequency and has a built-in similarity threshold for
rejecting or accepting the hypothesis of a text block being
present in an extracted document. We trained our function
with a small sub-sample of the training set, labeling 324 text
blocks by hand, and adjusted the threshold so as to achieve
an accuracy of 0.995.

Next to accuracy, we applied precision and recall in some
of our analyses, operating on the text block level, too. Recall
is effectively the number of true positives divided by the
number of false negatives plus true positives. Precision is
the number of true positives divided by the number of true
positives plus false positives.
Adapted cosine similarity. Next, we use a similarity func-
tion simσ(i, j) for classifier performance evaluation. As
opposed to accuracy, simσ(i, j) appears more organic, oper-
ating on the document level and comparing two complete
documents dσi and dσj , with dσi and dσj representing the
textual content extracted from a news article page aσ . Each
of the two documents dσi , d

σ
j may likewise count as a result

of human labeling, as well as of fully-automated content
extraction. The continuous value range is in [0, 1], where 1
expresses identity and 0 maximal dissent.

We opted for using a variant of cosine similarity, known
from vector-space queries in information retrieval. The even-
tual function looks as follows:

simσ(i, j) := δ · ~vi • ~vj
‖ ~vi ‖ · ‖ ~vj ‖

, (2)

where

δ := min(
∑
k vi,k∑
k vj,k

,

∑
k vj,k∑
k vi,k

)

Vectors ~vi and ~vj represent term frequency vectors for
the respective documents dσi and dσj . For the components
of these vectors, we considered all terms with length > 1,
effectively removing all punctuation symbols. Factor δ is a
modification to the vector-space model we implemented in
order to make the cosine similarity function scale-invariant:
The vector-space model only considers the distribution of
term frequencies, but not their absolute values. E.g., when
having two documents dσi , dσj , where the second one is a
doubled copy of the first one, so that ∀k : vj,k = 2 · vi,k,
the similarity function simσ(i, j) would nevertheless return
1, even though the two documents are not identical.

By multiplying the cosine similarity value with δ, the
minimum ratio of both document lengths in terms of word

tokens, we are able to circumvent this effect.
Even though our modified cosine similarity function does

not consider the order of terms, we can do without such
order at no expense in precision: marking and copying text
during labeling inherently preserves the order of terms. The
same holds true for the extraction of content by means of our
automated system, which takes text blocks in their sequential
order.

Manual probing on a multitude of articles has shown
that our similarity function works in an intuitive fashion
and reflects the human perception of similarity of extracted
content. Moreover, the cosine-based similarity function is
a much more versatile instrument for benchmarking than
block-centric accuracy. For instance, some of the extraction
schemes we will evaluate cannot be compared using mere
accuracy, as the result they produce is not a sequence of
small text blocks, but one single plain-text document.

Comparing Classifier Performance
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Figure 1. Classifier performance on accuracy

3) Building Classifier Models: We implemented well-
known classification models, such as C4.5, One Rule, SVMs,
Naı̈ve Bayes, and Random Forest, for training our content
discriminator. As these approaches require a set of training
examples in form of labeled text blocks, the learning proce-
dure could only be based on using accuracy instead of our
adapted variant of cosine similarity.

We have trained the classifiers based on different compo-
sitions of the training set, using oversampling to increase the
prior probability of relevant text blocks. The ratio of relevant
vs. irrelevant blocks is shown by the horizontal axis in Fig. 1.
For instance, the figure’s first data point gives results for a
training set made up of 78% irrelevant and 22% relevant
text blocks. 10-fold cross validation was used to train each
of the classifiers.

Fig. 1 shows that Random Forest performs best, signifi-
cantly better than other classifiers across all sets (p < .05,
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Figure 2. Classifier performance on precision (a) and recall (b)

Strategy HL RF TB PR BTE Crunch

�-Score 0.96 0.862 0.268 0.504 0.747 0.653
Table I

PERFORMANCE BENCHMARK SCORES

paired t-test). For later performance evaluation based on test
set scoring, we therefore opted for Random Forest as a proxy
for all classifiers.

In order to gain finer-grained insights, we performed
the same analyses as those shown in Fig. 1 for precision
and recall. Again, the classifiers have been trained based
on accuracy; precision and recall have been used for the
eventual performance evaluation. On average, our classifiers
appear to perform better on recall than on precision. That
is, they tend to apply a more conservative strategy by
not discarding text blocks too easily. Interestingly, Random
Forest exhibits a less conservative behavior and therefore
scores worse on recall than on precision, as compared to
the other classifiers.

III. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

Having trained the classifiers in different ways, we wanted
to evaluate their quality based on unseen data, our test set
(see Sec. II-C1). Next to our own system, we also evaluated
two other content extraction systems, Crunch [4] and BTE
[2]. Moreover, two of our three labelers manually labeled the
test set’s 200 documents in parallel, so as to define human
consent as the topline no machine would beat.

We also had several baselines. The first one only takes

the Web document and removes all HTML elements. The
second, more complex baseline performs tag pruning and
removal, as shown in Sec. II-A. Both baselines do not use
feature extraction and learning-based decision functions.

Since BTE, Crunch, the human benchmark, and the lower
baseline operate on the document- rather than the text block-
level, using accuracy as performance measure does not
make sense. Hence, we could only use our adapted cosine
similarity for analysis.

A. Performance Benchmarking

The Random Forest classifier (RF) performed best among
all classifiers, giving a score of 0.862.

The topline (HL), computed by comparing the degree of
consent of two of our labelers, L1 and L2, on all 200 test
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documents, amounted to 0.96. Interestingly, our third labeler
L3’s judgment gravely deviated from the two others’, giving
a score of 0.938 with L1 and 0.928 with L2. However, L3

labeled a smaller subset of the complete test set, comprised
of 60 documents. The results are therefore not comparable
without bias. The human topline at 0.96 significantly ex-
ceeds all other results, i.e., those of automated extractors.

The borderline is marked by the mere extraction of all
textual content from an HTML page, denoted TB. No
learning and no intelligent filtering takes place therein,
resulting in a cosine similarity score of 0.268. This strategy
served as means to indicate the lowest bound that our metric
in use would return. To measure the impact of feature-based
decision taking on top of the two preprocessing steps in
our content extraction framework, we introduced another
strategy (PR), which performs tag pruning and removal. The
resulting score, 0.504, indicates that both mentioned steps
add substantially to the quality of the extraction process
(as opposed to TB). However, we can also see that RF,
applying feature-based extraction on top, exceeded that score
by far. Therefore, we may conclude that the increase of
classification performance does result from our approach’s
nucleus, the feature-based classifier.

So far, our empirical analysis has shown that our con-
tent extraction framework gives results that come relatively
close to human judgement and perform significantly better
than naı̈ve baselines. We performed benchmarks with other
approaches in order to set our system’s performance into
context and thus evaluate its contribution. To this end, we
used the downloadable Crunch [4] package and applied
our analysis framework. Crunch’s cosine similarity score
amounted to 0.653, which is significantly better (paired t-
test, p < 0.01) than both baselines, but also significantly
worse than our feature-based classifiers.

As a second reference system, we used BTE, the Body
Text Extractor [2]. We were not aware of any public dis-
tribution of the system, so we implemented BTE ourselves,
as described in [2]. The basic idea of BTE is to extract
one single coherent block of text from the document. This
block is supposed to contain a large number of word tokens
while bearing few HTML tags only. To this end, the HTML
document is transformed into a stream of binary type,
either tag or word tokens. A utility function and greedy-
style algorithm then identify the interval boundaries for the
optimal, utility-maximizing block to extract. BTE has been
designed with news articles in mind, hence the extraction
of one cohesive block only, which works well for many
news articles. Though performing significantly better than
Crunch, BTE’s score of 0.747 was significantly worse than
our feature-based strategy PC, p < 0.01.

To conclude, our feature-based approach gives signifi-
cantly better results than comparable systems and naı̈ve
baselines. Even though its quality is not as good as a human
labeler’s, the gap is fairly small.

B. Feature Impact

Besides assessing our novel approach by comparisons
with other systems, we were also interested in understanding
the utility and impact of the various features we used. To
this end, we again used the adapted cosine similarity.

Evaluations were conducted on the complete test set,
testing each feature in isolation, i.e., without computing
and comparing the other 17 features against their respective
thresholds. Hereby, we discretized the continuous value
range of each feature in a suitable fashion and used each
of these discrete data points as threshold value for classi-
fication. We then recorded the performance of each single-
feature classifier for each threshold and plotted the results
into charts (see Fig. 4).

Top classifier accuracy amounted to 0.809, achieved by
the minimum number of sentences counter, as shown in
Fig. 4(d). Using the minimum ratio of stop-words as decision
function appeared to be the second-best classifier, followed
by the feature for the maximum anchor tag ratio. On the
other hand, the list tag ratio, formatting tag ratio, and text
structuring ratio exhibited poor performance, with little to no
information gain. For instance, the minimum text structuring
ratio performed best with a threshold value of 0, which
effectively means the feature is deactivated. Hence, the
single-feature analysis helps to identify those features that
appear useless when seen in isolation.

We found that linguistic features on average exhibit lower,
i.e., better, entropy than structural ones. Moreover, as the
single-classifier experiment has shown, the combination of
features boosts classifier performance, providing an increase
in score from 0.809 to 0.862.

IV. RELATED WORK

Wrapper generators that work in a fully-automated fashion
do exist, but only for Web pages containing numerous
recurring entries of like style and format, e.g., result pages
from search engines (see, e.g., [5]).

An approach to domain-oriented extraction of text con-
tent is proposed in [1]. However, human effort is required
for adaptation to new domains. Structural approaches for
passage retrieval are proposed, e.g., in [3]. Therein the
organization of HTML pages is used, i.e., tag semantics
and nesting, to extract blocks of relevant content. Both
do not necessitate intervention. The system by Gupta, [4],
“Crunch”, uses structural information but proceeds in an in-
verted fashion: instead of extracting relevant content, Crunch
removes non-relevant information, so that only informative
content remains. An approach to extract one single block of
informative content from news is the Body Text Extractor
(BTE) described in [2].

A. Conclusion and Outlook

We have presented a novel paradigm that extracts infor-
mative content from news in a fully-automated fashion, clas-
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Figure 4. Single-feature classifier performance scores

sifying text blocks within HTML pages into signal or noise
by means of linguistic and structural features. Evaluations
have shown that our approach exhibits an accuracy close to
human judgement and outperforms benchmark approaches,
such as the Body Text Extractor or Crunch.

Our system is in operative use as we speak, incorporated
as processing component into the reputation monitoring
platform used by Siemens Corporate Communications [6]
for monitoring relevant company coverage on the Web.

We will extend our approach in various directions, such
as including more features. We believe that deep parsing of
sentences may provide useful information, e.g., by recording
the sequence of parts of speech with sliding windows and
using their occurrence counts as additional features. We
think that such an approach could also help in identifying
headlines in HTML documents.
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ABSTRACT
Taxonomic measures of semantic proximity allow us to com-
pute the relatedness of two concepts. These metrics are ver-
satile instruments required for diverse applications, e.g., the
Semantic Web, linguistics, and also text mining. However,
most approaches are only geared towards hand-crafted tax-
onomic dictionaries such as WordNet, which only feature
a limited fraction of real-world concepts. More specific con-
cepts, and particularly instances of concepts, i.e., names of
artists, locations, brand names, etc., are not covered.

The contributions of this paper are twofold. First, we in-
troduce a framework based on Google and the Open Di-
rectory Project (ODP), enabling us to derive the semantic
proximity between arbitrary concepts and instances. Second,
we introduce a new taxonomy-driven proximity metric tai-
lored for our framework. Studies with human subjects cor-
roborate our hypothesis that our new metric outperforms
benchmark semantic proximity metrics and comes close to
human judgement.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Research on similarity of word meanings dates back to the

early 60’s [17]. Thenceforward, numerous semantic proxim-
ity measures have been proposed, mostly operating on the
taxonomic dictionary WordNet [13, 15, 11, 3, 10], exploit-
ing its hierarchical structuring. The main objective of these
approaches is to mimic human judgement with respect to
the relatedness of two concepts, e.g., bicycles and cars.
With the advent of applications that intend to make ma-
chines understand and extract meaning from human-crafted
information, e.g., the Semantic Web initiative or text min-
ing, the necessity for tools enabling the automatic detec-
tion of semantic proximity becomes even stronger. However,
one severe drawback of these approaches is that their ap-
plication has been confined to WordNet only. While the
number of unique strings of this taxonomically organized
dictionary, i.e., nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs, nears
150,000, large amounts of information available on the Web
and other textual sources cannot be captured by such dictio-
naries. Particularly brand names, names of artists, locations,
products and composed terms, in other words, specific in-
stances of concepts, are beyond their scope. Examples are
CIKM, Database Theory, Neil Armstrong, or XBOX
Games, to name some.

1.1 Contributions
We intend to overcome the aforementioned issue and pro-

pose an architecture that allows to compute the estimated
semantic proximity between arbitrary concepts and concept
instances.1 The following two major contributions are made:

• Framework leveraging Google and ODP. Instead
of merely exploiting WordNet, we leverage the power
of the entire Web and the endeavors of thousands of
voluntary human editors who classify Web pages into
the ODP taxonomy. Google serves as an instrument
to obtain Web pages that match one particular con-
cept, e.g., Friedrich Schiller. The Open Directory
Project (ODP) then allows us to classify these result
pages into a human-crafted taxonomy. Thus, we are
able to garner a semantic profile of each concept.

• Metric for multi-class categorization. Most tax-

1We will abuse language by likewise denoting concepts, e.g.,
Poet, and instances, e.g., Friedrich Schiller, by the term
concept only.
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Figure 1: Extracted fragment from the ODP taxonomy

onomy-based proximity measures are geared towards
computing the semantic distance of word senses that
fall into exactly one category each. We propose a met-
ric that allows a multi-class approach [22] where each
given concept may be arranged into several categories,
which is essential for our architectural setup. Empirical
evaluation through an online user study demonstrates
the superior performance of our approach against tra-
ditional similarity metrics.

1.2 Paper Organization
Our work is structured as follows. In Section 2, we sur-

vey relevant existing literature on semantic similarity. Next,
we describe our system’s architectural framework based on
Google and ODP. Section 4 presents some taxonomy-based
proximity measures and introduces our new proximity met-
ric. Amalgamating our system architecture with such met-
rics, we conduct an extensive empirical evaluation in Section
5, involving more than 50 human subjects. Eventually, we
give an outlook of future research, taking the notion of se-
mantic proximity one step further.

2. RELATED WORK
The study of semantic proximity between two given con-

cepts has largely focused on similarity, e.g., synonymy and
hyponymy [13]. Proximity goes even further, also subsum-
ing meronymy (part-whole) and arbitrarily typed semantic
relationships.

Early taxonomy-based similarity metrics only have taken
into account the shortest path φ between two concepts within
the taxonomy, and the depth σ of the most specific common
subsumer of both concepts. See [3] for an overview of these
early works. Next-generation approaches were inspired by
information theory and only used taxonomies in combina-
tion with text corpora. Thus, the probability of a concept,
its so-called information content, could be computed and
used to refine the similarity measure. Resnik [15, 16] lay the
foundations of this approach, followed by Jiang and Conrath
[9] and Lin [11], both largely similar to Resnik’s. Lin’s ap-
proach is extended to handle graphs rather than mere trees
by Maguitman et al. [12].

Li et al. [10] have conducted an extensive study that re-
vealed that the usage of information content does not yield
better performance. Moreover, they proposed a metric that
combines shortest path length φ and subsumer depth σ in a
non-linear fashion and outperformed traditional taxonomy-
based approaches. Chirita et al. [5] used a variation of Li et
al.’s metric for personalizing Web search.

Taxonomy-based metrics with collaborative filtering sys-
tems in mind have been proposed by Ganesan et al. [8] and
Ziegler et al. [22].

The exploitation of Web search engine results for comput-
ing similarity between concepts or, more generally, queries,
has been tried before. Chien and Immorlica [4] and Vlachos
et al. [20] attempted to detect similarity via temporal cor-
relation, reporting mixed results. Wen et al. [21] computed
semantic query similarity based on query content, user feed-
back, and some simple document hierarchy. No empirical
analyses were provided, though. Cimiano et. al. [6, 7] make
use of linguistic patterns along with search engine leverage to
automatically identify class-instance relationships and dis-
ambiguate word senses.

3. FRAMEWORK
In this section, we describe the framework we built in or-

der to compute semantic proximity between arbitrary con-
cepts or instances. The approach rests upon ODP and Google
Directory, which we use in order to provide us with the re-
quired background knowledge. The two services are required
so we can compose semantic profiles of the concepts we want
to compare. The following step then necessitates a proximity
metric to match these profiles against each other.

3.1 Service Requirements

Open Directory Project. The so-called DMOZ Open Di-
rectory Project (http://www.dmoz.org) combines the
joint efforts of more than 69,000 volunteering editors
helping to categorize the Web. ODP is the largest and
most comprehensive human-edited Web page catalog
currently available. Organized as a tree-structured tax-
onomy, 590,000 categories build the inner nodes of the
directory. Leaf nodes are given by more than 5.1 mil-
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lion sites that have been categorized into the ODP
already.

Google Directory. Building upon ODP, Google Directory
(http://www.google.com/dirhp) provides search results
with additional referrals into the ODP, thus extending
the traditional Google service. These referrals repre-
sent paths from the ODP’s inner nodes or leafs to its
root node, >. For one given query, only those pages
are returned as results that have been categorized into
the ODP. For example, the ODP referral that Google
Directory’s first search result assigns to the ACM main
page (http://www.acm.org) looks as follows:

>→Computers→Comp. Sc.→Organizations . . . (1)

3.2 Algorithm Outline
The main task is to compute the proximity s between two

concepts cx, cy, i.e., s(cx, cy). In order to match cx against
cy, we need to build semantic profiles for both concepts first.

To this end, we send these two concepts cx and cy, for
instance Boris Becker and Wimbledon, to Google Direc-
tory and obtain two ranked result lists qcx : Lnx and qcy :
Lny , respectively. We define Lnz := {1, 2, . . . , nz} → D,
where z ∈ {x, y}, nz the number of documents returned for
query term cz, and D the set of topics in the ODP taxon-
omy. Hence, we only consider the ODP referral associated
with each document returned for the query rather than the
textual summary. For example, qcx(1) gives the ODP topic
that the top-ranked result document for query term cx is
categorized into.

Next, the two profiles are forwarded to the proximity met-
ric, which then computes the estimated semantic proximity
score s(cx, cy), using the ODP as background knowledge to
look up topics qcz (i), where z ∈ {x, y} and i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , nz},
within the taxonomy.

The approach is very versatile and not only extends to the
computation of semantic proximity for pairs of concepts, but
effectively pairs of arbitrary queries in general.

4. PROXIMITY METRICS
In order to use our framework, we need to install an actual

taxonomy-based proximity metric s that compares qcx with
qcy . Since qcx and qcy are ranked lists of topics, its type
must be s : (Lnx ×Lny )→ S, where S is an arbitrary scale,
e.g., [−1, +1].

We will first review several popular metrics that have been
proposed in the context of WordNet and then proceed to
propose our own taxonomy-based proximity metric.

4.1 Similarity Between Word-Sense Pairs
In general, WordNet metrics compare the similarity of

word senses, where each word sense is represented by a topic
from the taxonomy. Hence, the metric’s functional layout is
s : D × D → S rather than s : (Lnx × Lny ) → S. The
reason is that we are comparing two topics from the taxon-
omy rather than instances, which are arranged into multiple
topics within the taxonomy. For example, Batman is an in-
stance of several topics, e.g. Movie and Cartoon Hero.
We will show later on how to circumvent this issue.

The simplest WordNet metric only computes the short-
est path φ(dx, dy) between two topics dx, dy in the taxonomy.
Leacock and Chodorow [3] modify this basic metric by scal-
ing the path length by the overall depth λ of the taxonomy:

sLC(dx, dy) = − log (
φ(cx, cy)

2 · λ ) (2)

Though the Leacock-Chodorow metric uses little infor-
mation to compute the similarity estimate, its accuracy has
been shown only insignificantly inferior to more informed
approaches based on information theory, e.g., Resnik [15,
16] or Jiang and Conrath [9].

Li et al. [10] have conducted an extensive survey compar-
ing numerous existing WordNet metrics and proposed a
new metric which combines shortest path length φ(dx, dy)
and most specific subsumer depth σ(dx, dy) in a non-linear
fashion, outperforming all other benchmark metrics. The
most specific subsumer of topics dx and dy is defined as the
topic that lies on the taxonomy paths from the root topic
to both dx and dy and has maximal distance from the root
topic. Li et al.’s metric also features two tuning parameters
α and β which have to be learned in order to guarantee
the metric’s optimal performance. The metrics is defined as
follows:

sLBM (dx, dy) = e−α·φ(dx,dy) · e
β·σ(dx,dy) − e−β·σ(dx,dy)

eβ·σ(dx,dy) + e−β·σ(dx,dy)
(3)

As has been stated before, the above metrics only measure
the distance between two singleton topics dx and dy rather
than two lists of topics qcx : Lnx and qcy : Lny , respectively.
The issue has been addressed [5] by computing the average
similarity of all unordered pairs {dx, dy} ∈ =(qcx)×=(qcy ),
where dx 6= dy.2

4.2 Multi-Class Categorization Approach
As has been outlined in Section 3.2, multi-class categoriza-

tion of concepts/instances into several topics is essential for
our approach, since more than one query result and its taxo-
nomic referral are used to describe one concept/instance cz.
Existing WordNet metrics can be tailored to support prox-
imity computations for topic lists, but their performance is
non-optimal (see Section 5). We therefore propose a new
metric with multi-class categorization in mind. Our approach
is substantially different from existing metrics and can be
subdivided into two major phases, namely profiling and prox-
imity computation. The first phase takes the list of topics
describing one concept/instance cz, e.g., Batman Begins,
and creates a flat profile vector, based on the ODP taxonomy
as background knowledge. The second phase then takes the
profile vectors for both cx and cy and matches them against
each other, hence computing their correlation.

As input, our metric expects two ranked topics lists qcz :
Lnz , z ∈ {x, y}, and three fine-tuning parameters, α, γ, and
δ. These parameters have to be learned from a training set
before applying the metric.

4.2.1 Profiling Phase
For each concept cz for which to build its profile, we cre-

ate a new vector ~vz ∈ R|D|, i.e., the vector’s dimension is
exactly the number of topics in the ODP taxonomy. Next,
we accord a certain score µ̃i, where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , nz}, for
each topic qcz (i) ∈ =(qz). The amount of score depends on
the rank i of topic qcz (i). The earlier the topic appears in

2=(f) denotes the image of map f : A→ B, i.e., =(f : A→
B) := {f(x) | x ∈ A}.
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the result list qcz of query cz, the more weight we assign to
that topic, based upon the assumption that results further
down the list are not as valuable as top-list entries. For the
weight assignment, we assume an exponential decay, inspired
by Breese et al.’s half-life utility metric [2]:

µ̃i = 2−(i−1) / (α−1) (4)

Parameter α denotes the impact weight half-life, i.e., the
number of the rank of topic qcz (α) on list qcz for which the
impact weight is exactly half as much as the weight µ̃1 of the
top-ranked result topic. When assuming α = ∞, all ranks
are given equal weight.

Having computed the score µ̃i for each topic qcz (i), we
now start to assign score to all topics di,0, di,1, . . . , di,λ(i)

along the path from qcz (i) to the taxonomy’s root node.
Hereby, λ(i) denotes the depth of topic qcz (i) = di,λ(i) in our
taxonomy, and di,0 is the root node. The idea is to propagate
score from leaf topic di,λ(i) to all its ancestors, for each di,j

is also “a type of” di,j−1, owing to the taxonomy’s nature
of being composed of hierarchical “is-a” relationships.

Note that the ODP taxonomy also features some few links
of types other than “is-a”, namely “symbolic” and “related”.
These types were not considered in our model so far. When
upward-propagating score for each qcz (i), we first assign
score µi,λ(i) := µ̃i to di,λ(i). The score for its parent topic
di,λ(i)−1 then depends on four factors, namely parameters γ
and δ, the number of siblings of di,λ(i), denoted ρ(di,λ(i)),
and the score µi,λ(i) of di,λ(i). The general score propaga-
tion function from taxonomy level j to level j − 1 is given
as follows:

µi,j−1 = µi,j · 1

γ + δ · log( ρ(di,j) + 1 )
(5)

Informally, the propagated score depends on a constant
factor γ and the number of siblings that topic di,j has. The
more siblings, the less score is propagated upwards. In order
to not overly penalize nodes di,j−1 that have numerous chil-
dren, we chose logarithmic scaling. Parameter δ controls the
influence that the number of siblings has on upward propa-
gation. Clearly, other functions could be used likewise.

Next, we normalize all score µi,j , where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , nz}
and j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , λ(i)}, so that values µi,j sum up to unit
score. Values of vector ~vz at positions di,j are eventually
increased by µi,j , yielding the final profile vector for concept
cz.

Algorithm 1 summarizes the complete profiling procedure.
Function pathvec(qcz (i) ∈ D) returns the vector containing
the path of topic qcz (i)’s ancestors, from qcz (i) itself to the
root node. The vector’s size is λ(i). Function id(d ∈ D) gives
the index that topic d is mapped to within profile vector ~vz.

4.2.2 Measuring Proximity
Profile generation for concepts cx, cy and their respective

ranked topic lists qcx , qcy appears as the major task of our
approach; the eventual proximity computation is straight-
forward. Mind that the profiling procedure generates plain
feature vectors, so we can apply generic statistical tools for
measuring vector similarity. We opted for Pearson’s correla-
tion coefficient, particularly prominent in collaborative fil-
tering applications [18, 23]. Hence, the final proximity value
is computed as follows:

func prof (qcz : Lnz , α, γ, δ) returns ~vz ∈ R|D| {
set ~vz ← ~0, n← 0;

for i← 1 to nz do

set µ̃i ← 2−(i−1) / (α−1);

for j ← λ(i) to 0 do

set di,j ← ( pathvec(qcz (i)))j ;

if ( j = λ(i) ) then
set µi,j ← µ̃i;

else
set µi,j ← µi,j+1 · (γ + δ · log( ρ(di,j + 1) )−1;

end if

set vz,id(di,j) ← vz,id(di,j) + µi,j ;
set n← n + µi,j ;

end do
end do

for i← 1 to |D| do
set vz,i ← vz,i / n;

end do

return ~vz;
}

Algorithm 1: Profiling algorithm

sZSL(~vx, ~vy) =

|D|P
k=0

(vx,k − vx) · (vy,k − vy)“ |D|P
k=0

(vx,k − vx)2 ·
|D|P
k=0

(vy,k − vy)2
” 1

2

(6)

Where vx and vy denote the mean values of vectors ~vx and
~vy. Moreover, ~vx and ~vy are assumed to have been computed
according to Algorithm 1.

5. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
In Section 3, we have proposed a framework to compute

semantic proximity between arbitrary concepts/instances.
In order to evaluate which proximity metric best fits our
approach, we conducted an extensive empirical study involv-
ing 51 human subjects and necessitating the creation of two
novel benchmark sets, featuring 30 and 25 concept pairs.

The evaluation method follows the methodology used for
comparing the performance of WordNet metrics, e.g., [15],
[11], [3], and [10], based on mainly two benchmark sets,
namely Rubenstein-Goodenough [17] and Miller-Charles [14].
The first set features 65 concept pairs, e.g., rooster vs. voy-
age, furnace vs. stove, and so forth. Miller-Charles is a
mere subset of Rubenstein-Goodenough and only contains
30 word pairs. These 30 word pairs were given to a group of
38 people, asking them to judge the semantic similarity of
each pair of words on a 5-point scale [14]. For benchmarking,
these human ratings were used as an “arbiter” for all Word-
Net metrics, and the correlation for each metric’s computed
word/concept pair similarities with human judgement was
measured. The closer the metric’s results, the better its ac-
curacy.
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5.1 Benchmark Layout
Neither Miller-Charles’ nor Goodenough-Rubenstein’s set

features concept instances or composed concepts, e.g., loca-
tions, book titles, names of actors, etc.; however, the com-
parison of semantic proximity for these specific terms repre-
sents the core capability of our framework. We hence needed
to create own benchmark sets. Since some of the metrics
presented in Section 4, namely Li et al.’s [10] metric and our
own approach, require parameter learning, we created two
lists of concept pairs. The first, denoted B0, contains 25
pairs of concepts, e.g., Food Network vs. Flowers, or
IMDB vs. Blockbuster, and serves for training and pa-
rameter learning. The second benchmark, denoted B1, fea-
tures 30 concept pairs such as Easyjet vs. Cheap Flights
and Holiday Inn vs. Valentine’s Day. The conception
of both benchmark sets and their respective human subject
studies is identical. They only vary in their concept pair lists,
which are disjoint from each other. The sets, along with the
average ratings of human subjects per concept pair and the
respective standard deviations, are given in Table 1 and 2.

In order to obtain these two lists of concept pairs, we used
Google’s Suggest service, still in its beta version at the time
of this writing (http://www.google.com/webhp?complete=1 ):
For each letter in the alphabet (A-Z), we collected the list
of most popular search queries proposed by Google Sug-
gest, giving us 260 different queries, e.g., Cheap Flights,
Inland Revenue, and Cars. We took all 33,670 possible
query pair combinations and computed the semantic prox-
imity for each query according to our proposed framework,
using the simple Leacock-Chodorow [3] metric. Next, for the
test set B1, we sorted all pairs according to their metric score
in descending order and randomly picked ten pairs from the
5% most similar concept pairs, ten concept pairs from mid-
range, and ten pairs from the bottom. For B0, we proceeded
in a similar fashion.

We still had to manually weed out unsuitable pairs, i.e.,
those terms that people were deemed to be unfamiliar with.
For instance, the famous US series Desperate Housewives
is largely unknown to Germans, who represented 87% of all
participants.

Though comparatively laborious, we opted for the largely
automatized and randomized method presented above rather
than for manual selection, which might have incurred per-
sonal bias into the design of both benchmark sets.

5.2 Online Survey Design
Both online studies exhibited an identical make-up, differ-

ing only in the concept pairs contained. Participants were
required to rate the semantic relatedness of all concept pairs
on a 5-point likert scale, ranging from no proximity to syn-
onymy. 51 people completed B1 and 23 of them also filled
out B0.

3 87% of B1’s participants were German, while the
remaining 13% were Italian, Turkish, US-American, and Is-
raeli. 27% of all participants were CS PhD students or fac-
ulty, much lower than for Resnik’s replication of Miller-
Charles.

The results of each survey Bz, z ∈ {0, 1}, were regarded

as the proximity rating vector ~vi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 5}|Bz| for the
respective participant i. We thus computed the inter-subject
correlation, i.e., the Pearson correlation coefficient p(~vi, ~vj)

3Owing to B1’s major importance, we asked people to com-
plete B1 first.
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Figure 2: Parameter learning curve for Li et al.

(see Section 4.2.2) for every unordered pair {i, j} ∈ Bz×Bz

of human subjects, represented by their proximity rating
vectors. Pair similarity scores were summed up and averaged
afterwards:

pz =
X

{i,j}∈ (Bz×Bz)
p(~vi, ~vj) · 2

|Bz| · (|Bz| − 1)
(7)

For set B1, we obtained an average correlation p1 = 0.7091.
For B0, we had an average correlation p0 of 0.7027. These
values bear strong indication for judgement correlation, but
are still considerably lower than Resnik’s human judgment
replication of Miller-Charles, which had an inter-subject cor-
relation of 0.8848 [15].

We identify the following points as driving forces behind
this observation:

• Instances versus concepts. Miller-Charles only fea-
tured concepts contained in dictionaries. We rather fo-
cused on names of artists, brand names, composed and
qualified concepts. These are harder to handle as they
are more specific and require a certain extent of do-
main knowledge (e.g., knowing that GMail is Google’s
electronic mail service).

• Language and demographics. In Resnik’s replica-
tion [15], ten people affiliated with CS research par-
ticipated. However, in our experiment, demographics
were much more wide-spread and CS researchers only
had an overall share of 27% for B1. Even larger per-
turbation was caused by language, for most of the par-
ticipants were German-speaking while the study itself
was in English.

5.3 Proximity Metrics
For measuring proximity, we compared several strategies

which can be categorized into two larger classes, namely tax-
onomy-based (see Section 4) and text-based. While focusing
on the group of taxonomy-based metrics, the second group
served as an indication to verify that traditional text-based
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methods cannot provide better performance, thus rendering
the new breed of taxonomy-based metrics obsolete for our
purposes.

5.3.1 Taxonomy-driven Metrics
For the taxonomy-based category, we opted for the met-

rics presented in Section 4, namely Leacock-Chodorow [3],
Li et al. [10], and our own approach, henceforth “Ziegler et al.”.
For both WordNet metrics, i.e., Li et al. and Leacock-Cho-
dorow, we employed the strategy presented in Section 4.1
for comparing concept lists rather than singletons.

5.3.2 Text-based Approaches
Besides taxonomy-driven metrics, we also tested various

classic text-based similarity measures for achieving the task,
based upon the well-known vector-space paradigm [19, 1].
To this end, we tested four setups, using two different types
of data to run upon:

First, instead of using the taxonomic description qcz (i)
of each search query result i for query cz, we used its brief
textual summary, i.e., the snippet returned by Google to
describe the respective query result. These snippets typically
contain the title of the result page and some 2-3 lines of
text that summarizes the content’s relevance with respect
to the query. Second, instead of using the snippet only, we
downloaded the full document associated with each query
result i for query concept cz.

Next, we applied Porter-stemming [1] and stop-word re-
moval [1] to the first 100 search results (both snippets and
full document) for all 260 queries crawled from Google Sug-
gest. Both setups, i.e., snippet- and document-based, were
further subdivided into two variations each: While term fre-
quency (TF) [1] was always applied to all index term vec-
tors, inverse document frequency (IDF) was first switched
on and then off for snippet- and document-based. Hence, we
get four different setups.

5.4 Experiments
For comparing the performance across all metrics, we again

followed the approach proposed by Resnik [15, 16] and Li
et al. [10], i.e., we computed the predicted proximity of all
concept pairs for set B0 as well as B1, thus obtaining the re-
spective metric’s rating vector. Next, we computed the Pear-
son correlation p(~vm, ~vi) of each metric m’s rating vector ~vm

with the proximity rating vectors of all participants i ∈ Bz

for one given experiment Bz and averaged the summed co-
efficients:

pm
z =

X
i∈Bz

p(~vm, ~vi) · 1

|Bz|
(8)

The correlation thus measures the metric’s compliance
with human ratings. The higher the average correlation, the
better.4

Since Li et al. and Ziegler et al. demand tuning parameters,
we conducted two separate runs. The first one, operating on
B0, was meant for parameter learning. The learned optimum
parameters were then used for the second run, based on B1,
i.e., the actual test set.

4Opposed to [15], the inter-subject correlation does not rep-
resent an upper bound for metric correlation with human
ratings, as can be shown easily.

5.4.1 Parameter Learning
Li et al. [10] give α = 0.2 and β = 0.6 as optimal param-

eters for their approach. However, since we are supposing a
different data set, we ran parameterization trials for α and
β again. We thereby assumed |qcz | = 30 for all concepts cz,
i.e., 30 query results were considered for defining each con-
cept/instance cz. For both α and β, we tested the interval
[0, 1] in .05 increments on B0. The two-dimensional curve
is shown in Figure 2. As optimal parameters we obtained
α = 0.2 and β = 0.8, which comes close to the values found
by Li et al. [10]. The peak correlation amounts to 0.6451.

For our own approach, three parameters had to be learned,
namely coefficients γ, δ and half-life α. Again, we assumed
|qcz | = 30. Parameters γ and δ were determined first, having
α = 10, see Figure 3(a). The optimal values were γ = 0.7
and δ = 0.15, giving the curve’s peak correlation of 0.6609.
As Figure 3(a) shows, all higher values are settled around
some fictive diagonal. For probing half-life α, we therefore
selected two points spanning the fictive diagonal, with the
optimal parameters γ = 0.7 and δ = 0.15 in the middle. The
results for increasing α over all three 2D-points are shown
in Figure 3(b). Again, the peak is reached for γ = 0.7 and
δ = 0.15, when assuming α = 7.

The learned values were then used in the actual evaluation
runs performed on B1.

5.4.2 Performance Analysis
First, we evaluated the proximity prediction performance

across all taxonomy-based metrics. To this end, we tested
all four metrics on varying query result sizes |q(cz)| for all
concepts cz, ranging from 1 to 80 documents. Results are dis-
played in Figure 4(a), giving the average correlation with hu-
man ratings for each metric and |qcz | ∈ [1, 80]. The number
of topics/documents for characterizing one concept/instance
appears to have little impact on Leacock-Chodorow. When
|qcz | > 40, the correlation seems to worsen. For Li et al., an
increase of |qcz | has merely marginal positive effects. We
owe these two observations to the fact that WordNet met-
rics are not designed to compare sets or lists of topics, but
rather two singleton topics only (see Section 4.1). Besides,
Figure 4(a) also shows that Li et al. has much higher correla-
tion with human ratings than Leacock-Chodorow’s simplis-
tic metric.

For our own approach, we tested the metric’s performance
when using half-life α = 7, which had been found the opti-
mal value before, and α =∞. Note that an infinite half-life
α = ∞ effectively makes all topics obtain equal weight, no
matter which list position they appear at. For α = 7, the
curve flattens when |qcz | > 25. The flattening effect appears
since all topics with low ranks i > 7 have so little weight, less
than 50% of the top position’s weight. Adding more topics,
considering that additional topics have increasingly worse
ranks, therefore exerts marginal impact only. On the other
hand, for α = ∞, smaller fluctuations persist. This makes
sense, for every added topic has equal impact. However, the
curves for α = 7 and α = ∞ exhibit differences of smaller
extent only. When assuming more than 40 topics per con-
cept, correlation worsens somewhat, indicated through the
α = ∞ curve. As opposed to both WordNet metrics, our
metric performs better when offered more information, i.e.,
more topics per concept. The latter finding backs our design
goal geared towards multi-class categorization (see Section
4.2).
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Figure 3: Learning parameters for Ziegler et al.

Moreover, Figure 4(a) shows that Ziegler et al. performs
significantly better than both other taxonomy-based bench-
marks. With α =∞, the peak correlation of 0.7505 is reached
for |qcz | = 31. Curve α = 7 levels out around |qcz | = 30, giv-
ing a correlation of 0.7382. For comparison, Li et al.’s peak
value amounts to 0.6479, Leacock-Chodorow’s maximum lies
at 0.5154.

Next, we compared the performance of text-based prox-
imity metrics, shown in Figure 4(b). All metrics, except for
full text-based with TF and IDF, drastically improve when
offered more documents for representing one concept. How-
ever, fluctuations are much stronger than for the taxonomy-
based metrics. For more than 20 documents per concept,
snippets-based with TF and IDF performs best, reaching
its maximum correlation of 0.6510 for 73 documents. This
performance is comparable to Li et al.’s, but while the text-
based metric becomes more accurate for document numbers
> 20, the mentioned taxonomy-based metric exhibits better
performance for topic numbers < 20.

5.4.3 Conclusion
We have shown that our novel metric outperforms both

state-of-the-art taxonomy-based proximity metrics as well
as typical text-based approaches. For reasonably large num-
bers of topics , i.e., |qcz | > 20, the correlation with human
ratings lies between 0.72 and 0.75, indicating strong corre-
lation. Leacock-Chodorow, being an utter simplistic taxon-
omy-based approach, and the full text-based approach with
TF and IDF, both exhibited correlations below 0.5 for more
than 20 topics/documents. Opposed to our approach, their
performance was better when using less information, i.e.,
< 20 topics/documents, still peaking only slightly above
0.5. The other three metrics, i.e., Li et. al., snippet-based
with and without IDF, and full text-based without IDF,
had correlation scores between 0.55 and 0.65 for more than
20 topics/documents.

6. OUTLOOK AND FUTURE WORK
Semantic proximity metrics are becoming an increasingly

important component for frameworks geared towards the
machine’s understanding of human-created sources of infor-
mation, such as the Web. Currently, only for small portions
of information fragments, namely words and simple concepts
stored in thesauri and dictionaries such as WordNet, se-
mantic similarity measures are applicable. By harnessing the
combined power of both Google and ODP, we were able to
extend semantic proximity to arbitrary concepts, e.g., names
of persons, composed concepts, song titles, and so forth.
Moreover, we introduced a new taxonomy-based proximity
metric that showed significantly better performance than ex-
isting state-of-the-art approaches and comes close to human
judgement.

For the future, we would like to steer our research to-
wards the nature of proximity itself. In other words, besides
revealing that two concepts are somewhat related, we would
like to reveal the type of their mutual relationship. For in-
stance, when supposing the concepts Space Shuttle and
Cape Canaveral, an algorithm should inform us that both
are related because Space Shuttles are located in Cape
Canaveral, and that they are both from the NASA universe.
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Word Pair �-Rating Std.Dev.

Eminem Green Day 3.304 0.997

XML Vodafone 1.348 0.476

King Jobs 1.522 0.714

Horoscopes Quotes 1.826 0.761

Firefox Internet Explorer 4.391 0.57

IMDB Blockbuster 3.304 0.856

Dogs Disney 2.478 0.926

Flowers Food Network 1.609 0.82

E-Cards Valentine’s Day 3.435 0.825

Free Music Downloads iTunes 3.696 0.906

Delta Airlines US Airways 4.0 0.978

Dell Best Buy 3.13 0.947

Vodafone O2 4.304 0.687

Movies News 2.435 1.056

Yahoo Maps Zone Alarm 1.696 0.953

Dictionary Super Bowl 1.13 0.448

Poems Lyrics 4.087 0.83

Quicken PayPal 2.609 0.872

NASA Kazaa Lite 1.043 0.204

Las Vegas Exchange Rates 1.913 0.88

Cars Girls 2.043 1.083

Weather Channel News 3.435 0.77

Guitar Tabs Hotmail 1.13 0.448

Quiz Amazon 1.217 0.507

Tsunami Weather 3.87 0.74

Table 1: Training set B0, along with human rating averages and standard deviation
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Word Pair �-Rating Std.Dev.

Holiday Inn Valentine’s Day 1.882 0.855

Blockbuster Nike 1.588 0.867

Inland Revenue Love 1.216 0.604

Google GMail 4.118 0.783

Love Quotes TV Guide 1.549 0.749

PC World United Airlines 1.235 0.468

Jokes Quotes 2.294 1.108

Delta Airlines Love Poems 1.098 0.357

Britney Spears Paris Hilton 3.804 0.767

NASA Super Bowl 1.392 0.659

Periodic Table Toyota 1.176 0.55

WinZIP Zip Code Finder 1.902 1.241

EasyJet Cheap Flights 4.294 0.749

People Search White Pages 3.843 1.274

Tsunami Harry Potter 1.098 0.297

BBC Jennifer Lopez 1.686 0.779

U2 Recipes 1.157 0.364

Thesaurus US Airways 1.118 0.322

XBOX Cheats Yahoo Games 2.941 0.998

Currency Converter Exchange Rates 4.137 0.971

Flowers Weather 2.765 1.059

Used Cars Virgin 1.431 0.693

Eminem Music 4.137 0.687

Cars Honda 4.176 0.617

Lyrics Real Player 2.588 1.07

Free Games XBOX 2 2.549 0.996

MSN Messenger UPS 1.706 0.799

Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.314 0.727

Poems Song Lyrics 3.647 0.762

Delta Airlines Walmart 1.725 0.794

Table 2: Test set B1, along with human rating averages and standard deviation
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ABSTRACT
One of the central tasks of R&D strategy and portfolio man-
agement at large technology companies and research insti-
tutions refers to the identification of technological synergies
throughout the organization. These efforts are geared to-
wards saving resources by consolidating scattered expertise,
sharing best practices, and reusing available technologies
across multiple product lines. In the past, this task has been
done in a manual evaluation process by technical domain ex-
perts. While feasible, the major drawback of this approach
is the enormous effort in terms of availability and time: For a
structured and complete analysis every combination of any
two technologies has to be rated explicitly. We present a
novel approach that recommends technological synergies in
an automated fashion, making use of abundant collective
wisdom from the Web, both in pure textual form as well as
classification ontologies. Our method has been deployed for
practical support of the synergy evaluation process within
our company. We have also conducted empirical evaluations
based on randomly selected technology pairs so as to bench-
mark the accuracy of our approach, as compared to a group
of general computer science technologists as well as a control
group of domain experts.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Large corporations often operate in diverse business seg-

ments across different industries. While these various in-
dustry branches (e.g., health-care solutions, electrical power
generation, or industrial automation) may appear to have
little overlap with regard to their nature and products, they
commonly do have significant overlap at a more basic level,
namely the level of core or support technologies employed.1

For instance, Circuit Breakers as well as Switch Gear
devices are designed and used in departments subordinate
to different operating units and different branches in a com-
pany, e.g., industrial automation as well as the energy sector.

To adopt a more competitive market position and allow
for significant cost savings, there is an increasing interest
in consolidating technologies across operational units and
in exploiting existing synergies that have not been discov-
ered before. Within the strategic planning process in a com-
pany, operating units usually describe their basic technolo-
gies, the ones already in use as well as those currently being
developed. The resulting technology lists are then matched
against each other, comparing pairs of technologies {ti, tj}
on the basic level for possible synergies and overlap. While
this task appears trivial when both compared technologies
ti, tj bear identical names or when semantic relatedness is re-
flected in lexical similarity, it becomes complex when these
assumptions do not hold anymore, which is generally the
case. For instance, Wastewater Treatment and For-
ward Osmosis are related technologies with relatively high
overlap, even though they are not lexically similar. However,
both are about Hydraulic Permeability and Filtration
and, in addition, based on similar concepts and mechanics.

At an integrated technology company like Siemens, the
evaluation of synergies has traditionally been done in a man-
ual evaluation process by various technical domain experts.
Next to being tremendously expensive in terms of resources,
the overall duration for completing these reports has been
very high. We have addressed this issue by designing and
deploying a service that is able to recommend technologi-
cal synergies for Siemens operating units in an automated
fashion, by applying Web mining and information retrieval
techniques [1] that work on data gathered from the Web
2.0’s collective intelligence. Our system’s output is twofold:
First, there is an N×N pivot table2 that gives the extent of

1The term “technology” is used in a broader sense in this
paper, meaning any craft that expresses progress of any kind
(not necessarily IT-related) of human civilization.
2Where N is the overall number of technologies being com-
pared.
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Technology Sector Division

Computed Tomography Health-Care Div A

Flue Gas Desulfurization Energy Div C

Membrane Bio Reactor Industry Div D

...

Table 1: Sample technology list

overlap on different organizational levels; e.g., allowing us to
deduce that sector s1 has more overlap with sector s2 than
s3. Second, there is a ranking module that returns the list of
pairs in descending order according to their estimated syn-
ergetic potential. Next to the ranking itself, the system also
delivers an explanation detailing why the technology pair at
hand has a high synergy value.

In order to show our system’s accuracy, we have conducted
empirical evaluations, based on random samples of pairs of
technologies {ti, tj}; these pairs were rated for perceived syn-
ergies by two control groups, one being a group of general
technologists with a background in computer science, one
being a group of experts that used to evaluate technology
pairs by hand in the past. Our automated approach’s re-
sult was then matched against the two groups’ consensus,
showing that our system performs considerably well and is
virtually indistinguishable from a man’s assessment in terms
of classification accuracy.

The synergy discovery system is in operative use and saves
considerable human effort as we speak, enabling experts to
spend their valuable time within the synergy exploitation
process more efficiently. Its usage has been likewise em-
braced by domain experts and management and counts as
paradigmatic example on how to make effective use of the
Web 2.0’s intrinsic value for enterprises.

2. SCENARIO DESCRIPTION
Synergies are identified on the purely technological level,

estimating synergy values for two given technologies ti, tj , as
well as on aggregated organizational levels. To this end, two
levels are considered, namely the top-most organization level
of three sectors (industry, energy, and health-care), as well as
the subdivision of sectors into 15 divisions. For each division,
di, a list of 10 representative technologies is composed. The
complete technology list therefore is comprised of 15 × 10
entries, where each entry is a triple (ti, sj , dk) ∈ T × S×D,
with T denoting the technologies, S giving the sectors, and
D the divisions. Tab. 1 provides an example excerpt for one
such list. Assuming that each technology occurs once, the
number of technology pairs to be checked is as follows:

˛̨̨n
{ti, tj} ∈ T × T | i 6= j

o˛̨̨
=

150× 149

2
= 11, 175 (1)

These roughly 11,000 pairs have been inspected annually
by domain experts in a manual fashion so far, requiring the
effort of several person months of skilled experts. Since our
system’s deployment, these computations take less than one
day and help us to reduce the human effort dramatically
to some 5-10%, by virtue of weeding out apparently non-
synergetic pairs.

3. SYSTEM SETUP
Our system computes scores in an automated fashion by

relying on two classifiers. The first one makes effective use of
Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org) as background knowl-
edge source, the second one relies on ODP, the Open Di-
rectory Project (http://www.dmoz.org). Both sources are
maintained and continually updated by several thousands
to millions of voluntary users who collectively contribute to
the creation of the world’s largest knowledge repositories.

In order to come up with one single synergy score for each
pair {ti, tj}, the two classifier scores must be merged ap-
propriately. However, as the distribution of weights of both
classifiers deviates drastically from each other, we decided
to rank pairs along each classifier and merge the two ranks
into one. An additional confidence score indicates whether
the two assigned classifier ranks reach consensus or not.

The two classifiers, denoted CW for Wikipedia and CD

for ODP, operate in a different fashion and focus on differ-
ent aspects of what makes two technologies appear syner-
getic: CW tends to identify synergies by detecting primarily
meronymous relationships in both technologies, while CD

concentrates more on taxonomic relationships between both.
For instance, the synergy between the aforementioned pair
Wastewater Treatment and Forward Osmosis can be
characterized by referring to components and processes they
have in common, i.e., Hydraulic Permeability and Fil-
tration; the focus is therefore on part-whole (i.e., merony-
mous) relationships. On the other hand, the synergy can
also be quantified by assigning both technologies to classes
within a classification scheme and looking for the least com-
mon subsumer. For the case at hand, the subsuming cate-
gory could be Wastewater Technologies, for both tech-
nologies are specializations of that very category.

The following two sections describe the classifiers in detail.

3.1 Wikipedia-based Classifier
Wikipedia is a massive information source featuring more

than 2.3 million articles at the time of writing. In order to
compute the synergy score for two technologies ti, tj , iden-
tified by their name, our system first downloads the respec-
tive articles from Wikipedia, denoted p(ti) and p(tj). These
HTML documents can be accessed by using the site’s inter-
nal search service. We only allow exact matches, which puts
some constraints on the input data being used.

Next, we extract all hyperlinks contained in p(ti) and
p(tj), resulting in two link sets Lp(ti) and Lp(tj). Only links
internal to Wikipedia are considered, i.e., those links that
refer to other articles in Wikipedia. Moreover, non-content
related links are discarded from these two sets. Those com-
prise of links to disclaimer information, terms of use, as well
as hyperlinks to geographical locations, i.e., cities, countries,
and so forth. Our investigations have shown that such links
are of marginal use for the content’s description and rather
add noise to the classification process. Non-content related
links are held in a black list that we have created manually
by probing and analyzing sample sets before deployment.

Eventually, the classifier CW computes the synergy score
sW (ti, tj) ∈ [0, 1] as follows, where L′

p(ti) and L′
p(tj) denote

the hyperlink sets after removing irrelevant links:

sW (ti, tj) :=

˛̨
L′

p(ti) ∩ L′
p(tj)

˛̨˛̨
L′

p(ti) ∪ L′
p(tj)

˛̨ (2)
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Figure 1: Fragment from the ODP directory

The number of common links is normalized by means of
dividing by the union of links in both sets.

As has been said before, each classifier also generates a
description that indicates why the pair at hand is assigned a
high value. For CW , this is simply the link text that comes
with the hyperlinks both downloaded documents have in
common. For instance, for the technology pair of Combus-
tion and Alternative Fuel, we have Fuels, Hydrocar-
bons, Internal Combustion Engines, etc.

The distribution of score for the complete set of selected
technology pairs is displayed in Fig. 2 and will be discussed
in detail later.

3.2 ODP-based Classifier
The second classifier, CD, is substantially more complex

than the simplistic Wikipedia-based one. Its inner mechan-
ics are described in depth in [17]; the following paragraphs
will therefore only present an outline of the algorithm. The
nucleus of the classifier is the ODP, which is a massive direc-
tory classifying 4.6 million websites into 590,000 hierarchi-
cally arranged categories (see Fig. 1). Websites are attached
to nodes in order to indicate that they fall into the respective
category with regard to their content. The collaborative con-
tributions to this massive projects are controlled by 79,000
volunteering editors who each take care of specific areas of
the taxonomy tree.

Next to the ODP, an integral component of CD is Google
Directory (http://www.google.com/dirhp). Google Directory
is another variant of the traditional search engine and is
similar in guise to the flagship Google.com. The major dif-
ference is that only sites listed in the ODP are considered as
search results. Since most of the major sites are contained
in the ODP, this limitation is negligible for our application.
The huge benefit of Google Directory refers to the fact that
all search results are annotated with the ODP category they
are listed in. The classifier CD submits each technology as
phrasal search query to Google Directory and only keeps
the top-n ODP referrals, which are then considered as the
“semantic fingerprint” of that respective technology. For in-
stance, when submitting Desalination as query to Google
Directory, one of the top-5 results is annotated with the fol-
lowing ODP referral:

>→ Science→Techn.→Chem. Eng.→ Separation (3)

Hence, we associate each technology ti with an ordered
list L(ti) : {1, 2, . . . , n} → Q of ODP referrals, where Q is
the set of all ODP categories.

Parameter n is typically set to values in the range [50, 100]
(see [17]). Therefore, the number of distinct topics for each
list L(ti) is upper bounded by n, which is considerably lower
than |Q|. To address this issue, Ziegler et al. [17] propose a
probabilistic inference scheme that assigns a score to each
node in the ODP taxonomy for each L(ti). Hereby, the hi-
erarchical organization of the ODP is exploited, by propa-
gating score from leaf nodes to upper nodes in the tree. The
intuition behind this approach is that whenever an entity e
is classified into category qx, which is a sub-category of qy,
then e will also count as an instance of qy. Nevertheless, qx

provides a more precise characterization of e than qy. There-
fore, score propagated from bottom to top drops off for each
level in the taxonomy.

Moreover, score assigned to a leaf category qx also depends
on the rank of referrals to qx: The topmost search results
are assigned higher scores than those occurring towards the
end of the list. For taking the rank into consideration, an
exponential decay function with half-life α = 7 is proposed
by Ziegler et al. [17], which has been empirically shown to
outperform greater α.3 The rationale behind this approach
is that top results are better matches for ti than lower ones,
therefore penalizing lower ranks.

Upon score propagation and assignment of score depend-
ing on the referral’s rank, we obtain a map function M(ti) :
Q → [0, 1] which assigns a score for every category qx ∈ Q,
based on L(ti). Map M(ti), the eventual semantic descrip-
tion of ti, is then matched against M(tj), which represents
the counterpart tj . The matching is hereby achieved by us-
ing Pearson’s correlation coefficient, commonly known from
collaborative filtering applications [14, 16]. As result we ob-
tain the synergy scoring function sD(ti, tj) ∈ [−1, 1]4.

The ODP-based classifier proposed in [17] depends on var-
ious parameters, namely half-life α and two other parame-

3Half-life α = 7 denotes that the score assigned to an ODP
referral at rank 7 is given half the score of the first rank.
4As Fig. 2 shows, actual values for sD do not fall below 0.
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Figure 2: Score distributions for CW and CD
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ters that have an impact on the propagation of score from
leaf nodes to the root. These parameters have been learned
on an external test set of terms which were not included for
the classifier’s later application to “real” technology pairs.
To this end, we have composed a small list of primarily
IT technologies (see the “list of IT management topics” on
Wikipedia), had one of the authors rate the synergies of all
pairs, and applied non-linear optimization techniques so as
to find out optimal values for all three parameters of CD.

Classifier CW returns, next to the synergy estimate, an
explanation for the recommended score (see Sec. 3.1). For
CD, this is also the case: The ODP-based classifier also re-
turns an ordered list of the 20 ODP categories that have
been assigned the highest scores both for L(ti) and L(tj).
As a rule of thumb we can say that these 20 categories stem
from higher taxonomy levels when the estimated synergy
score is low, and come from lower (i.e., more specific) levels
when the synergy score is high.

3.3 Merging Classifiers
In order to come up with one single classification score for

pairs {ti, tj}, the results of CW and CD need to be merged
into one. However, Fig. 2 shows that the distribution of score
weight for both classifiers is substantially different5: Classi-
fier CD appears to distribute score in a more homogeneous
fashion over the full target value range [0, 1], while CW as-
signs higher scores to much fewer pairs. Adding up CW ’s
and CD’s score is therefore not an appropriate option for
score merging, as CW ’s impact would be comparatively low.
Scaling CW would likewise fail to address the issue.

We therefore opted for another approach, namely to order
all pairs {ti, tj} according to their rank, based on sW and sD,
respectively. Thus, we introduce two ranking maps RW : T×
T → N, RD defined accordingly. So as to merge both ranks
into one, we take the average of both, resulting in function
s(ti, tj) := (RW ({ti, tj}) + RD({ti, tj}))/2 which represents
the base for computing the final rank R. The drawback of
that approach is that relative differences from pairs are not
necessarily preserved, owing to equidepth binning.

In order to verify whether the two classifiers were reaching
consensus with regard to the classification task, we intro-
duced a simple rating consistency metric c : T × T → [0, 1]
that would tell for each pair whether CW and CD do comply
or not:

c(ti, tj) := 1− |RW ({ti, tj})−RD({ti, tj})|
|T | × (|T | − 1)× 0.5

(4)

When CW and CD assign the same rank, function c re-
turns 1, attesting 100% consensus. When they dissent max-
imally, the result is 0. Fig. 3 shows averaged consensus over
all pairs. The mean consensus is .71, which hints at largely
compliant classifiers. Interestingly, consensus is highest for
pairs ranked at positions 4,000 to 6,000. It is lowest for the
bottom ranks beyond 10,000. Inspection of the data showed
that toward the list’s bottom, large blocks of pairs with very
low ranks RD and moderate ranks RW appeared. However,
an examination of samples gave no indication for misclassi-
fication; i.e., virtually no false negatives (true synergies that
were predicted as “non-synergetic”) were discovered.

5The distributions have been computed based on the com-
plete set of 11, 175 technology pairs.

4. SYSTEM USAGE
Our system takes as input one single list that contains

triples (ti, sj , dk) made up of technology ti, sector sj , and
division dk. However, before the list becomes digestible for
the automated classification, the findability of these ti needs
to be verified. That is, for each technology, we must make
sure that there is a corresponding article on Wikipedia as
well as a search result on Google Directory.

From the original list of 150 selected technologies, only
20% could be found on Wikipedia when searching for the
literal text. At the same time, Google Directory search re-
sults comprising of more than 5 entries were found for circa
60% of the selected technologies. Recall that we made use of
phrasal search queries only, so as to attain higher accuracy.
That is, all technologies consisting of more than one word,
e.g., Arc-Fault Circuit Interrupter, were put into quo-
tations “” in order to have the search engine treat them as
one coherent text token. Without query phrasing, results
would have been returned for virtually all queries.

4.1 Pre-Processing
For list pre-processing, the domain experts’ task was thus

to find technologies t′i that were retrievable both on Wikipe-
dia and Google Directory and were semantically narrow to
the original technology ti. Either replacing ti’s name by its
syntactically different but semantically equivalent6 concept
label or, if not feasible, superseding ti by its slightly more
general super-concept t′i appeared as the most obvious ap-
proach. However, the use of similar technologies (rather than
the original ones) incurs some risk, namely to add noise to
the detection of synergies and thus to deteriorate the result.

Interestingly, when an article for ti could be retrieved on
Wikipedia, chances were around 95% we could likewise ob-
tain results on Google Directory. The noted findability issue
was significantly more pronounced for technologies stem-
ming from the health-care sector than for the industry and
energy sectors. Some investigations have shown that Wikipe-
dia tends to cover the latter two areas much better than

6As in virtually every company, certain concepts at Siemens
have names that are used internally only.
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medical technology, which becomes clear when having a glance
at the Wikipedia category tree, where medical technology is
not explicitly mentioned (as opposed to energy and industry
topics).

4.2 Pivot Tabulation
The processed list was fed into our system and the result-

ing list of 11,175 technology pairs used to generate an N×N
pivot table, where N is the number of technologies, in our
case 150. The table is organized in three layers: The bottom
layer features the highest degree of detail, displaying the
scores for all the technology pairs. The second layer consists
of 15×15 cells, where each cell represents the compound syn-
ergy score for two of the 15 Siemens divisions, dx, dy. The
aggregation function used for computing the cell value of dx

and dy is the average of scores of technology pairs {ti, tj},
where ti is one of the technologies assigned to dx, and tj is
one of the technologies assigned to dy, respectively. For cal-
culating the average division-internal score, i.e., the synergy
score for technologies within one given division dx = dy, we
take all pairs {ti, tj} except those where i = j.

The third and most coarse-grained layer measures the
synergetic potential of the selected technologies across and
within sectors. Again, the aggregation is computed in the
same fashion as for the divisions.

For our pivot tabulation, we use the merged ranking R
of all the technology pairs {ti, tj} as basis for score com-
putation. Hereby, we subdivide the full rank range into 100
equiwidth bins. A middle-ranked technology pair thus gets
score value 50.

4.3 Hypothesis Validation
Next to providing an integrated overview of all likely tech-

nology synergies within the organization on different levels
of granularity, the pivot tabulation allows us to easily vali-
date the system’s classification ability by means of some sim-
ple hypotheses. With regard to the sectors, an intuitive hy-
pothesis is that the intra-sector technology overlap, i.e., the
synergetic potential per se, is greater than the inter -sector
overlap. When using an automated classification scheme as
ours, we would expect the classifier to likewise reflect this
hypothesis.

Fig. 4 shows the average synergy potential for all combina-
tions of sectors, likewise comprising of inter- and intra-sector
scores; higher cell values indicate higher synergetic potential.

Sector Intra-Division Inter-Division

Industry 62.66 59.71

Energy 64.70 63.32

Health-Care 54.75 28.45

Table 2: Averages of inter- and intra-division scores

Hereby, the sector pair which exhibits the highest average
synergy score for one given sector is decorated with one of
three superscripts (I), (E), and (H), being acronyms for the
respective sectors. We can thus observe that our hypothe-
sis of higher intra-sector scores as opposed to inter-sector
scores holds for two of the sectors: For the health as well
as the energy sector their intra-sector score is significantly
higher than their respective inter-sector scores. This is not
the case for the industry sector, though, where the machine
suggests a higher synergetic potential for the cross-sector
overlap with energy than within its own sector. However, the
scores are close to each other (58.09 versus 56.53). Moreover,
it is an established fact that the energy and industry sec-
tor are in general much closer to each other than the health
sector, which is also reflected in the data.

The same effect can be observed on the finer-grained di-
vision level. Here, the increase in overlap of technologies
within divisions as opposed to across divisions is even more
pronounced than for the sector level. Table 2 lists the aver-
age inter-division synergy potential versus the average intra-
division synergy score for each sector.

Eventually, we may come to conclude that our intuition
of coherently arranged organizational units is reflected in
our system’s automatic synergy prediction approach, even
though the results are based on representative selections
rather than the full range of technologies.

5. SYNERGY CLASSIFIER EVALUATION
Our classifier system attempts to judge the synergetic po-

tential of any two technologies ti, tj and computes an explicit
ranking R of technology pairs according to their synergy
value, enabling us to come up with a synergy recommen-
dation. The previous section has shown that the use of the
classifier in hierarchical pivot tabulating according to or-
ganizational layers reveals several findings we would have
intuitively expected, thus serving as means of validation.

However, in order to properly quantify the classification
accuracy of the system, benchmark evaluations are required.
Owing to the lack of relevant labeled datasets that could be
used for cross-validation, the only reasonable option is to
have humans judge a subsample of the overall set of tech-
nology pairs and to compare the machine’s automatically
computed result with human ratings.

5.1 Experiment Setup
We have composed one such benchmark test set made up

of a subsample of all technology pairs. To this end, we have
subdivided the 11,175 pairs, sorted according to R, into four
bins and randomly selected 5 pairs from each bin. Each pair
is assigned its bin number, which simultaneously expresses
the synergy value on a 4-point scale. The selected pairs are
shown in Table 3.

Next, we had two groups of people, consisting of 10 mem-
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Word Pair
Machine Experts Non-Experts

Rating �-Rating Stddev �-Rating Stddev

Photovoltaics Alternative Fuel 4 1.8 0.63 3.4 0.7

Direct Drive Mechanism Picture Archiving System 1 1.0 0.0 1.4 0.7

Heat Recovery Solar Thermal Energy 3 2.4 1.26 3.2 0.79

Smoke Detector Steam Turbine 2 1.6 0.97 1.8 0.92

Remote Monitoring Arc-Fault Circuit Interrupter 3 3.2 0.79 3.2 0.79

Telematics Control System 2 2.9 1.10 3.7 0.48

Silicon Carbide Cold Rolling 3 1.1 0.32 1.9 0.32

PC-based Automation Laboratory Automation 2 3.2 1.03 3 1.05

Carbon Capture Alternative Fuel 4 2.0 0.67 2.9 0.99

Computed Tomography Ceramics 2 1.6 0.70 1.5 0.71

Mammography Computed Tomography 4 3.2 0.79 3.2 0.63

Airport Virtual Engineering 1 2.2 1.03 2.2 1.14

C-Arm Medical Imaging 3 1.6 0.84 1.8 0.63

Roll Forming Foil Bearing 1 1.4 0.52 2.2 0.79

Fire-Protection Dual-Energy Scan 1 1.0 0.0 1.1 0.32

Switch Gear Circuit Breaker 4 3.0 1.15 2.9 1.1

Gas Turbine Steam Turbine 4 2.9 0.99 3.6 0.52

Energy Efficiency LED Lamp 2 2.8 0.92 2.7 0.95

Sensor Carbon Nanotube 3 1.6 0.70 2.1 0.74

Radiopharmacology Radar 1 1.0 0.0 1.6 0.7

Table 3: Benchmark set with machine ratings and average ratings by experts and non-experts

bers each: The first was made up of computer science re-
searchers and IT consultants with an affinity to technology
in general but no in-depth knowledge of non-IT production
processes and products. This group was considered the non-
expert group. The second cluster, dubbed the expert group,
only contained people with relevant domain expertise. How-
ever, though the latter group is named “expert group”, not
all its members are experts for all three sectors at the same
time. Most of them specialize in merely one of them (or even
a subset of one, by only focusing on some of the divisions of
one given sector).

The 20 technology pairs were shuffled, in order to discard
the machine’s ranking from top-synergy pairs down to those
“poor dogs”. Next, the list was shipped to all 20 participants
without them knowing either the machine’s rating or their
fellows’ estimate. The only directive given to them was to
rate the synergetic value of all pairs on a scale of 1 to 4,
where 1 denotes no synergy at all and 4 denotes maximum
synergetic potential. Moreover, they were not forced to strat-
ify their ratings, i.e., to assign the same number of 1’s, 2’s,
3’s, and 4’s to the list of 20. Experts as well as non-experts
were allowed to look up technologies and their meanings in
whatever resources they deemed useful.

5.2 Result Analysis
In order to analyze and compare the results, we made use

of the popular Pearson correlation coefficient (see, e.g., [14]):
The ratings of each participant, i.e., experts, non-experts,
and the automated computation scheme, are considered as
vectors where each component may adopt values between 1
and 4. The correlation coefficient is then computed for two of
these vectors, returning values in the range [-1,+1]. Hereby,

+1 denotes 100% consensus and -1 denotes completely op-
posed rating behavior.

The advantage of Pearson correlation, as opposed to for
example the cosine similarity measure [1], lies in its taking
care of the general rating tendency of the two arbiters in-
volved. Some people rather assign higher scores while others
tend to assign lower values. Pearson only measures, for each
individual, her deviation from her mean rating. These devi-
ations from mean ratings are then compared for each vector
component, that is, for each technology pair being evaluated
with regard to synergetic potential.

5.2.1 Intra-Group Correlation
First, we wanted to analyze how members of each of the

two groups would behave internally with regard to their syn-
ergy judgment. We therefore computed the correlation coef-
ficient for every unordered pair of members {mi, mj} of each
group, discounting self-correlations i = j. The result was
then averaged across the number of pairs, |{{mi, mj}, i 6=
j ∧ i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 10}}| = 9 · 10/2.

For the non-expert group, the average intra-group correla-
tion amounted to .53, which is a fairly high correlation. The
fact that the correlation does not reach into higher ranges
already indicates that synergy identification is a non-trivial
task where humans likewise dissent with each other. The
intra-group correlation for the expert group was .56, which
supports our hypothesis that experts are closer to each other
with regard to their estimation, owing to their familiarity
with the process and the technologies discussed. However,
the noted difference in average correlation is relatively small.
Fig. 5 provides more insight by exposing the distribution of
correlation values for each member pair and group: We ob-
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serve that there are more pairs for the expert group that
have high correlations than there are for the non-experts.
However, the expert group also has more pairs that have
considerably low correlations < .3.

5.2.2 Inter-Group Correlation
Next, we wanted to investigate whether experts and non-

experts substantially differed from each other with regard to
their estimates. We thus computed the inter-group correla-
tion that we defined as the average of correlation coefficient
values for pairs {mi, mk}, where mi is an expert and mk is
not. The resulting correlation of .49 hints at the finding that
the within-group coherence is greater than consensus across
both groups. That is, experts behave in a certain fashion and
non-experts do so as well. However, the figures are too close
to each other, with no statistical significance for p < .05 us-
ing Student’s two-tailed t-test. More extensive studies on a
larger scale would be required in order to support or reject
the respective assumption.

5.2.3 Classifier Benchmarking
Upon measuring the behavior of humans when confronted

with the task, we eventually evaluated our approach’s clas-
sification results by means of comparing with the human
groups’ assessments. We thus computed the average corre-
lation of the automatically assigned synergy ratings with the
synergy weights of all members of each group. Moreover, we
also generated a non-stratified random synergy rating vec-
tor in order to define the borderline, and likewise matched
the vector against both groups.

The random rating vector’s fit with the non-expert group
amounted to .12, and to .17 with the expert group. Our auto-
mated classification scheme’s fit with the non-expert group
exceeded this borderline figure by far, returning .5 as aver-
age correlation. This correlation score is almost as high as
the non-experts’ intra-group correlation coefficient and gives
us an indication that our automated computation system’s
performance effectively meets our expectations. The fit with
our expert group was lower, though, amounting to .46.

The results for the benchmark as well as the inter-group
and inter-group correlations of both human groups are sum-
marized in Fig. 6.

5.3 Conclusion
The empirical evaluations have shown that evaluating the

synergetic potential is not an easy task for humans either.
The level of expertise plays an important role, though, as
domain experts appear to more strongly comply with each
other than non-experts. However, the difference in inner-
group consensus for these two groups was still relatively
small. One reason might be that our “non-experts” effec-
tively did have technical backgrounds, keeping their spread
of ratings at bay. Moreover, both groups were invited to look
up technologies they were not familiar with.

Of particular interest is clearly the performance of our au-
tomated classification system, which performed utterly well
against the human-set benchmark. In particular for the non-
expert group the fit of our classifier appeared high, which
would make its result barely distinguishable from a man’s
assessment. While the correlation of our classifier was lower
for the expert group, the fit was still comparatively good.

Hence, we come to find that our system is well-suited for
use as surrogate for tedious human effort. While this as-
sumption was already made during numerous on-the-fly tri-
als throughout the system’s deployment phase and during
arbitrary probing, the preceding empirical evaluations have
confirmed this hypothesis.

6. RELATED WORK
To the best of our knowledge, there exists no system that

addresses the automatic recommendation of technological
synergies per se. However, as our idea of leveraging tech-
nological synergies is intrinsically connected to the notion
of semantic similarity, literature on the latter subject ap-
pears most relevant for positioning our work into current
research: Logics-based approaches to deriving semantic sim-
ilarity come first and foremost from the realm of descrip-
tion logics, which are formalisms used to describe concepts
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and their characteristic features. Seminal works include [3]
and [9]. The drawback of these methods is the need to con-
cisely formalize all knowledge used throughout the decision
process, which would in our case offset the advantage of
machine-supported synergy detection as opposed to manual
examination by dedicated domain experts.

Other related work, inspired by statistics and probabilis-
tic reasoning, intends to determine the semantic distance of
word meanings rather than that of generic concepts. To this
end, these approaches mostly rely on electronically available,
hierarchically structured dictionaries such as the popular
WordNet (http://wordnet.princeton.edu/ ) [11]. The prob-
lem of similarity matching is here reduced to simple graph
traversal tasks [4] as well as finding least common subsumers
in taxonomy trees (e.g., [7], [6], and [10]). In a similar vein,
researchers have proposed information-theoretic approaches,
see Resnik [12] and Lin [8]. Unfortunately, these approaches
mostly apply to concepts found in dictionaries and not ar-
bitrary named entities, e.g., Hydraulic Permeability.

With the advent and the proliferation of the Web, corpora-
centric approaches have gained momentum: These efforts
compute the semantic similarity between two given words
or named entities based on massive document collections
(such as the Web) and use language statistics such as point-
wise mutual information (see, e.g., [15]), word collocation or
occurrence correlation [2] in order to estimate their semantic
similarity. More complex examples include [17] and [13].

While these approaches appear related to our computa-
tion scheme in terms of some of the principle methods used,
none of them addresses the context of deriving the synergetic
potential based on meronymous and class-subclass relation-
ships of technologies.

7. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have laid out our systematic approach for

recommending technology synergies in an automated fash-
ion. The major advantage of this method is the tremendous
reduction of human effort while still returning results that
match those of human experts with regard to classification
accuracy (see Sec. 5.2.3).

We harness the system in two ways: First, we make use
of it in order to generate multi-level N × N pivot tables
that show the company’s synergy potential landscape at
one glance. Drill-down and roll-up operations along orga-
nizational hierarchies (sections, divisions) allow to refine or
coarsen the maintained perspective (see Sec. 4.2). Second,
we use the system as some sort of “synergy recommender”,
where we have our software rank technology pairs in de-
scending order with regard to their synergetic value and
then select the top 5-10% for further in-depth inspection.
The filtered results are then offered to domain-specific work-
ing groups that decide which synergy recommendations are
worthwhile to pursue and which are not.

For future work, we intend to try classifiers other than the
ODP- and Wikipedia-based ones presented here. Moreover,
we plan to include more rigid evaluation of classifiers com-
peting against each other. So far, we have only conducted
informal assessments for comparing the accuracy of the com-
bination of both classifiers, as opposed to the use of just one
of them. When having several additional classifiers in place,
we envision to apply boosting (such as AdaBoost.M1 [5])
and bagging techniques for optimal classifier weighting.
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